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SCUBAPRO 2018

MK25 EVO / A700 CARBON BLACK TECH

919,00

12.770.700 INT 232

12.770.800 DIN 300

6     REGULATORS

All the features and breathing performance of the MK25 EVO/A700 with the addition of a Black Tech 
coating that protects both stages against the ravages of salt water and corrosion. This rugged 
coating includes an inner layer of chemical nickel (FDA approved) and an outer glossy DLC (Diamond 
Like Carbon) coated body. It lends a technical look while maintaining a sleek scratch-resistance 
appearance that lasts.  The second stage’s handmade full carbon fiber front cover provides excellent 
shock resistance along with 32 grams of weight savings compared to the standard metal cover. 

FIRST STAGE
◊ Air-balanced flow-through piston in a nickel plated brass body coated with DLC process, provides 

constant and effortless airflow unaffected by depth, tank pressure, or breathing rate.
◊ Patented XTIS (Extended thermal Insulating system) thermally insulates the inner mechanism 

from the environment, improving cold-water resistance by 30% and delaying ice formation in 
extreme cold-water conditions without compromising breathing performance. Key insulation 
system components are visible in blue.

◊ Spring insulating coating, body insulating bushing, anti-freeze cap, bigger body and cap thread 
all work in concert with the XTIS to improve cold-water performance.

◊ Anti-freeze protection radically increases breathing reliability when diving in the most extreme 
water temperatures.

◊ Two opposing high pressure ports allow the first stage to be positioned either up or down.
◊ Four high-flow and one axial super high-flow low pressure ports on a swivel turret maximize hose 

routing options.
◊ External intermediate pressure adjustment enables technicians to fine-tune performance 

quickly and easily.
◊ Available in either 3364psi/232bar INT or 4350psi/300bar DIN configurations.
◊ DIN version comes with a dual-compound wheel that features an ergo shape and soft grip on a 

rugged black nylon frame.
◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: (l/min/SCFM): >8500/301.
◊ Intermediate pressure (psi/bar): 130-142/9.0-9.8.

SECOND STAGE
◊ Air-balanced valve smoothes out the inhalation effort at varying depths and supply pressures.
◊ DLC Black Tech coating on the metal body offers anti-scratch resistance and a glossy black look.
◊ Handmade full carbon fiber front cover provides excellent shock resistance, plus the 32-gram 

weight savings (compared to the standard metal cover) increases comfort and reduces jaw 
stress. 

◊ Metal construction enables the use of a larger diaphragm inside a compact casing, increasing 
breathing sensitivity.

◊ User controls include a diver-adjustable inhalation effort knob and coaxial-flow Venturi-Initiated 
Vacuum Assist (VIVA) lever.

◊ Super-flow hose features an oversized bore that allows more air to flow on each inhalation.
◊ Ultra-comfortable orthodontic mouthpiece is easy to grip yet doesn’t inhibit airflow.
◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: 2000 l/min - 71 SCFM.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP



SCUBAPRO 2018

MK25 EVO / A700

749,00

12.770.040 INT 232

12.770.060 DIN 300

   REGULATORS      7

SCUBAPRO’s flagship regulator system is designed for divers who want the best. 
The MK25 EVO offers excellent resistance to freezing, superb inhalation sensitivity 
and instant delivery of air on demand. The A700 offers effortless inhalation and an 
ease of exhalation that is unmatched in a precision-handcrafted, full-metal package. 
Together they provide unparalleled breathing performance in all water temperatures. 

FIRST STAGE
◊ Air balanced flow-through piston in a chrome-plated brass body provides constant 

and effortless airflow unaffected by depth, tank pressure, or breathing rate.
◊ Patented XTIS (Extended thermal Insulating system) thermally insulates the inner 

mechanism from the environment, improving cold-water resistance by 30% and 
delaying ice formation in extreme cold-water conditions without compromising 
breathing performance. Key insulation system components are visible in blue. 

◊ Spring insulating coating, body insulating bushing, anti-freeze cap, bigger body and 
cap thread all work in concert with the XTIS to improve cold-water performance.

◊ Anti-freeze protection radically increases breathing reliability when diving in the 
most extreme water temperatures.

◊ Two opposing high pressure ports allow the first stage to be positioned either up 
or down. 

◊ Four high-flow and one axial super high-flow low pressure ports on a swivel turret 
maximize hose routing options.

◊ External intermediate pressure adjustment enables technicians to fine-tune 
performance quickly and easily.

◊ Available in either 3364psi/232bar INT or 4350psi/300bar DIN configurations.
◊ DIN version comes with a dual-compound wheel that features an ergo shape and 

soft grip on a rugged black nylon frame.
◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: (l/min/SCFM): >8500/301.
◊ Intermediate pressure (psi/bar): 130-142/9.0-9.8.

SECOND STAGE
◊ Air-balanced valve smoothes out the inhalation effort at varying depths and supply 

pressures.
◊ Rugged full-metal case, front cover and valve housing are able to withstand years 

of aggressive diving.
◊ Metal construction enables the use of a larger diaphragm inside a compact casing, 

increasing breathing sensitivity. 
◊ User controls include a diver-adjustable inhalation effort knob and coaxial-flow 

Venturi-Initiated Vacuum Assist (VIVA) lever.
◊ Super-flow hose features an oversized bore that allows more air to flow on each 

inhalation.
◊ Ultra-comfortable orthodontic mouthpiece is easy to grip yet doesn’t inhibit airflow.
◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: 2000 l/min - 71 SCFM.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP



SCUBAPRO 2018

MK17 EVO/A700

639,00

12.714.010 INT 232

12.714.030 DIN 300

8     REGULATORS

Built to deliver a steady supply of air in harsh diving conditions, when the going gets rough, the 
MK17 EVO/A700 gets going. The MK17 EVO is completely sealed off from the elements, ensuring 
trouble-free operation no matter how cold or murky the water gets. It is more compact yet delivers 
better breathing performance than its predecessor. Its improved internal design allows more 
airflow from the LP ports which have been reconfigured for better hose routing. The A700 offers 
extraordinary breathing performance, including effortless inhalation and an ease of exhalation that 
is unmatched, all in a precision-handcrafted, full-metal package.

FIRST STAGE
◊ Air balanced diaphragm delivers constant and effortless airflow unaffected by depth, tank 

pressure, or breathing rate.
◊  Environmentally sealed system prevents water and pollutants from fouling the inner mechanism.
◊ Dry ambient pressure chamber increases freezing resistance, ensuring consistent airflow in the 

coldest conditions.
◊ Improved airflow on all LP ports
◊ External intermediate pressure adjustment enables technicians to fine-tune performance 

quickly and easily.
◊ Available in either 3364psi/232bar INT or 4350psi/300bar DIN configurations.
◊ DIN version comes with a dual-compound wheel that features an ergo shape and soft grip on a 

rugged black nylon frame.
◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: 6900 l/min - 230 SCFM.
◊ Intermediate pressure (psi/bar): 130-142/9.0-9.8.

SECOND STAGE
◊ Air-balanced valve smoothes out the inhalation effort at varying depths and supply pressures.
◊ Rugged full-metal case, front cover and valve housing are able to withstand years of aggressive 

diving.
◊ Metal construction enables the use of a larger diaphragm inside a compact casing, increasing 

breathing sensitivity. 
◊ User controls include a diver-adjustable inhalation effort knob and coaxial-flow Venturi-Initiated 

Vacuum Assist (VIVA) lever.
◊ Super-flow hose features an oversized bore that allows more air to flow on each inhalation.
◊ Ultra-comfortable orthodontic mouthpiece is easy to grip yet doesn’t inhibit airflow.
◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: 2000 l/min - 71 SCFM.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP



SCUBAPRO 2018

MK25T EVO/S620X-Ti

1659,00

12.620.600 DIN 300

   REGULATORS      9

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

SCUBAPRO teams its high performance titanium first stage with a brand new air-
balanced second stage. The MK25T EVO is machined from a solid block of titanium 
which will not corrode, even in concentrated saltwater conditions. It offers excellent 
resistance to freezing, superb inhalation sensitivity and instant delivery of air on 
demand. 

The new S620X-Ti embraces the best features of SCUBAPRO’s renowned S600 in 
an upgraded, state-of-the-art design.  Smaller and lighter than the S600 but using 
the same-sized diaphragm, the S620X-Ti delivers excellent performance; work of 
breathing has been reduced by 37% over the S600, providing effortless airflow under 
all dive conditions. The full titanium inlet tube is ultra-light, the large purge button 
improves water circulation, and the new exhaust tee increases performance while 
directing bubbles out of the field of view for the ultimate in lightweight performance.  
In all water temperatures, in all dive conditions, this new reg system is a winner. 

FIRST STAGE
◊ Air-balanced flow-through piston in a full titanium body provides effortless airflow 

unaffected by depth, tank pressure, or breathing rate.
◊ Patented XTIS (Extended thermal Insulating system) thermally insulates the inner 

mechanism from the environment, improving cold-water resistance by 30% and 
delaying ice formation in extreme cold-water conditions without compromising 
breathing performance. Key insulation system components are visible in blue.

◊ Spring insulating coating, body insulating bushing, anti-freeze cap, bigger body and 
cap thread all work in concert with the XTIS to improve cold-water performance.

◊ Anti-freeze protection radically increases breathing reliability when diving in the 
most extreme water temperatures.

◊ Two opposing high pressure ports allow the first stage to be positioned either up 
or down.

◊ Four high-flow and one axial super high-flow low pressure ports on a swivel turret 
maximize hose routing options.

◊ External intermediate pressure adjustment enables technicians to fine-tune 
performance quickly and easily.

◊ DIN version comes with a dual-compound wheel that features an ergo shape and 
soft grip on a rugged black nylon frame.

◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: (l/min/SCFM): >8500/301.
◊ Intermediate pressure (psi/bar): 130-142/9.0-9.8.
◊ Weight : 350g

SECOND STAGE
◊ Air-balanced valve smoothes out the inhalation effort at varying depths and supply 

pressures.
◊ Rugged reinforced technopolymer case and titanium front cover are able to 

withstand years of aggressive diving.
◊ Titanium barrel is rugged, anti-corrosion and lightweight for long-term reliability. 
◊ Uses the S600’s large diaphragm  inside a compact casing for maximum breathing 

sensitivity.
◊ User controls include an easy-grip diver-adjustable inhalation effort knob and 

Venturi-Initiated Vacuum Assist (VIVA) lever.
◊ Super-flow hose features an oversized bore that allows more air to flow on each 

inhalation.
◊ Ultra-comfortable compact orthodontic mouthpiece is easy to grip yet doesn’t 

inhibit airflow.
◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: 1850 l/min.
◊ Weight: 168g



SCUBAPRO 2018

MK25 EVO/S620Ti

699,00

12.620.000 INT 232

12.620.300 DIN 300

10     REGULATORS

SCUBAPRO teams its high performance first stage with a brand new air-balanced 
second stage. The MK25 EVO offers excellent resistance to freezing, superb inhalation 
sensitivity and instant delivery of air on demand. 

The new S620 Ti embraces the best features of SCUBAPRO’s renowned S600 in an 
upgraded, state-of-the-art design.  Smaller and lighter than the S600 but using the 
same-sized diaphragm, the S620 Ti delivers excellent performance; work of breathing 
has been reduced by 37% over the S600, providing effortless airflow under all dive 
conditions. The full titanium inlet tube is ultra-light, the larger water circulation holes 
in the front purge cover allow faster inhalation response and the new exhaust tee 
increases performance while directing bubbles out of the field of view.  In all water 
temperatures, in all dive conditions, this new reg system is a winner. 

FIRST STAGE
◊ Air-balanced flow-through piston in a chrome plated brass body provides constant 

and effortless airflow unaffected by depth, tank pressure, or breathing rate.
◊ Patented XTIS (Extended thermal Insulating system) thermally insulates the inner 

mechanism from the environment, improving cold-water resistance by 30% and 
delaying ice formation in extreme cold-water conditions without compromising 
breathing performance. Key insulation system components are visible in blue.

◊ Spring insulating coating, body insulating bushing, anti-freeze cap, bigger body and 
cap thread all work in concert with the XTIS to improve cold-water performance.

◊ Anti-freeze protection radically increases breathing reliability when diving in the 
most extreme water temperatures.

◊ Two opposing high pressure ports allow the first stage to be positioned either up 
or down.

◊ Four high-flow and one axial super high-flow low pressure ports on a swivel turret 
maximize hose routing options.

◊ External intermediate pressure adjustment enables technicians to fine-tune 
performance quickly and easily.

◊ Available in either 3364psi/232bar INT or 4350psi/300bar DIN configurations.
◊ DIN version comes with a dual-compound wheel that features an ergo shape and 

soft grip on a rugged black nylon frame.
◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: (l/min/SCFM): >8500/301.
◊ Intermediate pressure (psi/bar): 130-142/9.0-9.8.

SECOND STAGE
◊ Air-balanced valve smoothes out the inhalation effort at varying depths and supply 

pressures.
◊ Rugged reinforced technopolymer case and front cover are able to withstand years 

of aggressive diving.
◊ Titanium barrel is rugged, anti-corrosion and lightweight for long-term reliability. 
◊ Uses the S600’s large diaphragm  inside a compact casing for maximum breathing 

sensitivity.
◊ Diaphragm fits inside a more compact casing for maximum breathing sensitivity.
◊ User controls include an easy-grip diver-adjustable inhalation effort knob and 

Venturi-Initiated Vacuum Assist (VIVA) lever.
◊ New exhaust tee increases performance while directing bubbles out of the field of 

view.
◊ Compact Hi-Flow mouthpiece improves airflow as well as mouth comfort, fitting all 

mouth sizes, from largest to smallest.
◊ Super-flow hose features an oversized bore that allows more air to flow on each 

inhalation.
◊ Specific matching colors (blue, pink, yellow, purple, white and orange) on mouthpiece 

and hose protector are available as accessories.
◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: 1850 l/min.
◊ Weight: 179g

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP



SCUBAPRO 2018

MK17 EVO/S620Ti

589,00

12.623.000 INT 232

12.623.300 DIN 300

   REGULATORS      11

Built to deliver a steady supply of air in harsh diving conditions, the MK17 EVO is 
completely sealed off from the elements, ensuring trouble-free operation no matter 
how cold or murky the water gets. It is more compact yet delivers better breathing 
performance than its predecessor. 

The new S620 Ti embraces the best features of SCUBAPRO’s renowned S600 in an 
upgraded, state-of-the-art design. Delivering excellent performance; the S620 Ti’s 
work of breathing has been reduced by 37% over the S600, providing effortless airflow 
under all dive conditions. The large purge button improves water circulation, and the 
new exhaust tee directs bubbles out of the field of view.  It’s a stellar combination can 
be relied upon to deliver top-line performance in all dive conditions.  

FIRST STAGE
◊ Air balanced diaphragm delivers constant and effortless airflow unaffected by 

depth, tank pressure, or breathing rate.
◊ Environmentally sealed system prevents water and pollutants from fouling the inner 

mechanism.
◊ Dry ambient pressure chamber increases freezing resistance, ensuring consistent 

airflow in the coldest conditions.
◊ Improved airflow on all LP ports
◊ External intermediate pressure adjustment enables technicians to fine-tune 

performance quickly and easily.
◊ Available in either 3364psi/232bar INT or 4350psi/300bar DIN configurations.
◊ DIN version comes with a dual-compound wheel that features an ergo shape and 

soft grip on a rugged black nylon frame.
◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: 6900 l/min - 230 SCFM.
◊ Intermediate pressure (psi/bar): 130-142/9.0-9.8.

SECOND STAGE
◊ Air-balanced valve smoothes out the inhalation effort at varying depths and supply 

pressures.
◊ Rugged reinforced technopolymer case and front cover are able to withstand years 

of aggressive diving.
◊ Titanium barrel is rugged, anti-corrosion and lightweight for long-term reliability. 
◊ Uses the S600’s large diaphragm  inside a compact casing for maximum breathing 

sensitivity.
◊ User controls include an easy-grip diver-adjustable inhalation effort knob and 

Venturi-Initiated Vacuum Assist (VIVA) lever.
◊ New exhaust tee increases performance while directing bubbles out of the field of 

view.
◊ Compact Hi-Flow mouthpiece improves airflow as well as mouth comfort, fitting all 

mouth sizes, from largest to smallest.
◊ Super-flow hose features an oversized bore that allows more air to flow on each 

inhalation.
◊ Specific matching colors (blue, pink, yellow, purple, white and orange) on mouthpiece 

and hose protector are available as accessories.
◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: 1850 l/min.
◊ Weight: 179g

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP



SCUBAPRO 2018

MK25 EVO/S600

PACK MK25 EVO/S600/R195 OCTOPUS

599,00

12.971.050 INT 232

12.971.070 DIN 300

699,00

12.971.970 INT 232

12.971.960 DIN 300

12     REGULATORS

Combining SCUBAPRO’s best-selling second stage and its top-performing first stage 
is a match made in diver heaven. The MK25 EVO offers excellent resistance to freezing, 
superb inhalation sensitivity and instant delivery of air on demand. The S600, with its 
rugged fiberglass rugged fiberglass reinforced nylon casing and stainless steel front 
face front face, provides a steady, effortless flow of air, regardless of depth.

FIRST STAGE
◊ Air balanced flow-through piston in a chrome-plated brass body provides constant 

and effortless airflow unaffected by depth, tank pressure, or breathing rate.
◊ Patented XTIS (Extended thermal Insulating system) thermally insulates the inner 

mechanism from the environment, improving cold-water resistance by 30% and 
delaying ice formation in extreme cold-water conditions without compromising 
breathing performance. Key insulation system components are visible in blue. 

◊ Spring insulating coating, body insulating bushing, anti-freeze cap, bigger body and 
cap thread all work in concert with the XTIS to improve cold-water performance.

◊ Anti-freeze protection radically increases breathing reliability when diving in the 
most extreme water temperatures.

◊ Two opposing high pressure ports allow the first stage to be positioned either up 
or down. 

◊ Four high-flow and one axial super high-flow low pressure ports on a swivel turret 
maximize hose routing options.

◊ External intermediate pressure adjustment enables technicians to fine-tune 
performance quickly and easily.

◊ Available in either 3364psi/232bar INT or 4350psi/300bar DIN configurations.
◊ DIN version comes with a dual-compound wheel that features an ergo shape and 

soft grip on a rugged black nylon frame.
◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: (l/min/SCFM): >8500/301.
◊ Intermediate pressure (psi/bar): 130-142/9.0-9.8.

SECOND STAGE
◊ Air-balanced valve smoothes out the inhalation effort when diving at varying depths 

and supply pressures.
◊ Metal valve housing is able to withstand years of aggressive diving.
◊ User controls include a diver-adjustable inhalation effort knob and Venturi-Initiated 

Vacuum Assist (VIVA) dive/pre-dive switch.
◊ Super-flow hose features an oversized bore that allows more air to flow on each 

inhalation.
◊ Ultra-comfortable orthodontic mouthpiece is easy to grip yet doesn’t inhibit airflow.
◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: 1850 l/min - 66 SCFM.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP



SCUBAPRO 2018

MK17 EVO/S600

499,00

12.927.050 INT 232

12.927.070 DIN 300

   REGULATORS      13

Teaming SCUBAPRO’s best-selling second stage with its environmentally sealed first 
stage creates a reliable air delivery system for all diving conditions. The MK17 EVO is 
completely sealed off from the elements, ensuring trouble-free operation no matter 
how cold or murky the water gets. It is more compact yet delivers better breathing 
performance than its predecessor. Its improved internal design allows more airflow 
from the LP ports which have been reconfigured for better hose routing. The S600, 
with its rugged fiberglass reinforced nylon casing and stainless steel front face front 
face, provides a steady, effortless flow of air, regardless of depth.

FIRST STAGE
◊  Air balanced diaphragm delivers constant and effortless airflow unaffected by 

depth, tank pressure, or breathing rate.
◊  Environmentally sealed system prevents water and pollutants from fouling the 

inner mechanism.
◊  Dry ambient pressure chamber increases freezing resistance, ensuring consistent 

airflow in the coldest conditions.
◊ Improved airflow on all LP ports
◊ External intermediate pressure adjustment enables technicians to fine-tune 

performance quickly and easily.
◊ Available in either 3364psi/232bar INT or 4350psi/300bar DIN configurations.
◊ DIN version comes with a dual-compound wheel that features an ergo shape and 

soft grip on a rugged black nylon frame.
◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: 6900 l/min - 230 SCFM.
◊ Intermediate pressure (psi/bar): 130-142/9.0-9.8.

SECOND STAGE
◊ Air-balanced valve smoothes out the inhalation effort when diving at varying depths 

and supply pressures.
◊ Metal valve housing is able to withstand years of aggressive diving.
◊ User controls include a diver-adjustable inhalation effort knob and Venturi-Initiated 

Vacuum Assist (VIVA) dive/pre-dive switch.
◊ Super-flow hose features an oversized bore that allows more air to flow on each 

inhalation.
◊ Ultra-comfortable orthodontic mouthpiece is easy to grip yet doesn’t inhibit airflow.
◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: 1850 l/min - 66 SCFM.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

REGULATOR COLOR ACCESSORIES



SCUBAPRO 2018

MK21/C370

new system

10.721.004

12.979.000 INT 232 299,00

12.979.300 DIN 300 299,00

10.721.004 42,50

14     REGULATORS

The ultra-compact MK21/C370 regulator system delivers the ideal blend of comfort and 
performance. About 20% smaller than SCUBAPRO’s flagship MK25 but benefitting from the 
same core technology, the MK21 features a modern, cutting-edge design whose size and 
weight make it an excellent choice for travel divers. The new C370 brings forth the best features 
of its predecessor, the C350, while adding a balanced valve to its design. Its new exhaust tee, 
based on the S620 Ti’s design, contributes to a 10% improvement in work of breathing over the 
C350. Together they create a no-nonsense air delivery system that delivers big performance in 
a small package.

FIRST STAGE
◊ Air-balanced flow-through piston provides constant and effortless airflow unaffected by 

depth, tank pressure, or breathing rate.
◊ Polished chrome-plated marine grade brass body is close to 20% smaller than the MK25, 

making it an easy travel companion.
◊ Unique thermal exchange design with external fins optimizes freezing resistance.
◊ Two high pressure ports, one on each side of the body, allow the first stage to be positioned 

either up or down.
◊ Standard “smart” hose routing cap offers four low pressure ports angled for more convenient 

hose routing (+/- 20º).
◊ Optional hose routing cap increases routing configurations with four angled low pressure 

ports (0°/30°) plus a fifth centralized high-flow low pressure port, ideal for technical diving.
◊ Redesigned yoke allows for easier mounting on a cylinder, and a redesigned cap protects 

components from water intrusion after the dive.
◊ Weight: INT 232: 780G; DIN 300; 570g.
◊ Airflow at 200bar: (l/min): >7500.
◊ Intermediate pressure: 9.0-9.8 bar

SECOND STAGE
◊ Air-balanced valve for smooth inhalation effort at varying depths and supply pressures.  
◊ Compact rugged fiberglass reinforced nylon casing and new exhaust tee take up little space 

in a dive bag.
◊ Stainless steel frame on the front cover adds the SCUBAPRO signature.
◊ The poppet and lever allows the design to maintain the same overall size as the C350. 
◊ The exhaust tee is based on the S620 Ti’s design and contributes to better work of breathing 

(a 10% improvement over the C350).
◊ User controls include a diver-adjustable inhalation effort knob and Venturi-Initiated Vacuum 

Assist (VIVA).
◊ Large purge button is easy to activate, even wearing thick gloves.
◊ Super-flow hose features an oversized bore that allows more air to flow on each inhalation.
◊ Compact Hi-Flow mouthpiece improves airflow as well as mouth comfort, fitting all mouth 

sizes, from largest to smallest.
◊ Weight: 171g.
◊ Airflow at 200bar: (l/min): 1600 bar

Kit Optional Cap 5 HFPs - MK21

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP

Optional Cap 5 HFPs - Kit

Available December 2017



SCUBAPRO 2018

MK17 EVO/C370

PACK MK17 EVO/C370/R095 OCTOPUS

new system

new system

329,00

12.803.000 INT 232

12.803.300 DIN 300

429,00

12.803.900 INT 232

12.803.910 DIN 300

   REGULATORS      15

This regulator system combines SCUBAPRO’s premium diaphragm first stage with its 
newest air-balanced second stage. The MK17 EVO is completely sealed off from the 
elements, ensuring trouble-free operation no matter how cold or murky the water gets. 
Its improved internal design allows more airflow from the LP ports which have been 
reconfigured for better hose routing. The new C370 brings forth the best features of its 
predecessor, the C350, while adding a balanced valve to its design. Its new exhaust tee, 
based on the S620 Ti’s design, contributes to a 10% improvement in work of breathing 
over the C350. It’s a smart reg system for all kinds of diving applications.

FIRST STAGE
◊ Air-balanced diaphragm delivers constant and effortless airflow unaffected by 

depth, tank pressure, or breathing rate.
◊ Environmentally sealed system prevents water and pollutants from fouling the inner 

mechanism.
◊ Dry ambient pressure chamber increases freezing resistance, ensuring consistent 

airflow in the coldest conditions.
◊ Substantial increase in airflow -- 6900 l/min versus 6500 l/min -- includes improved 

balance of air supply pressure. 
◊ Two high pressure and four high-flow low pressure ports maximize air delivery. 
◊ High-flow performance is available from all four LP ports which are configured for 

optimum hose routing.
◊ External intermediate pressure adjustment enables technicians to fine-tune 

performance quickly and easily.
◊ Weigh : INT 232: 860g; DIN 300: 640g
◊ Airflow at 200bar: (l/min): 242.
◊ Intermediate pressure: 9.0-9.8 bar

SECOND STAGE
◊ Air-balanced valve for smooth inhalation effort at varying depths and supply 

pressures.  
◊ Compact rugged fiberglass reinforced nylon casing and new exhaust tee take up 

little space in a dive bag.
◊ Stainless steel frame on the front cover adds the SCUBAPRO C-Series signature.
◊ The poppet and lever allows the design to maintain the same overall size as the 

C350. 
◊ The exhaust tee is based on the S620 Ti’s design and contributes to better work of 

breathing (a 10% improvement over the C350).
◊ User controls include a diver-adjustable inhalation effort knob and Venturi-Initiated 

Vacuum Assist (VIVA).
◊ Large purge button is easy to activate, even wearing thick gloves.
◊ Super-flow hose features an oversized bore that allows more air to flow on each 

inhalation.
◊ Compact Hi-Flow mouthpiece improves airflow as well as mouth comfort, fitting all 

mouth sizes, from smaller to largest.
◊ Weight: 171g.
◊ Airflow at 200bar: (l/min): 1600 bar

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

Available December 2017

Available December 2017



SCUBAPRO 2018

MK11/C370

new system

PACK MK11/C370/R095 OCTOPUS

new system

259.00

12.175.000 INT 232

12.175.300 DIN 300

349.00

12.175.900 INT 232

12.175.910 DIN 300

16     REGULATORS

The MK11/C370 is a great choice for dive-trekkers. The balanced diaphragm MK11, 
with its chrome-plated brass body specially designed to reduce size and weight, is 
an ideal travel companion. Its system features internal parts that are sealed from the 
elements. The new C370 brings forth the best features of its predecessor, the C350, 
while adding a balanced valve to its design. Its new exhaust tee, based on the S620 Ti’s 
design, contributes to a 10% improvement in work of breathing over the C350. With 
this regulator system in your dive bag you’ll be ready to hit the road. 

FIRST STAGE 
◊ Air-balanced diaphragm design delivers constant and effortless airflow unaffected

by depth, tank pressure, or breathing rate. 
◊ Marine grade brass body has sealed internal parts to prevent water and pollutants

from fouling the inner mechanism while enhancing cold-water performance. 
◊ Two high pressure, two low pressure and two high-flow LP ports maximize hose

routing options. 
◊ External intermediate pressure adjustment enables technicians to fine-tune

performance quickly and easily.
◊ Weight): INT 232: 710g; DIN 300: 490g
◊ Airflow at 200bar: (l/min): > 5500 
◊ Intermediate pressure: 9.0-9.8 bar

SECOND STAGE
◊ Air-balanced valve for smooth inhalation effort at varying depths and supply

pressures. 
◊ Compact rugged fiberglass reinforced nylon casing and new exhaust tee take up

little space in a dive bag.
◊ Stainless steel frame on the front cover adds the SCUBAPRO C-Series signature.
◊ The poppet and lever allows the design to maintain the same overall size as the

C350. 
◊ The exhaust tee is based on the S620 Ti’s design and contributes to better work of

breathing (a 10% improvement over the C350).
◊ User controls include a diver-adjustable inhalation effort knob and Venturi-Initiated 

Vacuum Assist (VIVA).
◊ Large purge button is easy to activate, even wearing thick gloves.
◊ Super-flow hose features an oversized bore that allows more air to flow on each

inhalation.
◊ Compact Hi-Flow mouthpiece improves airflow as well as mouth comfort, fitting all 

mouth sizes, from smaller to largest.
◊ Weight: 171g.
◊ Airflow at 200bar: (l/min): 1600 bar

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

Available December 2017

Available December 2017
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MK25 EVO BLACK TECH/G260 BLACK TECH

719,00

12.771.500 INT 232

12.771.600 DIN 300
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A reg system aimed at technical divers, the MK25 EVO offers excellent resistance to 
freezing, superb inhalation sensitivity and instant delivery of air on demand. The G260’s 
casing is built from rugged nylon fiberglass and uses freeze resistant components. 
Both first and second stages have a Black Tech scratch-resistant coating on metal 
parts that protects against the ravages of salt water and corrosion. This durable 
coating includes an inner layer of chemical Nickel (FDA approved) and an outer glossy 
DLC (Diamond Like Carbon) outer layer.  It’s a rugged reg system that delivers solid 
breathing performance in all diving conditions and water temperatures.

FIRST STAGE
◊ Air-balanced flow-through piston in a nickel plated brass body coated with DLC 

process, provides constant and effortless airflow unaffected by depth, tank 
pressure, or breathing rate.

◊ Patented XTIS (Extended thermal Insulating system) thermally insulates the inner 
mechanism from the environment, improving cold-water resistance by 30% and 
delaying ice formation in extreme cold-water conditions without compromising 
breathing performance. Key insulation system components are visible in blue.

◊ Spring insulating coating, body insulating bushing, anti-freeze cap, bigger body and 
cap thread all work in concert with the XTIS to improve cold-water performance.

◊ Anti-freeze protection radically increases breathing reliability when diving in the 
most extreme water temperatures.

◊ Two opposing high pressure ports allow the first stage to be positioned either up 
or down.

◊ Four high-flow and one axial super high-flow low pressure ports on a swivel turret 
maximize hose routing options.

◊ External intermediate pressure adjustment enables technicians to fine-tune 
performance quickly and easily.

◊ Available in either 3364psi/232bar INT or 4350psi/300bar DIN configurations.
◊ DIN version comes with a dual-compound wheel that features an ergo shape and 

soft grip on a rugged black nylon frame.
◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: (l/min/SCFM): >8500/301.
◊ Intermediate pressure (psi/bar): 130-142/9.0-9.8.

SECOND STAGE
◊ Air-balanced valve smoothes out the inhalation effort at varying depths and supply 

pressures.
◊ Nylon fiberglass design features SCUBAPRO’s biggest second stage casing and 

diaphragm for the ultimate in breathing sensitivity, regardless of position in the 
water. 

◊ Dark anodized aluminum front cover ring adds resistance without adding weight.
◊ Metal components, including metal air barrel and metal valve inlet tube, increase 

resistance to freezing when diving in extreme conditions.
◊ High-flow exhaust valve reduces exhalation for better overall breathing comfort.
◊ A diver-adjustable inhalation effort knob fine-tunes air delivery to suit changing 

depths, water conditions and personal tastes.
◊ Venturi-Initiated Vacuum Assist (VIVA) dive/pre-dive switch prevents free flows in 

cold water or when used as an octopus.
◊ Reversible hose attachment allows you to easily adjust hose routing for tech diving 

configurations.
◊ Super-flow hose features an oversized bore that allows more air to flow on each 

inhalation.
◊ Ultra-comfortable orthodontic mouthpiece is easy to grip yet doesn’t inhibit airflow.
◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: 1800 l/min - 64 SCFM.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP
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MK25 EVO/G260

539,00

12.252.010 INT 232

12.252.030 DIN 300

599,00

12.252.930 INT 232

12.252.920 DIN 300
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Offering effortless air delivery and outstanding reliability, this is the go-to air delivery 
system for cold water or technical diving. There’s no better example of solid first stage 
performance in all water temperatures than the MK25 EVO. Teamed with the venerable 
G260, this system can be relied upon to deliver top-of-the-line performance in the 
most extreme conditions. 

FIRST STAGE
◊ Air balanced flow-through piston in a chrome-plated brass body provides constant 

and effortless airflow unaffected by depth, tank pressure, or breathing rate.
◊ Patented XTIS (Extended thermal Insulating system) thermally insulates the inner 

mechanism from the environment, improving cold-water resistance by 30% and 
delaying ice formation in extreme cold-water conditions without compromising 
breathing performance. Key insulation system components are visible in blue. 

◊ Spring insulating coating, body insulating bushing, anti-freeze cap, bigger body and 
cap thread all work in concert with the XTIS to improve cold-water performance.

◊ Anti-freeze protection radically increases breathing reliability when diving in the 
most extreme water temperatures.

◊ Two opposing high pressure ports allow the first stage to be positioned either up 
or down. 

◊ Four high-flow and one axial super high-flow low pressure ports on a swivel turret 
maximize hose routing options.

◊ External intermediate pressure adjustment enables technicians to fine-tune 
performance quickly and easily.

◊ Available in either 3364psi/232bar INT or 4350psi/300bar DIN configurations.
◊ DIN version comes with a dual-compound wheel that features an ergo shape and 

soft grip on a rugged black nylon frame.
◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: (l/min/SCFM): >8500/301.
◊ Intermediate pressure (psi/bar): 130-142/9.0-9.8.

SECOND STAGE
◊ Air-balanced valve smoothes out the inhalation effort at varying depths and supply 

pressures.
◊ Nylon fiberglass design features SCUBAPRO’s biggest second stage casing and 

diaphragm for the ultimate in breathing sensitivity, regardless of position in the 
water. 

◊ Metal components, including metal air barrel and metal valve inlet tube, increase 
resistance to freezing when diving in extreme conditions.

◊ High-flow exhaust valve reduces exhalation for better overall breathing comfort.
◊ A diver-adjustable inhalation effort knob fine-tunes air delivery to suit changing 

depths, water conditions and personal tastes.
◊ Venturi-Initiated Vacuum Assist (VIVA) dive/pre-dive switch prevents free flows in 

cold water or when used as an octopus.
◊ Reversible hose attachment allows you to easily adjust hose routing for tech diving 

configurations.
◊ Super-flow hose features an oversized bore that allows more air to flow on each 

inhalation.
◊ Ultra-comfortable orthodontic mouthpiece is easy to grip yet doesn’t inhibit airflow.
◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: 1800 l/min - 64 SCFM.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

MK25 EVO/G260/R195 OCTOPUS PACKAGE

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP
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MK17 EVO/G260

489,00

12.172.010 INT 232

12.172.030 DIN 300

569,00

12.172.920 INT 232

12.172.930 DIN 300
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The MK17 EVO/G260 is ideally suited to technical as well as cave diving. The MK17 EVO 
is completely sealed off from the elements, ensuring trouble-free operation no matter 
how cold or murky the water gets. It is more compact yet delivers better breathing 
performance than its predecessor. Its improved internal design allows more airflow 
from the LP ports which have been reconfigured for better hose routing. Teamed 
with the venerable G260, this system can be relied upon to deliver top-of-the-line 
performance in the most extreme conditions. 

FIRST STAGE
◊ Air balanced diaphragm delivers constant and effortless airflow unaffected by 

depth, tank pressure, or breathing rate.
◊ Environmentally sealed system prevents water and pollutants from fouling the inner 

mechanism.
◊ Dry ambient pressure chamber increases freezing resistance, ensuring consistent 

airflow in the coldest conditions.
◊ Two high pressure and four high-flow ports maximize air delivery and hose routing 

options.
◊ External intermediate pressure adjustment enables technicians to fine-tune 

performance quickly and easily.
◊ Available in either 3364psi/232bar INT or 4350psi/300bar DIN configurations.
◊ DIN version comes with a dual-compound wheel that features an ergo shape and 

soft grip on a rugged black nylon frame.
◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: 6900 l/min - 230 SCFM.
◊ Intermediate pressure (psi/bar): 130-142/9.0-9.8.

SECOND STAGE
◊ Air-balanced valve smoothes out the inhalation effort at varying depths and supply 

pressures.
◊ Nylon fiberglass design features SCUBAPRO’s biggest second stage casing and 

diaphragm for the ultimate in breathing sensitivity, regardless of position in the 
water. 

◊ Metal components, including metal air barrel and metal valve inlet tube, increase 
resistance to freezing when diving in extreme conditions.

◊ High-flow exhaust valve reduces exhalation for better overall breathing comfort.
◊ A diver-adjustable inhalation effort knob fine-tunes air delivery to suit changing 

depths, water conditions and personal tastes.
◊ Venturi-Initiated Vacuum Assist (VIVA) dive/pre-dive switch prevents free flows in 

cold water or when used as an octopus.
◊ Reversible hose attachment allows you to easily adjust hose routing for tech diving 

configurations.
◊ Super-flow hose features an oversized bore that allows more air to flow on each 

inhalation.
◊ Ultra-comfortable orthodontic mouthpiece is easy to grip yet doesn’t inhibit airflow.
◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: 1800 l/min - 64 SCFM.

MK17 EVO/G260/R195 OCTOPUS PACKAGE

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP
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MK2 EVO/R195

289,00

12.118.000 INT 232

12.118.300 DIN 300
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It’s the perfect go-anywhere reg for divers who like to keep their diving simple and 
affordable. The most economical first stage in SCUBAPRO’s line, the MK2 EVO is 
the only downstream piston-style first stage with internal components specifically 
designed to resist freezing in extreme cold-water conditions. When teamed with the 
R195, this reg system is reliable, easy to maintain, easy to use, and with its left or right 
hose routing capability, it’s also the perfect system for use on stage or pony bottles.

FIRST STAGE
◊ XTIS (Extended Thermal Insulating System) with mechanism fully insulated from 

the environment, increasing freezing resistance by 50%. (Patented)
◊ Key insulation system components in blue.
◊ Airflow increased by 15%
◊ The larger piston provides better breathing performance and sensitivity, yet the 

overall body size, reduced by 3,5mm, results in a more compact first stage. 
◊ Removable orifice allows easier maintenance and longer regulator life.
◊ Modern cosmetic design
◊ Classic Downstream Piston
◊ 1 HP/ 4 LP ports

SECOND STAGE
◊ Classic downstream valve comes with a VIVA switch to control free flows.
◊ Metal valve housing is built rugged and increases overall reliability.
◊ Super-flow hose features larger inner diameter to increase airflow.
◊ Reversible hose attachment makes it easy to use on deco tanks.
◊ Ultra-comfortable orthodontic mouthpiece is easy to grip yet doesn’t inhibit airflow.
◊ Octo version includes yellow front cover and 1m high-viz yellow hose.
◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: 1400 l/min - 50 SCFM.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP
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MK2 EVO/R095

MK11/R095

285,00

12.095.010 INT 232

12.095.030 DIN 300

235,00

12.096.000 INT 232

12.096.300 DIN 300
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This system offers recreational divers great breathing performance even in deeper 
dives, no matter the level of air left in the tank.

FIRST STAGE
◊ Air balanced diaphragm design delivers constant and effortless airflow unaffected 

by depth, tank pressure, or breathing rate.
◊ Marine grade brass body has sealed internal parts to prevent water and pollutants 

from fouling the inner mechanism while enhancing cold-water performance. 
◊ Two high pressure, two low pressure and two high-flow LP ports maximize hose 

routing options.
◊ External intermediate pressure adjustment enables technicians to fine-tune 

performance quickly and easily.
◊ Available in either 3364psi/232bar INT or 4350psi/300bar DIN configurations.
◊ Airflow at 2900psi/200bar: 5500 l/min - 195 SCFM.
◊ Intermediate pressure (psi/bar): 130-142/9.0-9.8.

SECOND STAGE
◊ Streamlined look and evident SCUBAPRO branding with embossed purge button
◊ Classic Downstream valve
◊ Pre-tuned VIVA for uncomplicated use
◊ Reversible hose attachment

Thanks to its bullet-proof design, it is the system of choice for training centers as well 
as new divers.

A totally evolved classic downstream piston first stage, now more of a workhorse than 
ever. With increased breathing sensitivity and better airflow, freezing resistance is 
dramatically increased.

FIRST STAGE
◊ XTIS (Extended Thermal Insulating System) with mechanism fully insulated from 

the environment, increasing freezing resistance by 50%. (Patented)
◊ Key insulation system components in blue.
◊ Airflow increased by 15%
◊ The larger piston provides better breathing performance and sensitivity, yet the 

overall body size, reduced by 3,5mm, results in a more compact first stage. 
◊ Removable orifice allows easier maintenance and longer regulator life.
◊ Modern cosmetic design
◊ Classic Downstream Piston
◊ 1 HP/ 4 LP ports

SECOND STAGE
◊ Streamlined look and evident SCUBAPRO branding with embossed purge button
◊ Classic Downstream valve
◊ Pre-tuned VIVA for uncomplicated use
◊ Reversible hose attachment

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP
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469,00

12.097.900 INT 232

12.097.930 DIN 300

379,00

12.096.915 INT 232

12.096.905 DIN 300

455,00

12.096.935 INT 232 

12.096.925 DIN 300

12.096.955 INT 232 - PSI/FT

12.096.945 DIN 300 - PSI/FT
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MK11/R095 PACKAGE

MK2EVO/R095 PACKAGE SCHOOL 2

MK2EVO/R095 PACKAGE SCHOOL 1

◊ MK2EVO/R095
◊ OCTOPUS R095
◊ COMPACT CONSOLE: PG 400 bar and DG 80 m

Minimum Order Quantity: 5

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

◊ MK2EVO/R095
◊ OCTOPUS R095
◊ COMPACT SPG 400 Bar

Minimum Order Quantity: 5

◊ MK11/R095
◊ OCTOPUS R095
◊ COMPACT SPG 400 Bar

Minimum Order Quantity: 5
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R195 OCTOPUS

R095 OCTOPUS

R195 NITROX OCTOPUS

205,00

11.331.200

120,00

11.330.400

205,00

11.335.500
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Combines the features of the R195 with a high visibility yellow cover and a 1 meter long 
yellow hose for easy sharing.

SECOND STAGE
◊ Classic Downstream Valve
◊ Adjustable VIVA
◊ Reversible Hose Attachment
◊ Larger Diaphragm
◊ Super comfort High-flow mouthpiece

With the same characteristics as the R095, but with a high visibility yellow cover and 1 
meter long yellow hose for easy access and air sharing

SECOND STAGE
◊ Classic Downstream Valve
◊ Pre-Tuned VIVA
◊ Reversible Hose Attachment

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

For simplicity and top reliability, the R195 has been developed in compliance with the 
most stringent safety norms. All Nitrox certified SCUBAPRO regulators are suitable for 
use with air mixes up to 100% oxygen.

SECOND STAGE
◊ Classic Downstream Valve
◊ Adjustable VIVA
◊ Reversible Hose Attachment 
◊ Larger Diaphragm
◊ Super comfort High-flow mouthpiece

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP
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MK2 EVO/R195 NITROX

upgraded

MK25 EVO/S560 NITROX

MK17 EVO/S560 NITROX

599,00

12.560.500 DIN 300

549,00

12.714.500 DIN 300

329,00

12.920.060 DIN 300
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A dedicated Nitrox delivery system that is certified for up to 100% oxygen air mixes, 
you won’t find a better performer in all water temperatures than this combo. The MK25 
EVO offers excellent resistance to freezing, superb inhalation sensitivity and instant 
delivery of Nitrox mixes on demand. The S560 features a lightweight technopolymer 
casing and full user controls. Simple and reliable, this system complies with the most 
stringent safety norms. 

All Nitrox certified SCUBAPRO regulators are suitable for use with air mixes up to 100% 
oxygen.

A dedicated Nitrox delivery system that is certified for up to 100 percent oxygen, 
you can expect first-rate perfomance in all water temperatures. The MK17 EVO is 
completely sealed off from the elements, ensuring trouble-free operation no matter 
how cold or murky the water gets. It is more compact yet delivers better breathing 
performance than its predecessor. Its improved internal design allows more airflow 
from the LP ports, which have been reconfigured for better hose routing. The S560 
features a lightweight techno-polymer casing and full user controls. Simple and 
reliable, this system complies with the most stringent safety norms. 

All Nitrox certified SCUBAPRO regulators are suitable for use with air mixes up to 100% 
oxygen.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PRICES €

MRSP

This go-anywhere regulator is now available as a dedicated nitrox delivery system. 
The MK2 EVO is the only classical downstream piston-style first stage with internal 
components specifically designed to resist freezing in extreme cold-water conditions. 
The R195 is easy to maintain, easy to use, and with its left or right hose routing 
capability, it’s also the perfect system for use on stage or pony bottles. For simplicity 
and reliability – and in compliance with the most stringent safety norms – you can 
count on this nitrox reg system.

All Nitrox certified SCUBAPRO regulators are suitable for use with air mixes up to 100% 
oxygen. 

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

Available December 2017
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MK21

MK25 EVO

339,00

10.713.010 INT 232

10.713.030 DIN 300

189,00

21.090.000 AIR2 (5. GEN)

10.713.010

10.713.030

10.721.004

10.721.000 INT 232 289,00

10.721.300 DIN 300 289,00

10.721.004 42,50

10.721.000

10.721.300
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AIR 2

This excellent BC inflator/reg is in its 5th generation with dramatically improved work 
of breathing. Sleek ergonomic inflate/deflate controls allow for pinpoint buoyancy 
control.

◊ Test-proven breathing performance and cracking effort surpasses many traditional 
downstream second stages when it comes to ease of breathing.

◊ Dive/pre-dive switch lets you detune the unit when not in use, eliminating free flows.
◊ Flexible purge cover is easy to locate and depress for quick clearing.
◊ Power inflate and deflate buttons are positioned on top of the housing for easy 

buoyancy control.
◊ Power inflate button features a lighter lever for easy inflation.
◊ Power inflate and deflate buttons can be differentiated by color and touch due to 

their different shapes and sizes, improving ascent control and safety when inflating 
or deflating the BC.

◊ CE certified EN250A>10ºC/50°F warm water test controls) as a second stage 
regulator.

Air balanced flow-through piston in a 
chrome-plated brass body provides 
constant and effortless airflow 
unaffected by depth, tank pressure, 
or breathing rate.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP

Kit Optional Cap 5 HFPs

Kit Optional Cap 5 HFPs - MK21
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MK17 EVO

MK11

MK2 EVO

279,00

10.714.010 INT 232

10.714.030 DIN 300

10.714.010

10.714.030

165,00

10.063.000 INT 232

10.063.300 DIN 300

209,00

10.708.000 INT 232

10.708.300 DIN 300

10.708.000

10.708.300

10.063.00010.063.300
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The MK17 EVO is completely sealed off 
from the elements, ensuring trouble-free 
operation no matter how cold or murky the 
water gets. It is more compact yet delivers 
better breathing performance than its 
predecessor. Its improved internal design 
allows more airflow from the LP ports 
which have been reconfigured for better 
hose routing. 

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

The most economical first stage in 
SCUBAPRO’s line, the MK2 EVO is the only 
downstream piston-style first stage with 
internal components specifically designed 
to resist freezing in extreme cold-water 
conditions

The balanced diaphragm MK11, with 
its chrome-plated brass body specially 
designed to reduce size and weight, is an 
ideal travel companion. Its sealed system 
keeps water and pollution out of the main 
mechanism. 

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP
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A700

S600

S620 Ti

469,00

11.700.000

359,00

11.603.000

11.263.000 G260 349,00

11.263.880 G260 Black Tech 369,00

11.263.000 11.263.880

399,00

11.620.000
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PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

The A700 offers effortless inhalation and 
an ease of exhalation that is unmatched 
in a precision-handcrafted, full-metal 
compact package.

The S600, with its rugged fiberglass 
rugged fiberglass reinforced nylon casing 
and stainless steel front face front face, 
provides a steady, effortless flow of air, 
regardless of depth.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

G260 & G260 BLACK TECH

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP

Offering effortless air delivery and 
outstanding reliability, this is the go-to 
second stage for cold water or technical 
diving. 

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

The S620 Ti touts a long list of design 
features guaranteed to enhance a 
diver’s underwater experience. Offering 
improved work of breathing (37 percent 
lower breathing effort than the S600) in a 
smaller and lighter package, the S620 Ti 
is built tough: you’ll find a corrosion-free 
titanium barrel inside a rugged reinforced 
technopolymer case and front cover 
with a new, larger stainless steel frame 
reinforcement. 

Available October 2017
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C370

R195

R095

189,00

11.370.000

169,00

11.331.000

109,00

11.330.600

11,90

50.080.000
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The C370 is the newest addition to 
SCUBAPRO’s family of high performance 
second stages. Based on the compact 
C350, the new C370 brings forth the best 
features of its predecessor while adding 
a balanced valve to its design. A brand 
new exhaust tee based on the S620 Ti’s 
design contributes to better work of 
breathing (a 10% improvement over the 
C350). A Compact Hi-Flow mouthpiece, 
also borrowed from the S620 Ti due to 
positive feedback, has been added to 
increase both airflow and mouth comfort. 
Fully adjustable, the C370 includes a 
user-adjustable inhalation effort control 
knob along with a small coaxial dive/pre-
dive lever. The new air balanced C370 is 
lightweight, breathes easy, offers full user 
controls and delivers effortless airflow.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

The R195 is a design based on the 
heritage of the classic R190 second stage, 
reengineered with modern features and 
materials. The R195 combines a classic 
downstream valve with a large diaphragm 
and classic purge button. Its simple and 
robust construction offers the utmost 
in reliability and makes the R195 the 
ideal second stage for new divers and a 
perfect choice for deco tanks thanks to its 
reversible hose attachment.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

Classic downstream valve technology  
second stage, well known for safety and 
reliability.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

Available December 2017

Protect your valuable second stage from 
bumps and scratches when traveling or 
on the boat, with a handy neoprene cover. 
It attaches to the LP hose and wraps 
around the second stage casing. Easy to 
slip off before diving, it’s embossed with 
the SCUBAPRO logo and looks great while 
protecting your investment.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

REGULATOR SHIELD / SECOND STAGE COVER
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01.040.120P 9,00

01.040.120 6,60

01.040.059 10,00

01.040.051 10,00

01.040.141 7,00

01.040.149 7,00

01.040.123 7,40

01.040.131 4,80

01.040.102 4,80

01.040.133 8,00

14,90

11.602.047P

11.602.042P

11.602.033P

11.602.046P

11.602.049P

11.602.045P

11.602.030P

11.602.049P 11.602.030P11.602.045P11.602.042P11.602.047P 11.602.033P 11.602.046P

12,90

01.040.019

01.040.330

01.040.040

01.040.390

01.040.370

01.040.360

01.040.080

01.040.33001.040.019 01.040.040

01.040.390 01.040.370 01.040.360 01.040.080
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MOUTHPIECE

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
MOUTHPIECE KIT with tie wrap 

MOUTHPIECE BLACK

Mouthpiece Supercomfort  HF  with tie wrap Clear

Mouthpiece Supercomfort  HF  with tie wrap Black

Silicone Mouthpiece Supercomfort  HF without tie wrap Black

Silicone Mouthpiece Supercomfort  HF without tie wrap Clear

Silicone Mouthpiece Junior Supercomfort  HF Clear

PVC Mouthpiece Supercomfort  HF without tie wrap Black

PVC Mouthpiece Supercomfort  HF without tie wrap Blue

Mouthpiece AIR 2

The Supercomfort HF mouthpiece is a great addition to any second stage. HF 
indicates the High Flow offered by the larger bore connection tube, while the 
longer bite area allows diver to hold the regulator securely with minimal effort 
and no jaw fatigue.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

Purple

Blue

Red

Orange

Pink

Yellow

White

PRICES €

MRSP

Colored covers, mouthpieces and hose protectors to match the Seawing Novas & the 
Hydros Pro BC.

REGULATOR COLOR COVERS - S600
Add more color to your S600 regulator for a totally customized look with these colorful covers.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

Purple

Blue

Red

Orange

Pink

Yellow

White

PRICES €

MRSP

COLORED MOUTHPIECES AND HOSE PROTECTORS
Add more color to your regulator for a totally customized look. Or use the new mouthpiece/hose 
protection (1st stage) color kits to easily distinguish your mixes on tech dives. Made of PVC and 
available in several colors to match your regulator to the rest of your gear. Compatible with the 
entire range of currently offered SCUBAPRO second stages. Sold as one mouthpiece and one hose 
protector.
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01.310.035 39,50

01.309.027 32,90

01.310.026 32,90

01.309.037 36,50

01.309.032N 50,90

01.310.037 44,50

01.309.048 42,90

01.309.080 50,00

01.300.203 87,50

01.300.240 162,00

01.300.210 216,00

01.300.220 445,00

01.309.999 620,00

01.309.038 92,00

60.850.040 44,00

Nitrox

10.042.045 MK2 PLUS & MK2

10.062.031 MK2 PLUS NITROX

10.063.045 MK2 EVO

10.105.045 MK5

10.721.045 MK21

10.117.045 MK17/19/EVO

10.500.045 MK10

10.550.045 MK10 PLUS

10.705.045 MK14

10.707.045 MK11

10.750.045 MK25/AF/SA/T/MK20/MK25 EVO

10.712.031 MK25 NITROX

10.756.045

11.012.045 D350/400

11.109.045 G200/ADJ/M50

11.254.045 S360/S560/S555/600/G250HP/BAL.ADJ/CLASSIC

11.261.045 G250V / G260

11.300.045 R095/190/195/295/380/395/HP

11.650.045 X650

11.700.045 A700

21.090.045

21.085.045

21.626.045 B.P.I.

11.361.045 C300/C200/C350/C370

11.620.045 S620 T / X-Ti

10.063.031 MK2 EVO Nitrox 200 Bar

30     REGULATORS

SUPERFLOW HOSES

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
1,00 M NITROX

0,56 M

0,65 M

0,75 M

0,80 M

1,00 M YELLOW

1,20 M

2,10 M

3,00 M

6,00 M

10,00 M

20,00 M

30,00 M

LP HOSE 0,75M W/SWIVEL

LP HOSE 100 cm w/QD for Drysuits

REPAIR-KITS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP

MK16/18 (Update -Kit)

Air2 5.GENERATION

AIR2 3/4 GENERATION
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01.097.137 23,50

01.097.134 9,50

01.097.136 8,90

01.097.137
01.097.134

01.097.136

10.760.030

10.019.000

10.045.020

10.045.030

10.770.020

10.019.100

10.116.030

10.500.047

10.600.030

11.500.070

11.600.031

11.602.020

11.700.095

41.300.020

99,00

10.019.100

   REGULATORS      31

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
MAGNETIC HOLDER

OCTOPUS CLIP LIME

OCTOPUS CLIP GREY

OCTOPUS CLIPS

ADAPTERS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
KIT DIN MK25 TITANIUM 300 BARS

YOKE ADAPTER DIN to INT ULTRA LIGHT

KIT INT to DIN UNIVERSAL 200 BARS

KIT INT to DIN UNIVERSAL 300 BARS

KIT DIN MK25 TIALLOY 200 BARS

DIN to YOKE ADAPTER

CONVERSION / UPGRADE KITS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
MK16 - MK17

MK10 - MK10 PLUS

MK25 - MK25AF

G500 - S600 - Kit

G500 - S600 - Wheel

S600 METAL BARREL KIT

A700 BT/CARBON

CONVERSION KIT MK20/MK25

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

DIN TO YOKE ADAPTER

SCUBAPRO’s new Italian-made DIN to Yoke Adapter offers design 
improvements to make it more compatible with the shape and 
styling of newer regs. The yoke has no plastic cover and the nickel 
chrome plating is the highest quality, similar to what’s found on 
SCUBAPRO’s EVO Series regs. The dual-material molded knob 
is high-grip while providing a soft touch, and on top features a 
stylish metallic sticker with the big “S” logo. 

Available October 2017
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10.721.004 42,50

01.010.000 9,60

11.101.003 44,00

01.040.025 2,80

01.040.026 2,30

01.088.101 2,50

11.029.100P 6,60

11.029.400P 6,60

10.101.211 7,00

10.101.212 7,00

01.010.00010.721.004 11.101.003 11.029.100P 11.029.400P

41.493.105 25,90

41.493.125 58,00

32     REGULATORS

ACCESSORIES

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Kit Cap MK21

Regulator Necklace

120° elbow

Re-Useable Clip In Blister

Re-Useable Clip Simple

Cable Tie Black

Hose Protectors black Twin Pack - unit price

Hose Protectors yellow Twin Pack - unit price

Protector, HP, 1st stage DIN

First stage dust cover

CHRISTOLUBE

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Christo Lube MCG111 (5 gr)

Christo Lube MCG111 (28 gr. syringe)



COMPUTERS & INSTRUMENTS
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05.080.100 1160,00

05.080.102 1080,00

05.080.101 865,00

05.055.030 329,00

05.060.002 95,00

06.204.468 20,00

05.040.003 17,00

06.205.315 32,00

06.205.261 10,00

COMPUTERS &  INSTRUMENTS

GALILEO 2 (G2)

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
GALILEO 2 (G2) (WITH TRANSMITTER AND WITH HRM BELT)

GALILEO 2 (G2) (WITH TRANSMITTER ONLY) 

GALILEO 2 (G2) (WITHOUT TRANSMITTER AND WITHOUT HRM BELT)

Transmitter SMART + LED

SCUBAPRO HRM Belt

Armstrap kit (strap & pin)

G2 Retractor clip

G2 USB cable

G2 protection film

With all of its new features, its ease of use, its screen options, plus the ability to use as much or little 
of the technology as you want, the G2 is poised to become the favorite computer for divers of all 
skill levels, from beginner to tech diver. The G2 is designed go anywhere – open water to freediving 
to CCR to sidemount.  And the G2 will grow with the new diver – wherever their passion for diving 
takes them.

◊ Same intuitive menu structure, simple 3-button control system, and diver-friendly functions that 
make the Galileo so easy to use. Enables a seamless transition from the Galileo to the G2. 

◊ Full-Color LCD TFT (Thin-Film Transistor) 2.2in/5.6cm LCD display screen (320x240p). Produces 
vibrant colors for maximum readability to quickly direct your attention to what you need to know. 

◊ LCD TFT screens use less energy. More efficient than other screen types to help extend battery 
life.

◊ See as much or as little as you like. Choice of screen display configurations. Customize your data 
presentation with Light, Classic, Full or Graphical screen options to suit your individual diving 
style. 

◊ Customize menu listings. Use as much or as little of the G2 technology as you need – your choice.
◊ Multiple Language Choices. Select from more than 19 languages for receiving dive data.
◊ Microbubble levels let you adjust the algorithm’s conservativeness, allowing you to either take up 

less nitrogen or off-gas more quickly.
◊ Predictive Multi-Gas ZHL-16 ADT MB algorithm. Advanced Uwatec algorithm programs up to 8 

nitrox/trimix mixes to handle any recreational or technical diving scenario.
◊ Integrated heart rate monitor. Measures heartbeat and skin temperature and incorporates both 

into the workload calculations. Integration with the HRM Is exclusive to SCUBAPRO.
◊ Heart rate monitor also lets you visually track your heart rate “real time” to ensure you stay in 

your individual target zone to maximize your fun and safety at depth.
◊ Hoseless air integration. Monitors tank pressure plus provides true remaining bottom time (RBT)  

and allows air consumption to be factored into the decompression calculation. Provides support 
for up to 11 transmitters when all features are activated.

◊ Full tilt digital compass offers a choice of 2 screens with bearing memory. Use the version you 
like, or use both!

◊ Rechargeable battery. Provides up to 50 hours of dive time per charge. Battery must be changed 
by the .

◊ Huge 485MB memory. Stores pictures, tables, tissue loading status, and 1,000 hours of dive 
profiles.

◊ USB cable or Bluetooth Low Energy interface. Easily download dive data wirelessly to your phone 
or handheld device. Download dive data to a PC/Mac using LogTRAK software. 

PLUS:
◊ Fiberglass-reinforced thermoplastic slim-line casing. Ultra-durable & UV resistant. 
◊ Curved ergonomic low-profile shape. Sits comfortably on the arm and resists rotating (integrated  

bungee mounts are provided for tech divers). Can also be used on a retractor.
◊ Rugged TR 55 transparent thermoplastic lens protects the full color dot matrix TFT display. 

Features a  backlight to enhance low-light readability. 
◊ Sleek, Swiss design. The best elements of the Galileo in an upscale design. 
◊ Stainless steel control buttons (3). Accessible, intuitive, easy to use, even when wearing gloves.
◊ Multiple dive modes, Scuba, Freediving, Gauge. CCR and Sidemount for total in-water versatility.   

(Freediving, Trimix, CCR and Sidemount modes are disabled from the factory. Activation is easy 
–   no downloading or upgrading is required.)

◊ Special apnea logbook. Stores repetitive dives sequentially under the same apnea session. 
◊ Maximum operating depth, 394ft/120m for reliable data computing regardless of diving situation
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GALILEO 2 (G2)

05.055.030 05.060.002

05.081.110 1160,00

05.005.001 100,00

05.040.00306.205.315 06.205.261
05.080.100

COMPUTERS &  INSTRUMENTS

GALILEO 2 (G2) CONSOL

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
G2 CONSOL (WITH QR & HRM BELT)

G2 COMPACT QR w/o HOSE

Full Screen 
without warning

Classic Screen 
with warning

Graphic Screen 
with warning

Compass Screen

Available November 2017

Available November 2017

For divers who prefer a console-style dive computer, the G2 Console
joins the Galileo family, offering yet another option for handling 
important dive data. Featuring a cell phone-style portrait-shaped 
screen, the G2 Console is easy to use, easy to read, and offers a 
compass with two screen styles. The rugged casing boot protects 
against bumps and includes hose protection to safeguard the quick 
disconnect fitting. Data downloading and analysis is easy with full 
Android/iPhone/PC/Mac compatibility. The G2 Console is designed to 
go anywhere, and will grow with the new diver – wherever their passion
for diving takes them.

◊ Cell phone-style screen is familiar and very easy to read at depth.

PLUS:
◊ Ultra-durable casing boot protects against bumps and includes 

hose protection to safeguard the quick disconnect fitting.
◊ Scuba and trimix modes: (the trimix mode is disabled from the 

factory. Activation is easy – no downloading or upgrading is required.)
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05.063.100 699,00

05.063.101 499,00

05.063.001 68,00

05.060.002 95,00

05.055.020 309,00

05.055.030 329,00

05.063.002 32,00

05.063.004 29,90

05.063.005 120,00

05.063.006 29,90

05.063.007 29,90

05.063.008 29,90

05.063.009 29,90

05.063.010 29,90

05.063.011 29,90

05.063.001 05.055.020 05.055.030

05.060.002

05.063.002

05.063.006 05.063.007

05.063.008 05.063.009

05.063.011

05.063.005 

05.063.010

COMPUTERS &  INSTRUMENTS

M2 

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION  € MRSP
M2 (WITH TRANSMITTER AND WITH SCUBAPRO HRM BELT)

M2 (WITHOUT TRANSMITTER AND WITHOUT SCUBAPRO HRM BELT)

INTERFACE CRADLE

SCUBAPRO HRM BELT

TRANSMITTER SMART+     

TRANSMITTER SMART+ LED

NYLON STRAP - M2 (COMPATIBLE M1, CHROMIS & MERIDIAN)

BLACK STRAP - M2

METAL STRAP - M2

M2 WRIST STRAP SET, WHITE (COMPATIBLE CHROMIS)

M2 WRIST STRAP SET, BLUE (COMPATIBLE CHROMIS)

M2 WRIST STRAP SET, ORANGE (COMPATIBLE CHROMIS)

M2 WRIST STRAP SET, YELLOW (COMPATIBLE CHROMIS)

M2 WRIST STRAP SET, PINK (COMPATIBLE CHROMIS)

M2 WRIST STRAP SET, PURPLE (COMPATIBLE CHROMIS)

The M2 is a dive computer like no other. Spearheading the design of intuitive products using Human 
Factors Diving™, it offers everything you expect from the leader in diving equipment. The M2 is 
loaded with topside features and underwater functions, including air integration and electronic 
compass, plus incorporates cutting-edge biometrics to let you live life in dive mode.

◊ Targeted to certified air (open water and above) divers, nitrox divers, technical divers, and closed 
circuit rebreather divers using a fixed PPO2.

◊ Predictive Multi Gas ZHL8 ADT MB algorithm accommodates three gas mixes (21-100% O2).
◊ PDIS (Profile Dependent Intermediate Stops) calculates an intermediate stop based on your 

nitrogen load, current dive, previous dives and breathing mixes.
◊ Microbubble levels let you adjust the algorithm’s conservativeness, allowing you to either take up 

less nitrogen or off-gas more quickly.
◊ Smart technology wireless air integration handles multiple transmitters while delivering true 

Remaining Bottom Time (RBT) data.
◊ Heart rate monitor records heartbeat and skin temperature (with SCUBAPRO HRM Belt only) that 

can be factored into the decompression calculation along with workload.
◊ Digital tilt-compensated onboard compass allows for easy navigation.
◊ Casing is built from the highest marine grade 316L stainless steel with a two-toned brushed 

finish that both protects and looks great.
◊ Control buttons are assembled in modules using triple O-rings to maintain the casing’s watertight 

integrity.

PLUS:
◊ Four Dive modes-Deco, Gauge, Apnea and CCR.
◊ Swim mode.
◊ Sport mode.
◊ Full watch functions, with dual time display.
◊ Chronograph with lap memory for running.
◊ Fixed PPO2 CCR algorithm.  
◊ Segmented LCD display.
◊ Protective tempered glass.
◊ Easy-to-read characters and graphics.
◊ Enhanced logbook for Apnea divers.
◊ Maximum operating depth: 120m/394ft.
◊ CR2450 user replaceable battery rated two years/300 dives. 
◊ PC and Mac compatible using LogTRAK.  
◊ Android LogTRAK app is available.

M2 shown with optional straps  
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05.062.100 389,00

05.062.200 439,00

05.060.001 83,00

05.060.002 95,00

05.063.002 32,00

05.060.011 17,50

05.060.006 17.50

05.060.007 17,50

05.060.008 17,50

05.060.009 17,50

05.062.100

05.062.200

05.060.001

05.060.002

05.060.006

05.060.007

05.060.008

05.060.009

05.060.011

05.063.002

COMPUTERS &  INSTRUMENTS

MANTIS 1

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Mantis 1

Mantis 1 BLACK

Interface Cradle

SCUBAPRO HRM Belt

Nylon Strap  (Compatible M2, Chromis & Meridian)

Black strap - Mantis 1

Blue strap  - Mantis 1 

Red strap  - Mantis 1

Orange strap  - Mantis 1

Yellow strap  - Mantis 1

A precision blend of sophisticated computer and beautiful timepiece, Mantis 1 is very similar to 
the M2 in form and function. It’s the dive computer for divers who do want the Smart technology 
offered by SCUBAPRO’s ground-breaking Human Factors engineering, but who might not need air 
integration or an on-board digital compass. 

◊ Targeted to certified air (open water and above) divers, nitrox divers, and closed circuit rebreather 
divers using a fixed PPO2.

◊ Predictive Multi Gas ZHL8 ADT MB algorithm accommodates three gases  (21-100% O2).
◊ PDIS (Profile Dependent Intermediate Stops) calculates an intermediate stop based on your 

nitrogen load, current dive, previous dives and breathing mixes.
◊ Microbubble levels let you adjust the algorithm’s conservativeness, allowing you to either take up 

less nitrogen or off-gas more quickly.
◊ Optional heart rate monitor records heartbeat and skin temperature (with SCUBAPRO HRM Belt 

only) that can be factored into the decompression calculation along with workload.
◊ Casing is built from the highest marine grade 316L stainless steel with a two-toned brushed 

finish that both protects and looks great.
◊ Magnetic control buttons eliminate the need for holes, maintaining the casing’s watertight 

integrity and maximizing mechanical reliability.

PLUS:
◊ Four Dive modes-Deco, Gauge, Apnea and CCR.
◊ Swim mode.
◊ Full watch functions, with dual time display.
◊ Chronograph with lap memory for running.
◊ Fixed PPO2 CCR algorithm.  
◊ Maximum operating depth: 120m/394ft.
◊ Segmented LCD display.
◊ Protective mineral glass.
◊ Easy-to-read characters and graphics.
◊ Enhanced logbook for Apnea divers.
◊ CR2032 user replaceable battery rated two years/300 dives. 
◊ PC and Mac compatible using LogTRAK with optional cradle.  
◊ Android LogTRAK app is available.
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GALILEO SOL

05.077.200 899,00

05.077.201 689,00

05.055.020 309,00

05.055.030 329,00

05.060.002 95,00

05.076.200 699,00

05.076.201 489,00

05.055.020 309,00

05.055.030 329,00

05.070.002 99,00

05.070.001 129,00

05.070.004 128,00

05.055.020 05.055.030

05.060.002

COMPUTERS &  INSTRUMENTS

GALILEO SOL

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
SOL (with heart rate strap and air transmitter)

SOL (with heart rate strap but no air transmitter)

Transmitter Smart+     

Transmitter Smart+ LED

SCUBAPRO HRM Belt

The ultimate SMART dive computer, the Galileo SOL was the first to offer an integrated heart rate 
monitor as standard equipment, and it comes with the bar-none best digital compass in the 
business. Loaded with computing, navigation and unique personalization features, full-sized wrist-
mount dive computers don’t get any better than this..

◊ Predictive Multi Gas ZHL8 ADT MB algorithm allows you to use up to three nitrox mixes (21-100% 
O2) during the dive. 

◊ PDIS (Profile Dependent Intermediate Stops) calculates an intermediate stop based on your 
nitrogen load, current dive, previous dives and breathing mixes.

◊ Microbubble levels let you adjust the algorithm’s conservativeness, allowing you to either take up 
less nitrogen or off-gas more quickly.

◊ Hoseless gas integration provides tank pressure, true remaining bottom time (RBT), and allows 
air consumption to be factored into the decompression calculation.

◊ Heart rate monitor records heartbeat and skin temperature (with SCUBAPRO HRM Belt only) that 
can be factored into the decompression calculation along with workload.

◊ Full tilt digital compass with bearing memory provides an effective navigational tool that remains 
accurate regardless of inclination.

PLUS:
◊ Extra large dot-matrix screen offers a choice of three display modes. 
◊ Oil-filled technology allows for a slim display casing design that fits comfortably on the arm. 
◊ Huge memory stores pictures, tables, tissue loading status and the most recent 100 hours of 

diving.
◊ Infrard technology for downloading to SMART TRAK/Upgrades/Upload pictures 
◊ Easily download dive data to a PC/Mac using LogTRAK software.
◊ Apnea and Gauge modes.
◊ Trimix Algorithm can be uploaded via SCUBAPRO.com. 
◊ Maximum operating depth: 330m/1082ft.
◊ Continuously updated average depth display.
◊ Active backlight. 
◊ Bookmark function. 
◊ User changeable CR12600SE or CR2NP battery is good for three to five years or 300 to 500 dives.

GALILEO LUNA

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
GALILEO LUNA with transmitter

GALILEO LUNA without transmitter

Transmitter Smart+ Galileo    

Transmitter Smart+ LED

PMG Upgrade

HRM Upgrade, incl. Polar Belt

HRM Upgrade, incl. SCUBAPRO Belt

The LUNA comes with a choice of display screens, an intuitive menu system and the best electronic 
compass around. In fact, it offers all the core SCUBAPRO technology and features you’ll find on the 
Galileo SOL (see above) except for the Predictive Multi-Gas feature and the Heart Rate Monitor. If 
you ever want to upgrade, these two features are available as optional purchases and can be added 
quickly and easily. 
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05.061.100 259,00

05.061.200 259,00

05.061.310 259,00

05.061.420 299,00

05.061.400 299,00

05.061.410 299,00

05.061.001 75,00

05.061.002 16,00

05.061.003 16,00

05.061.004 16,00

05.061.006 16,00

06.204.231 18,40

06.204.669 4,20

06.204.670 4,20

06.204.671 4,20

06.204.719 4,20

05.061.100

05.061.001

05.061.41005.061.40005.061.42005.061.31005.061.200

COMPUTERS &  INSTRUMENTS

CHROMIS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Black

White

Black/Lime

Deep Blue

Gold

Full Black

Cradle

CHROMIS strap BLACK

CHROMIS strap WHITE

CHROMIS strap orange

CHROMIS strap Lime

CHROMIS STRAP EXTENSION - BLACK

CHROMIS loop black

CHROMIS loop white

CHROMIS loop orange

CHROMIS loop Lime

SCUBAPRO’s “sporty” wristwatch-style dive computer, the Chromis is always ready for action, both 
in and out of the water. Offering all of SCUBAPRO’s core features except Predictive Multi-Gas (PMG), 
the Chromis offers full timekeeping functions, a patented stroke counter for surface swimming and 
a full-featured deco computer for diving.

◊ ZHL8 ADT MB algorithm accommodates one nitrox mix from 21% to 100% O2.
◊ PDIS (Profile Dependent Intermediate Stops) calculates an intermediate stop based on your 

nitrogen load, current dive, previous dives and breathing mixes.
◊ Microbubble levels let you adjust the algorithm’s conservativeness, allowing you to either take up 

less nitrogen or off-gas more quickly.
◊ Casing features an engraved 316L stainless steel front ring and back plate.
◊ Four feed-through buttons allow for easy menu navigation.
◊ Extra-sharp alphanumeric characters are inspired by Samurai katanas
◊ Continuously updated average depth display in Gauge mode can be reset at any time.
◊ Zigzag strap design compensates for dive suit compression to maintain a secure fit at depth.

PLUS:
◊ Three Dive modes: Scuba, Gauge and Apnea.
◊ Swim mode includes surface stroke counter.
◊ Intuitive menu system.
◊ Large easy-to-read display.
◊ Maximum operating depth: 120m/394ft.
◊ Full watch functions, with dual time display.
◊ Stopwatch in Scuba and Gauge modes.
◊ Optional USB connection with cradle.
◊ Large capacity CR2430 battery.
◊ Strap extension is included.
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SCUBAPRO ALADIN H (MATRIX)

05.046.110

SCUBAPRO ALADIN SPORT (MATRIX)

05.046.110 SCUBAPRO Aladin SPORT (MATRIX) 269,00

05.046.010 259,00

05.046.230 329,00

05.047.100 SCUBAPRO Aladin H (MATRIX) 329,00

06.205.194  36,00

06.205.195 69,00

05.047.100

05.046.230

COMPUTERS &  INSTRUMENTS

With its compact size and intuitive data display, the new Aladin H is a sharp-looking 
and full-featured dive computer targeted to avid recreational divers looking for a 
convenient air-integrated dive computer. Featuring a metallic faceplate and easy-
to-read segmented display on top and middle rows, and a matrix display on the 
bottom row, the Aladin H’s full air integration eliminates the need to carry a separate 
submersible pressure gauge. With the on-board digital compass and you have an 
ultra-compact, full-function, hose-attached dive computer.

◊ Predictive Multi-Gas ZHL16 ADT MB algorithm accommodates three gases (21-
100% O2).

◊ Fully air-integrated, the algorithm calculates remaining bottom time (RBT) and 
estimates workload based on breathing rate.

◊ PDIS (Profile Dependent Intermediate Stops) calculates an intermediate stop based 
on N2 loading, current and previous dives and breathing mixes for safer diving.

◊ Microbubble levels let you adjust the level of conservatism in the algorithm to match 
your experience level, age and physical conditioning.

◊ Features a protector boot covering the metal connection between HP hose and dive 
computer’s HP sensor.

PLUS:
◊ Two Dive modes: Scuba, Gauge.
◊ Maximum operating depth: 120m.
◊ Altimeter.
◊ Digital compass, displayed on matrix bottom row.
◊ Active back light.
◊ Full watch functions.
◊ Bookmark function.
◊ Lens protection cap.
◊ CR2450 user-replaceable battery rated for two years/300 dives.

Featuring a metallic silver faceplate and easy-to-read display, the Aladin Sport Matrix 
is targeted to divers who want multi-gas functions as well as to recreational divers 
who appreciate a dive computer with the kind of features that enable them to evolve 
in their sport.  The computer screen features an easy-to-read segmented display on 
the top and middle rows, plus an eye-pleasing matrix display on the bottom row where 
you’ll also find an easy-to-use on-board digital compass, Available as a wrist mount or 
as a capsule in a two-gauge console.

◊ Predictive Multi-Gas ZHL16 ADT MB algorithm accommodates three gases (21-
100% O2).

◊ PDIS (Profile Dependent Intermediate Stops) calculates an intermediate stop based 
on N2 loading, current and previous dives and breathing mixes for safer diving.

◊ Microbubble levels let you adjust the level of conservatism in the algorithm to match 
your experience level, age and physical conditioning.

PLUS:
◊ Three Dive modes: Scuba, Freediving and Gauge.
◊ Maximum operating depth: 120m.
◊ Altimeter.
◊ Digital compass, displayed on matrix bottom row.
◊ Active back light.
◊ Full watch functions.
◊ Bookmark function.
◊ Lens protection cap.
◊ CR2450 user-replaceable battery rated for two years/300 dives.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP

Aladin SPORT MATRIX Capsule only

Aladin SPORT MATRIX 2-G Console PGbar

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP

Compact Quick Release male cpl 

Compact Quick Release female cpl 

◊ Dive logs can be stored and analyzed with 
a PC/Mac via new Bluetooth® low energy 
technology.

◊ Dive logs can be stored and analyzed with 
a PC/Mac via new Bluetooth® low energy 
technology.
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12,90

63.000.002 45mm

63.000.003 60mm

ALADIN ONE

05.041.110 189,00

05.041.010 179,00

05.041.110

72,00

05.050.001

COMPUTERS &  INSTRUMENTS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

NEOPRENE COMPUTER PROTECTION SLEEVE

A compact, single mode, intuitive dive computer available as a wrist unit.

◊ Nitrox compatible 21-50% in 1% increments.
◊ Reset function is ideal for dive rentals.
◊ 12 and 24 hour mode. 
◊ Safety stop with timer. 
◊ Full watch functions. 
◊ Adjustable ppO2 between 1.0 and 1.6bar.
◊ Maximum operating depth: 120m/394ft.
◊ Back light.
◊ Visual and audible alarms. 
◊ Dive logs can be stored and analyzed with a PC/Mac via infrared technology.
◊ CR2450 user replaceable battery rated for two years/300 dives.

NOT FOR RESALE - available only for SEA Diving Centres

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Aladin ONE wrist

Aladin ONE capsule

This handy accessory provides an Infrared connectivity solution for PCs that are not 
equipped with built-in infrared ports that allow for the transfer of your dive data from 
dive computer to SmartTRAK/LogTRAK. Simply plug it into a USB port for quick and 
easy downloading.

Provides data transfer capability for: 
◊ Aladin One, Aladin Sport, Aladin Prime, Aladin TEC, Aladin TEC 2G, Aladin 2G, Aladin 

TEC 3G.
◊ Galileo SOL, Galileo TERRA, Galileo LUNA.
◊ Smart Pro, Smart COM, Smart TEC, Smart Z.

Systems Compatibility: 
◊ Windows platforms (98, 2000, XP, VISTA, Windows 7). Drivers supplied with device.
◊ Windows 8. Drivers can be download from SCUBAPRO website. 
◊ Windows 10 - for more information www.scubapro.com
◊ MacOS X

INFRARED INTERFACE (IRDA)

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION
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05.023.132 91,00

05.022.032 51,00

05.023.132

05.023.353 239,00

05.014.353 309,00

06.204.408 35,00

05.023.353 05.014.353

28.042.100 175,00

28.042.900 171,00

28.039.302P 58,00

28.860.005P 85,00

28.042.101 20,00

28.042.100

COMPUTERS &  INSTRUMENTS

SCUBAPRO PG DUAL BAR/PSI

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
SCUBAPRO Dual PG BAR/PSI

Capsule SCUBAPRO PG dual bar/psi

Compact, all-metal analog pressure gauge. The dual bar/psi model is ideal for traveling 
divers and resorts with an international clientele.

◊ Compact pressure gauge (0-400bar) and (0-6000) psi. 
◊ Dual gauge displays imperial and metric units simultaneously.
◊ Red zone displays at (0-50 bar) and (0-800 psi).
◊ Ø 48mm/2.1in with brass case.

3 GAUGE INLINE CONSOLE

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Depth gauge, FS2 

Digital 330, FS2 

Boot only 

This sleek, three-gauge console combines a SCUBAPRO metal pressure gauge, depth 
gauge (DIGITAL 330 or Standard Depth Gauge 60m ) and FS-2 compass, creating an 
easy-to-use, at-a-glance information center. 

◊ Compact pressure gauge (0-400bar) or (0-6000psi) with brass case. 
◊ Oil-filled analog depth gauge with linear Bourdon tube design.
◊ 35-degree tilt, oil-filled compass. 

COMPACT CONSOLE

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Compact console BAR/M

Compact console PSI/FT

Capsule without hose

DG capsule

Boot only

The 2 most important dive data instruments in a bulletproof, ergonomic and compact 
console.

◊ Compact  Pressure Gauge 0-400 bars (Ø 48mm) with brass case
◊ Compact  Depth Gauge 70m (Ø 48mm)  with Maximum Depth Indicator (Air-filled)
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upgraded

05.011.112 99,00

05.011.113 99,00

05.011.012 85,00

05.011.013 74,00

28.039.300 90,00

28.039.302P 58,00

28.039.300

05.011.112

145,00

28.003.000 INT 232

28.036.300 DIN 300

109,00

28.078.001

COMPUTERS &  INSTRUMENTS

STANDARD PRESSURE GAUGE

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Std SPG 400 BARS 0°

Std SPG 400 BARS 40°

SPG 400 BARS 0° CAPSULE

SPG 400 BARS 40° CAPSULE

Standard-sized pressure gauge (with a plastic case). Offered in two versions: 0° and 
40°with HP hose and boot. Available in 0-400bar or 0-6000psi scales.  

COMPACT PRESSURE GAUGE

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Compact SPG

Capsule without hose

Our smallest pressure gauge: extra safety with minimum bulk.

◊ Compact  Pressure Gauge 0-400 bars with brass case
◊ Red zone between 50 and 0 bar and 10 bar increments

SURFACE PRESSURE GAUGE

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRESSURE GAUGE - NITROX

Available October 2017

Full metal 50mm compact gauge includes a 80cm 
black hose with a green hose protector on the first 
stage end. The gauge face features the SCUBAPRO 
logo and specific nitrox green graphics. CE certified 
for up to 230 bar maximum pressure by RINA 
according to the EN13949 standard, the gauge is 
available in a BAR scale only.
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DIGITAL 330

05.014.110 175,00

05.014.010 170,00

06.204.268 25,50

06.204.269 20,00

05.014.110

05.011.111 95,00

05.011.011 80,00

05.011.111

COMPUTERS &  INSTRUMENTS

STANDARD DEPTH GAUGE

This handy depth gauge features a fluorescent scale, a built-in temperature gauge and 
fits nicely on a streamlined and comfortable wrist strap.

◊ Oil-filled gauge housed in an impact-resistant nylon case.
◊ 60m/200ft linear scale features maximum depth indicator for the easy logging of 

maximum depth.
◊ Bourdon tube design provides precise readings at all depths.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Digital 330m

Capsule only

Strap & Boot 2012+

Strap 2012+

Although targeted primarily to technical divers, the Digital 330M is an ideal initial data delivery system 
for beginning divers, and a useful backup instrument for any diver. Whatever your skill level, the 
Digital 330M can be counted on to provide outstanding electronic accuracy in all diving conditions.

◊ Incorporating state-of-the-art microchip technology, a bevy of information is provided in a 
compact information center.

◊ Data includes actual and maximum depth, ascent speed, dive time in minutes and temperature.
◊ Auto on/off feature means it’s always ready to dive after a quick self-test.
◊ Variable ascent rates are displayed in a percentage and with a fast ascent warning.
◊ Depth-rated to 1082ft (330m) to suit all technical deep-diving scenarios.
◊ Surface interval is displayed for 24 hours for safety and convenience.
◊ Logbook provides data for the last 20 dives to allow for post-dive review and analysis.
◊ Provides automatic altitude compensation when changing dive locations.
◊ Available as a wrist-mount instrument or in a console with a pressure gauge and compass.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Depth Gauge

Capsule
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05.018.101 62,00

05.018.001 52,00

06.204.469 24,50

05.017.101 80,00

05.017.121 107,00

05.017.001 68,00

05.017.111 75,00

06.204.469 24,50

40,00

05.015.100

05.017.10105.017.121

05.018.101

06.204.469

06.204.469

COMPUTERS &  INSTRUMENTS

C1 COMPASS

A very compact compass for general orientation bearings on 
recreational dives.

◊ Quick-connect convenience
◊ Four main directions clearly indicated: N/E/S/W
◊ Very fast response

FS-1.5 COMPASS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
FS 1.5 Compass

FS 1.5 Capsule only

Armstrap

◊ Robust and accurate tool for precise underwater navigation
◊ Fluorescent & easy to read
◊ Oil-filled and sealed
◊ Pressure resistant polycarbonate housing

FS-2 COMPASS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
FS2 Compass - Wrist

FS2 Compass w/retractor

FS2 Capsule only

FS2  with boot (no retractor)

Armstrap

The FS-2 compass provides a unique tilt angle of up to 35 degrees, making it easier to read and 
operate in almost any position. With a floating magnet separate from the compass rose, the FS-2 
has greater operating freedom than conventional compasses. This means you can use the same 
compass for both Northern and Southern hemispheres, making it the perfect navigation instrument 
for travelling divers.

◊ Scratch-resistant and durable oil-filled polycarbonate case.
◊ Highly luminous dial for easy reference in low light conditions.
◊ Side view window for easy and accurate navigation.
◊ Available in a wrist model or in a retractor model.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION
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01.044.008 29,50

01.044.031 45,00

01.044.035 51,00

01.044.039 66,00

01.044.047 76,00

05.004.060 56,00

06.204.278 70,00

05.004.100 67,00

05.004.010 41,00

05.004.085 57,00

05.003.090 110,00

06.204.279 77,00

806.021.900 399,00

806.020.902 199,00

806.020.904 25,90

06.007.300 9,50

06.007.330 9,50

06.203.548 9,50

28.132.005 8,00

01.334.005 45,00

10,50

53.381.140

806.021.900

COMPUTERS &  INSTRUMENTS

HIGH PRESSURE HOSES

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Pebax - 20 cm

Pebax - 80 cm

Pebax - 90 cm

Pebax - 100 cm

Pebax - 120 cm

HP Hose 60cm, Kevlar reinforced

HP HOSE 85 cm Kevlar for QD

Kevlar - 100 cm

Kevlar HP Extension Transmitter - 10 cm

Kevlar - 85 cm

Kevlar - 90cm Quick Disconnect (Aladin Air)

Kevlar - 100cm AIR for QD

COMPUTER BAG

HP SWIVELS & COUPLINGS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
HP SWIVEL PIN - Uwatec - 19mm

HP SWIVEL PIN-long, Uwatec from ‘04 - 27mm

SWIVEL PIN FOR ATMAFLEX HOSE - 24.5mm

HP SWIVEL PIN - SCUBAPRO

High Pressure QD Coupling

Small versatile computer bag protects wrist computers and 
other valuables.

◊ Soft protective bag
◊ Constructed from a combination of 420D Nylon NT and 450D 

Rip-stop for strength and durability. The interior lining is 150D 
Polyester.

◊ Heavy duty snap closures
◊ Dimensions: 11.5x7x15cm
◊ Weight: 200g. 
◊ Volume: 1 L

O2II PRO, OXYGEN ANALIZER

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
O2EII Analyser

Oxygen cell for O2EII

Sensor saver for O2EII

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION
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06.204.469 24,50

05.061.002 16,00

05.061.003 16,00

05.061.004 16,00

05.061.006 16,00

06.204.669 4,20

06.204.670 4,20

06.204.671 4,20

06.204.719 4,20

06.203.027 29,00

06.204.268 25,50

06.204.269 20,00

06.204.468 20,00

06.003.207 27,90

06.003.209 40,00

06.201.851 25,00

06.201.852 25,00

06.204.469 05.061.002 05.061.003 05.061.004 05.061.006 06.203.027 06.204.269

06.202.872 27,50

06.200.265 28,00

06.201.919 22,50

06.201.920 22,50

06.204.071 26,00

06.204.470 22,00

06.204.730 14,00

06.204.980 14,00

06.204.873 21,50

06.204.871 14,00

06.202.514 23,00

06.204.779 7,00

06.004.321 30,00

06.004.323 24,00

06.201.853 17,00

06.202.927 17,00

06.202.362 8,50

06.204.045 10,50

06.204.291 8,50

06.204.290 6,50

06.205.261 10,00

COMPUTERS &  INSTRUMENTS

BATTERY KIT

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Galileo Sol / Terra / Luna

Old (Pre 95) Aladin (battery only)

Aladin: Tec/Prime/TEC2G/2G/One/TEC 3G/XP10/XP3H/MATRIX

Galileo Air transmitter (Smart TEC / Smart Z) 1st Generation

Air transmitter Galileo / Smart 2nd Generation

Aladin Square Battery kit (with battery cap)

Chromis Battery Kit

Meridian/Mantis 1/ Xtender Battery Kit

M2 Battery Kit

SCUBAPRO HRM BELT BATTERY KIT

ARMSTRAPS
PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP

FS2 COMPASS STRAP

CHROMIS STRAP BLACK

CHROMIS STRAP WHITE

CHROMIS STRAP ORANGE

CHROMIS STRAP GREEN

CHROMIS LOOP BLACK

CHROMIS LOOP WHITE

CHROMIS LOOP ORANGE

CHROMIS LOOP GREEN

GALILEO/LUNA/SOL

ALADIN 2G/ONE/SPORT/TEC-3G/DIGITAL 330M 2012/MATRIX /XP10/XP3G/
PRIME-> STRAP & BOOT

ALADIN 2G/ONE/SPORT/TEC-3G/DIGITAL 330M/MATRIX/PRIME/G2 STRAP ONLY

ALADIN SQUARE - 1st Generation

ALADIN PRO - 1st Generation GREY

ALADIN SPORT PLUS / ULTRA

SMART TEC / Z / PRO / ALADIN TEC / 2G / PRIME / ONE /DIGITAL 330

AIR Z / Z NITROX / Z O2 / SMART PRO/Z

SCREEN PROTECTORS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Rigid Galileo

3M Galileo

Air Z

Smart Com

Smart Z /Smart TEC/Pro Ultra

Aladin:ONE/SPORT/TEC-3G

3M Aladin:Tec/Prime/TEC 2G/2G/One/MATRIX

Meridian/ Mantis 1

Protection film Aladin Square

Protection Film Chromis/M2

G2 Protection film
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BUOYANCYCOMPENSATORS
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HYDROS PRO

(KG) (CM) (KG) (CM) (KG) (N)  

S
3.9

157-170 54-70 66-99 15.9 160 8KG 4KG

M 170-183 65-85 71-115 18.1 180 8KG 4KG

L 4.0 179-188 80-110 76-127 18.1 180 8KG 4KG

XL 4.1 185-199 100-130 81-147 18.1 180 8KG 4KG

XS-S 3.9 150-170 45-65 66-99 15.9 160 8KG 4KG

M 3.9 160-180 55-77 71-115 15.9 160 8KG 4KG

L 4.0 170-185 68-95 76-127 18.1 180 8KG 4KG

21.731.x00

50     BC

THE ABILITY TO CHANGE ANYTHING. CHANGES 
EVERYTHING.

The HYDROS PRO is a true breakthrough in dive comfort and convenience. The moldable 
Monprene®. adjustable fit and multi-attachment points combine to make this the 
most customizable and comfortable BC ever. Winner of the 2016 Red Dot award for 
product design. the HYDROS PRO is an incredible feat of SCUBAPRO engineering. built 
for anyone who loves to dive.

Interchangeable straps. a packable design and an included backpack with room for 
your entire dive kit make the HYDROS PRO perfect for any destination and any dive.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

◊ Ultra Durable: Patented Injection Molded Monprene® Gel Harness is extremely 
resistant to UV. chemicals and abrasion. The fabric-free harness uses no velcro or 
zippers.

◊ Instant Dry: Ideal for travel due to less water retention and lower post-dive weight.
◊ “BC-4-Life” Modular Design: Customizable to add/remove weight systems. straps 

and pouches. Extended lifespan due to simplified repairs. Virtually every component. 
including buckles. can be replaced without stitching.

◊ 3D Ergonomic Design: Conforms to your body shape for maximum comfort.
◊ Lightweight: Advanced materials keep weight low.
◊ Neutrally Buoyant: Near-Zero inherent buoyancy requires less lead. resulting in 

better buoyancy control and much more enjoyable diving.
◊ Body Grip Gel: Prevents BC from shifting and riding up.
◊ Dual-Compound Backplate: Provides the ultimate in stability and comfort. Single 

tank band system allows for easier assembly.
◊ Torso Flex Zone: Auto-adjusts to your torso length for excellent comfort and 

freedom of movement.
◊ Articulated Shoulder Straps: Allow straps to adjust to your body shape to achieve 

a snug fit.
◊ Kit-Up Assist: Holds shoulder straps open for easy donning.
◊ Cross-Flow Channel: Unrestricted internal airflow reduces air trapping for enhanced 

maneuverability and easy deflation at any angle.
◊ 2-Stage Inflation: Tri-bungee system controls air distribution to maintain a 

compact shape under water and high lift capacity at the surface.
◊ Dorsal Weight-Wing: Anti-abrasion and instant dry. Optimal “Outboard” trim 

pockets.
◊ Buckle Weight System: Simple. safe and reliable quick-release buckles offer a fixed 

location for easy one-hand operation.
◊ Multi-Mount Accessory Matrix: Multiple D-Rings and mounting points for a knife + 

light + SMB + hoses + crotch strap and much more.
◊ Smart-Pack Design: Folding shoulder and waist straps pack into the wing. creating 

an unbelievably compact package for easy transport and storage.
◊ With BPI

HYDROS PRO shown
with Trav-Tek Straps

*Weight of Hydros PRO dry and with its weight pockets. When in travel version (without 
weight pockets) Hydros PRO weighs 1 kg less per size. 

HYDROS PRO SIZE CHART:

SIZE WEIGHT 
HYDROS* HEIGHT WEIGHT CUMMERBUND 

CIRCUMFERENCE LIFT INTEGRATED WEIGHT 
SYSTEM

QR FRONT BACK TRIM 
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HYDROS PRO

719,00

21.730.200 S

21.730.300 M

21.730.400 L

21.730.500 XL-2XL

21.731.200 S

21.731.300 M

21.731.400 L

21.731.500 XL-2XL

21.733.200 S

21.733.300 M

21.733.400 L

21.733.500 XL-2XL

21.736.100 S

21.736.300 M

21.736.400 L

21.738.100 XS-S

21.738.300 M

21.738.400 L

21.739.100 XS-S

21.739.300 M

21.739.400 L

21.738.x00

21.730.x00

21.739.x00

21.736.x00

21.731.x00

21.733.x00
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PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

BLACK - MAN

WHITE - MAN

PURPLE - WOMAN

PINK - WOMAN

WHITE - WOMAN

YELLOW - MAN

MAN WOMAN

MOLDS
TO YOUR BODY & 

PROVIDES EXTREME 
COMFORT & STABILITY

TRAVEL FRIENDLY
FIT A FULL DIVE KIT 

INTO THE INCLUDED 
BACKPACK

MONPRENE®
CONSTRUCTION 
MEANS ULTRA 

DURABILITY

ACCESSORIZE
MODULAR SYSTEM 

ALLOWS
CUSTOMIZATION & 

REPAIRS

INSTANT DRY
LIGHTWEIGHT & 

COMPACT MAKES IT 
TRAVEL FRIENDLY

CUSTOMIZE
YOUR FIT & COLOR 

ANYTIME. COLOR KITS 
AVAILABLE

SPECIALIZED FIT
UNIQUE DESIGN FOR

MEN & WOMEN
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21.746.50021.746.400 21.746.00221.746.001

21.745.100 50,00

21.745.200 50,00

21.745.400 50,00

21.745.500 50,00

21.745.600 50,00

21.745.700 50,00

21.745.710 50,00

21.746.001 21,00

21.746.002 21,00

21.746.005 31,00

21.746.006 31,00

21.746.400 18,00

21.746.500 18,00

21.781.700 5,50

21.781.300 5,90

21.781.900 5,90

21.746.007 57,00

23.107.030 48,90

52     BC

HYDROS PRO ACCESSORIES
 
PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP

HYDROS PRO COLOR KIT. BLK

HYDROS PRO COLOR KIT. BLU

HYDROS PRO COLOR KIT. ORA

HYDROS PRO COLOR KIT. YEL

HYDROS PRO COLOR KIT. WHT

HYDROS PRO COLOR KIT. PNK

HYDROS PRO COLOR KIT. PUR

HYDROS PRO KNIFE & ACCESSORY PLATE

Knife & Accessory Plate (mounting plate. washers. and stainless steel 
screws x2). Attaches to multi-mount matrix points on BC. Ideal for 
attaching BC knife.

HYDROS PRO MINI D-RING SET

Mini D-Ring Plate (mounting plate. mini D-rings. stainless steel screws 
X2). Attaches to multi-mount matrix points on BC. Ideal for attaching 
marker buoys & torches or for streamlining hose routing. Best used 
with bungee cord sets. carabiners. magnetic quick clips. hose clips

HYDROS PRO NINJA POCKET

Ninja Pocket (pocket. accessory mount plate. stainless steel screws X2) 
Attaches to multi-mount matrix points on BC. Ideal for storing instructor 
slates. torches. marker buoys. spare masks. compact cameras. Quick 
deploy when needed. rolled when not.

HYDROS PRO CARGO THIGH POCKET

Cargo Thigh Pocket (complete pocket with clips and straps).
Attaches to BC D-ring & thigh. Ideal for storing instructor slates. 
torches. marker buoys. spare masks. compact cameras. Quick 
attachment via carabiner & thigh strap. 

HYDROS PRO ACCESSORY BUNGEE SET. M

Accessory Bungee Set Med (2x bungee loops with cord locks). Attaches 
to mini D-rings or tank plate. Ideal for attaching torches. battery packs. 
Octo hoses. Streamlines hose routing.

HYDROS PRO ACCESSORY BUNGEE SET. L

Accessory Bungee Set Large (2x bungee loops with cord locks). Attaches 
to mini D-rings or lumbar plate. Ideal for attaching marker buoys.

DECAL. HYDROS PRO PINK SET

DECAL. HYDROS PRO RED SET

DECAL. HYDROS PRO MAIN

HYDROS PRO CARRY BAG 30.5 x 23 x 52 cm

WEIGHT POCKET KIT
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SMART PACK
SYSTEM

30.5 x 23 x 52 cm

21.745.400

21.745.710

21.745.200

21.745.70021.745.600

21.745.500

21.746.005 21.746.006

21.745.100
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Includes: Travel Tek Straps and Backpack
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679,00

21.719.200 S

21.719.300 M

21.719.400 L

21.719.500 XL

21.719.600 2XL

599,00

21.717.100 XS

21.717.200 S

21.717.300 M

21.717.400 L

21.717.500 XL

21.717.600 2XL

X-FORCE 

X-BLACK 

54     BC

The front-adjustable X-Black features SCUBAPRO’s exclusive AirFlex system 
(highlighted by the red bungees threaded throughout the BC) that simplifies buoyancy 
control and guarantees an extremely stable ride at depth. Loaded with convenience 
and performance features. the X-Black is also one of the most comfortable BCs 
available. thanks to its ergonomic cut. and it offers a huge lift capacity.

◊ Constructed of a combination of durable 1000 denier and 420 denier nylon for long-
term wear.

◊ Adjustable cummerbund compensates for suit compression. ensuring a snug fit at 
varying depths.

◊ 50mm non-rotating shoulder buckles optimize strap routing to maximize fit.
◊ Airnet backpack is water-draining and comfortable during long dives.
◊ AirFlex system with special bladder delivers enormous buoyant lift capacity.
◊ Super Cinch tank buckle system locks the tank in solid for maximum stability at 

depth.
◊ Quick-release integrated weight pouches ditch quickly and easily and secure with 

buckles.
◊ Two rear trim pouches allow you to achieve a well-balanced swimming position.
◊ Built-in grommets provide attachment points for a knife. 
◊ Two large zippered pockets and one smaller pocket. plus a zippered cummerbund 

pouch provide lots of cargo-carrying capability.
◊ Eight aluminum D-rings. four large and pre-bent. provide convenient clip-on points 

for additional gear.
◊ With BPI

The X-Force features a pre-formed wraparound bladder that maximizes its buoyant 
lift by increasing the amount of volume positioned in the lower back area. This tends 
to lift the body and avoid squeeze as the BC is inflated. The design is not only ultra 
comfortable but allows for a more controlled. stable ride at depth.

◊ Constructed of a combination of durable 1000 denier and 420 denier nylon for long-
term wear.

◊ Super Cinch tank buckle system locks the tank in solid for maximum stability at 
depth.

◊ Adjustable cummerbund compensates for suit compression. maintaining a snug fit 
at varying depths.

◊ Airnet backpack and neck padding increase comfort and protection.
◊ Special octopus holders on both sides keep backup breathers close and accessible.
◊ Quick-release integrated weight pouches ditch quickly and easily and secure with 

buckles.
◊ Two rear trim pouches allow for a well-balanced swimming position.
◊ Two large zippered pockets fitted with knife attachment grommets provide lots of 

cargo-carrying capability.
◊ Six aluminum D-rings provide convenient clip-on points for additional gear.
◊ With BPI

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP
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319,00

21.727.100 XS

21.727.200 S

21.727.300 M

21.727.400 L

21.727.500 XL

21.727.600 2XL

23.107.030 48,90

23.727.030 45,90

299,00

21.703.000 2XS

21.703.100 XS

21.703.200 S

21.703.300 M

21.703.400 L

21.703.500 XL

21.703.600 2XL

23.727.030

X-ONE 
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The X-One fits the needs of divers looking for a simple and feature-rich BC. Based on 
the same reliable bladder as the T-One. it is offered without weight pockets (which can 
be purchased as an option). X-One is an ideal all-rounder BC or for rental use when 
weight integration is required. Size color code on both neck and pockets.

◊ Quick-dry coated mesh cummerbund
◊ PVC patches on the pocket act both as an artwork and a slide-through for the weight 

pockets webbing
◊ Standard Nylon Tank Band
◊ Fabric: C 1000D/N 420 D
◊ 3 stainless steel D-Rings
◊ Padded Back Pack
◊ Knife Grommets
◊ 2 Velcro Pockets
◊ Octopus Holder
◊ QR Front Weight Integration (optional)
◊ With BPI

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART DESCRIPTION MRSP
Weight pocket kit X-ONE (Pair)

Weight pocket kit X-One (Pair - 
female buckles)

Shown with optional weight pockets

T-ONE WITH BPI

The design of the T-One makes our most popular rental BC an ideal first purchase when 
you start diving. We have added features and improved comfort and ease of use while 
offering the same reliability and outstanding durability the T-One is known for. 

Size color code on both neck and pockets

◊ Standard Nylon Band
◊ Fabric: C 1000D/N 420 D
◊ 2 stainless steel D-Rings
◊ Padded Back Pack
◊ 2 Velcro Pockets
◊ Octopus Holder
◊ With BPI

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP
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505,00

22.252.110 XS

22.252.210 S

22.252.310 M

22.252.410 L

22.252.510 XL

429,00

21.725.100 XS

21.725.200 S

21.725.300 M

21.725.400 L

21.725.500 XL

EQUATOR 

BELLA

56     BC

The Bella was specifically designed, tailored and sized for female divers who prefer 
the comfort and security of a front-adjustable BC. This BC is loaded with convenience 
and performance features, including SCUBAPRO’s exclusive wraparound bladder which 
retains its cradle-like shape even when fully inflated, providing a comfortable fit and 
stable position both at depth and on the surface. It also sports a new a Y-Fit shoulder 
design that fits the body better, allowing for excellent control and range of motion 
for the arms. The stainless steel triangular ring manages the forces in the Y’s center, 
balancing pressure over the body and keeping the harness under control, regardless of 
your position in the water. This makes for a comfortable and secure ride while cruising 
the depths.

◊ Designed and sized for women divers.
◊ Constructed of 420 denier nylon for light weight and long-lasting durability
◊ Wraparound air bladder retains its cradle-like shape even when fully inflated.
◊ New Y-Fit shoulders with a triangular stainless steel ring balance the pressure on 

the body to maximize fit and comfort.
◊ Soft neoprene neck and padded backpack optimize comfort.
◊ Adjustable cummerbund compensates for suit compression, ensuring a snug fit at 

varying depths.
◊ Super Cinch tank buckle system locks the tank in solid for maximum stability at 

depth.
◊ Quick-release integrated weight pouches feature a high-security flat-buckle 

system.
◊ Two rear trim pouches allow you to achieve a well-balanced swimming position. 
◊ Two large zippered pockets provide lots of cargo-carrying capability, plus are fitted 

with metal grommets for attaching a knife.
◊ Four large pre-bent stainless steel D-rings, along with two smaller stainless 

D-rings, provide lots of clip-on points for additional gear.

Shown with AIR 2 - Optional

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

With the Equator you can enjoy all the comfort and security of a full-featured front-
adjustable BC. along with the light weight and packing advantages of a travel BC. 
Comfortable and stable at depth. for divers who do lots of local diving as well as travel 
diving. but prefer to own just one BC. there’s no better choice than the Equator.

◊ 420 denier nylon construction ensures a long and active dive life.
◊ Wraparound air bladder provides a secure. comfortable ride at depth and on the 

surface.
◊ Double band system locks the tank in solid for maximum stability at depth.
◊ Octopus pockets on each side offer options for carrying a backup second stage.
◊ Easy-to fold lightweight Airnet backpack is comfortable and makes dive travel so 

much easier.
◊ Rotating quick-release shoulder buckles allow you to route your shoulder straps to 

maximize fit.
◊ Quick-release integrated weight pouches ditch easily and secure with low-profile 

squeeze buckles.
◊ Two large zippered pockets fitted with knife attachment grommets provide lots of 

cargo-carrying capability.
◊ Four large pre-bent stainless steel D-rings. along with two smaller stainless D-rings. 

provide convenient clip-on points for additional gear.
◊ With BPI

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP
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23.720.010

395,00

21.720.100 XS

21.720.200 S

21.720.300 M

21.720.400 L

21.720.500 XL

339,00

21.729.100 XS

21.729.200 S

21.729.300 M

21.729.400 L

21.729.500 XL

41,00

23.720.010

EQUALIZER 

GO
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Lightweight. easy to pack and extremely comfortable. the Go is a true travel BC. At the 
same time. it offers all the performance and convenience features you’d expect from a 
full-featured general-purpose BC. including generous buoyant lift in all sizes. It is well-
padded and comfortable yet carries virtually no inherent buoyancy. Generous buoyant 
lift enables it to be used for temperate water diving as well. 

◊ Constructed of 210 denier nylon covered with polyurethane for lightweight durability.
◊ Wraparound air bladder provides a secure. comfortable ride at depth and on the 

surface.
◊ Coated mesh cummerbund is lightweight and dries quickly and easily.
◊ Double-band system locks the tank in for maximum stability at depth.
◊ Rotating quick-release shoulder buckles allow you to optimize the routing of your 

shoulder straps to maximize fit.
◊ Airnet padded backpack is water-draining. easy to fold. and enhances comfort 

during long dives.
◊ Quick-release integrated weight pouches ditch easily and secure with low-profile 

squeeze buckles.
◊ Optional trim weight pockets carry 1kg/2.2lbs each and attach easily to the back 

side of the BC. (23.720.010)
◊ Two large low profile zippered pockets fitted with stainless steel knife attachment 

grommets provide lots of cargo-carrying capability.
◊ Six aluminum D-rings. two large and pre-bent. provide convenient clip-on points 

for additional gear.
◊ The BC folds easy and stows in its own bag for travel or storage.
◊ With BPI

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

The Equalizer is a front-adjustable BC that brings together all the best features you 
could ever want in a recreational diving BC. Its high performance wraparound bladder 
is made of 420 denier nylon so it’s durable and lightweight and extremely comfortable. 
Stability is excellent thanks to the full-sized backpack and tank strap system. The flat-
buckle quick-release integrated weight system loads easy and ditches even easier. 
and the valve system represents the ultimate in reliability and performance. Add big 
Velcro-closure pockets and four stainless D-ring for carrying accessories. plus two 
octopus pockets for storing a backup reg. and you have a BC that can’t be beat.

◊ 420 denier nylon construction ensures a long and active dive life.
◊ Wraparound air bladder provides a secure. comfortable ride at depth and on the 

surface.
◊ Full size backpack delivers maximum stability.
◊ Octopus pockets on each side offer options for carrying a backup second stage.
◊ Quick-release integrated weight pouches ditch easily and secure with low-profile 

squeeze buckles.
◊ Two large Velcro pockets fitted with knife attachment grommets offer lots of cargo-

carrying capability.
◊ Four stainless steel D-rings provide convenient clip-on points for additional gear.
◊ With BPI

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

Back pocket kit

PRICES €

MRSP
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369,00

22.220.151 XS/S

22.220.351 M/L

22.220.551 XL/2XL

510,00

22.140.210 S

22.140.310 M

22.140.410 L

22.140.510 XL

22.140.610 2XL

SEAHAWK

LITEHAWK

58     BC

The Litehawk is the ultimate back-flotation travel BC. Its lightweight. ultra-slimmed-
down design and soft. flexible backpack allows it to lay flat and compact for packing. 
The adjustable belt-style waist strap with nylon buckle can be cinched up snug. 
hugging your body like it was custom made for you while delivering a comfortable. 
stable ride at depth. 

◊ Constructed of 420 denier nylon for lightweight and long-lasting durability.
◊ Low-profile. progressively-shaped rear air cell increases range of motion while 

decreasing drag.
◊ Elastic cords rein in the air cell when partially inflated and help control deflation.
◊ Clutter-free ergonomic harness eliminates bulk and enhances freedom of 

movement.
◊ Rotating quick-release buckles allow you to optimize the routing of the padded 

shoulder straps to maximize fit.
◊ Multiple tank band and strap system keeps tank secure and increases stability at 

depth.
◊ Three-dump deflation system lets you to dump air from a variety of underwater 

positions.
◊ Two accessory pockets are included.
◊ Two rear trim pouches allow you to achieve a well-balanced swimming position.
◊ Four aluminum D-rings provide convenient clip-on points for additional gear.
◊ With BPI

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MSRP

Shown with AIR 2 - Optional

The Litehawk is the ultimate back-flotation travel BC. Its lightweight. ultra-slimmed-
down design and soft. flexible backpack allows it to lay flat and compact for packing. 
The adjustable belt-style waist strap with nylon buckle can be cinched up snug. 
hugging your body like it was custom made for you while delivering a comfortable. 
stable ride at depth. 

◊ Constructed of 420 denier nylon for lightweight and long-lasting durability.
◊ Low-profile. progressively-shaped rear air cell increases range of motion while 

decreasing drag.
◊ Elastic cords rein in the air cell when partially inflated and help control deflation.
◊ Clutter-free ergonomic harness eliminates bulk and enhances freedom of 

movement.
◊ Rotating quick-release buckles allow you to optimize the routing of the padded 

shoulder straps to maximize fit.
◊ Multiple tank band and strap system keeps tank secure and increases stability at 

depth.
◊ Three-dump deflation system lets you to dump air from a variety of underwater 

positions.
◊ Two accessory pockets are included.
◊ Two rear trim pouches allow you to achieve a well-balanced swimming position.
◊ Four aluminum D-rings provide convenient clip-on points for additional gear.
◊ With BPI
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709,00

21.181.020 S

21.181.030 M

21.181.040 L

21.181.050 XL

21.181.060 2XL

21.610.000 105,00

21.600.100 90,00

21.610.002 70,00

21.622.001 64,00

21.080.626 38,00

21.626.045

189,00

21.090.000 AIR2 (5. GEN)

MASTER JACKET
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The Master Jacket is designed with internal passageways that allow air to flow 
unrestricted and accumulate at the jacket’s highest point. It also offers impressive lift 
capacity in all sizes. and provides a “face-up” body position on the surface. Because of 
this. the Master Jacket has been certified as a Combined Buoyancy and Rescue Device 
(CBRD). It is the stabilizing jacket of choice among commercial and military divers. 
dive instructors. and advanced divers.

◊ Constructed of a combination of polyester and soltane for strength and durability.
◊ Padded back pad enhances comfort during long dives.
◊ Cummerbund with overstrap and sternum strap work together to dial in a snug fit.
◊ Deflation system with removable dump valves enables you to dump air from a 

variety of underwater positions. 
◊ Super Cinch tank buckle system locks the tank in rock-solid for maximum stability 

at depth.
◊ Two large Velcro-closure provide lots of cargo-carrying capability.
◊ Four large stainless steel D-rings provide convenient clip-on points for additional 

gear.
◊ With BPI

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

BPI

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
BPI + hose (after 2013)

BPI + hose (before 2013)

BPI only (after 2013)

BPI only (before 2013)

Adapter AIR2 Hose to BPI

BPI Repair Kit

The Balanced Power Inflator has a streamlined and ergonomic design. The inflation 
button is easy to locate and requires little effort. A soft mouthpiece has been added. 
The corrugated hose  features a. easier to use SQAP (Safe and Quick Air Pin) lever 
and a connection between hose and elbow valve.

AIR 2
This excellent BC inflator/reg is in its 5th generation with dramatically improved work 
of breathing. Sleek ergonomic inflate/deflate controls allow for pinpoint buoyancy 
control.

◊ Test-proven breathing performance and cracking effort surpasses many traditional 
downstream second stages when it comes to ease of breathing.

◊ Dive/pre-dive switch lets you detune the unit when not in use. eliminating free flows.
◊ Flexible purge cover is easy to locate and depress for quick clearing.
◊ Power inflate and deflate buttons are positioned on top of the housing for easy 

buoyancy control.
◊ Power inflate button features a lighter lever for easy inflation.
◊ Power inflate and deflate buttons can be differentiated by color and touch due to 

their different shapes and sizes. improving ascent control and safety when inflating 
or deflating the BC.

◊ CE certified EN250A>10ºC/50°F warm water test controls) as a second stage 
regulator.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP
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21.558.020 3,00

21.567.004 4,40

20.135.005 51,00

23.073.010 28,00

20.140.000 95,00

21.009.006 40,00

21.080.626 38,00

21.626.013 18,90

40.978.000 24,50

20.134.003 15,50

21.200.003 24,50

21.200.017 13,90

21.200.217 39,90

01.080.401 8,00

21.090.045 -

21.085.045 -

21.724.011 4,00

20.040.000 79,00

23.704.000 30,00

23.702.000 31,00

23.703.000 31,00

23.705.000 30,00

23.107.010 43,00

23.107.001 28,00

23.720.010 41,00

23.107.030 48,90

159,00

23.120.000

23.702.000 23.703.00023.704.000 23.720.01023.107.010
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BCD ACCESSORIES

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Safety strap BCD

Whistle

Super cinch band. short

Cinch band (pair) T-One / X ONE

Complete back pack 7/18L T-ONE/T-SPORT PLUS

Air 2 QD

Adapter Air2 hose to BPI

LP hose QD coupling

Peebax blow gun

Buckle cinch band

Bcd dump valve (lower)

Bcd dump valve wo cable

Pull dump system Long

D-RING for Cinch

SERVICE KIT AIR2 (V°GEN)      

SERVICE KIT AIR2 3rd & 4th GEN

BUCKLE COVER X-ONE

Bibo Kit

WEIGHT POCKET

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Weight pocket Bella/Equator/Ladyhawk/Seahawk/Go/GlideX

Weight pocket LADYHAWK/KNIGHTHAWK - 5 kg (XS-S)

Weight pocket LADYHAWK/KNIGHTHAWK - 6 kg (M-XXL)

Weight pouch 12 lb 1-1/2 inch buckle-SEAHAWK

Weight pocket kit X-Black. X-Force. Glide (pair)

Weight pocket T & X Series

Back Pocket Kit - GO

Weight pocket kit X-One. GO. Bella. Equator. Seahawk. Hydros Pro

BC ACCESSORY KIT

The perfect BC accessories for safer divingi

◊ Nova 200. Led Light
◊ White TIP BC knife
◊ Retractor with stop

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP
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EQUATOR
XS S M L XL

152-165 157-170 170-180 180-185 185-190

45-56 54-70 68 -77 77-95 88 -109

79-91 89-104 94-109 96-112 102-119

100/10.2 120/12.2 130/13.2 150/15.4 170/17.3

3.0 3.0 3.1 3.1 3.2

BELLA
XS S M L XL

152-165 157-170 168-178 170-183 183-191

45 -56 54-70 68 -77 77-91 88 -107

71 -91 76-97 86-109 96-117 107-132

100/10.2 120/13.2 140/14.2 160/14.2 190/16.3

3.2 3.3 3.3 3.4 3.5

X-BLACK
S M L XL 2XL

157-170 170-180 178-185 185-190 190-198

54-70 68-77 77-95 88-108 102-122

86-92 95-105 106-118 113-127 118-138

170/17.3 200/20.3 220/22.4 250/25.5 290/29.6

4.3 4.4 4.5 4.6 4.7

X-ONE
XS S M L XL 2XL

152-165 157-170 170-180 180-185 185-191 191-198

45-56 54-70 68 -77 77-95 88-109 102-123

76-99 84-104 89-112 94 -119 102-130 113-142

110/11.2 140/14.2 170/17.3 180/18.3 210/21.4 230/23

2.9 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.1 3.2

X-FORCE
XS S M L XL 2XL

152-165 157-170 170-180 178-185 185-190 190-198

45-56 54-70 68-77 77-95 88-108 102-122

81-97 85-100 94-108 96-116 108-126 118-138

110/11.2 140/14.2 180/18.3 200/20.3 230/23.5 250/25.5

3.8 3.9 3.9 4.0 4.1 4.2

T-ONE
2XS XS S M L XL 2XL

147-160 152-165 157-170 170-180 178-185 185-190 190-198

36-45 45-56 54-70 68-77 77-95 88-108 102-122

72-93 77-99 83-105 89-112 94-121 102-131 113-142

90/9.2 110/11.2 140/14.3 170/17.3 180/18.3 210/21.4 230/23.6

2.5 2.6 2.6 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.9
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SIZE

HEIGHT (CM)

WEIGHT (KG)

CUMMERBUND 
CIRCUMFERENCE (CM)

LIFT (N/KG)

WEIGHT (KG) WITH BPI*

SIZE

HEIGHT (CM)

WEIGHT (KG)

CUMMERBUND 
CIRCUMFERENCE (CM)

LIFT (N/KG)

WEIGHT (KG) WITH BPI*

SIZE

HEIGHT (CM)

WEIGHT (KG)

CUMMERBUND 
CIRCUMFERENCE (CM)

LIFT (N/KG)

WEIGHT (KG) WITH BPI*

SIZE

HEIGHT (CM)

WEIGHT (KG)

CUMMERBUND 
CIRCUMFERENCE (CM)

LIFT (N/KG)

WEIGHT (KG) WITH BPI*

SIZE

HEIGHT (CM)

WEIGHT (KG)

CUMMERBUND 
CIRCUMFERENCE (CM)

LIFT (N/KG)

WEIGHT (KG) WITH BPI*

SIZE

HEIGHT (CM)

WEIGHT (KG)

CUMMERBUND 
CIRCUMFERENCE (CM)

LIFT (N/KG)

WEIGHT (KG) WITH BPI*

*Weight with BPI & weight pockets included. LP Hose. manual/CD. packaging not included in weight.

BC SIZE CHARTS
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MASTER JACKET
S M L XL 2XL

157-170 170-180 178-185 185-190 190-198

54-70 68-77 77-95 88-108 102-122

74-84 90-100 100-110 112-124 129-137

200/22.4 220/23.5 230/24.5 250/28.6 250/31.6

3.8 3.8 3.9 3.9 4.0

LITEHAWK
XS/S M/L XL/2XL

157-170 170-185 185-190

54-77 68-95 88-123

107 MAX 132 MAX 147 MAX

150/13.2 150/13.2 150/13.2

2.2 2.3 2.3

SEAHAWK
S M L XL 2XL

157-170 170-180 178-185 185-190 188-196

54-70 68-77 77-95 88-109 104-123

76-97 81-102 96-116 112-132 127-152

240/24.4 240/24.4 240/24.4 240/24.4 240/24.4

3.5 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.7

GO
XS S M L XL

152-165 157-170 170-180 178-185 185-191

45-57 54-70 68-77 77-95 88-109

71-86 76-97 81-102 86-107 91-117

100/10.2 120/12.2 139/14.2 159/16.2 188/19.4

2.4 2.5 2.5 2.6 2.7

EQUALIZER
XS S M L XL

152-165 157-170 170-180 180-185 185-190

45-56 54-70 68 -77 77-95 88 -109

79-91 89-104 94-109 97-112 102-119

100/10.2 120/12.2 130/13.2 150/15.4 170/17.3

2.8 2.8 2.9 2.9 3.09
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SIZE

HEIGHT (CM)

WEIGHT (KG)

CUMMERBUND 
CIRCUMFERENCE (CM)

LIFT (N/KG)

WEIGHT (KG) WITH BPI*

SIZE

HEIGHT (CM)

WEIGHT (KG)

CUMMERBUND 
CIRCUMFERENCE (CM)

LIFT (N/KG)

WEIGHT (KG) WITH BPI*

SIZE

HEIGHT (CM)

WEIGHT (KG)

CUMMERBUND 
CIRCUMFERENCE (CM)

LIFT (N/KG)

WEIGHT (KG) WITH BPI*

SIZE

HEIGHT (CM)

WEIGHT (KG)

CUMMERBUND 
CIRCUMFERENCE (CM)

LIFT (N/KG)

WEIGHT (KG) WITH BPI*

SIZE

HEIGHT (CM)

WEIGHT (KG)

CUMMERBUND 
CIRCUMFERENCE (CM)

LIFT (N/KG)

WEIGHT (KG) WITH BPI*

*Weight with BPI & weight pockets included. LP Hose. manual/CD. packaging not included in weight.

BC SIZE CHARTS
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21.726.001 325,00

21.726.400 315,00

21.726.200 285,00

21.726.117 33,00

21.726.001

21.726.x00

1269,00

12.252.060

21.726.117

SIDEMOUNT

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Harness only

Wing only (20KG/200N)

Wing only (12KG/120N)

Cover

Developed in coordination with leading sidemount cave divers. SCUBAPRO’s X-TEK 
sidemount system, with its modular design, quality components and independent air 
cells, allows you to build a fully customized rig to handle any recreational or technical 
sidemount dive plan.

◊ Modular approach lets you build a system to suit your individual diving style.
◊ Compact independent air cell is available in two sizes, offering 12L or 20L of lift.
◊ Air cells are compatible with all current X-TEK steel and aluminum back plates.
◊ Harness system is fully adjustable so you can dial in the perfect fit. 
◊ Harness includes a crotch strap for added stability and security.
◊ Soft Airnet finished backpack ensures comfort during extended dives.
◊ Stainless steel grommets, D-rings and handles provide plenty of clip-on points and 

handholds.
◊ New dump valve, corrugated hose and Balanced Power inflator (BPI) allow for 

pinpoint buoyancy control.
◊ Specific streamlined elbow and side bungees help keep your dive profile streamlined.
◊ Bungee and hooks are provided to maximize tank support.
◊ Optional top cover adds to the overall streamlining of the system, plus increases 

long-term durability.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

SIDEMOUNT REGULATOR KIT - MK25 EVO/G260

Offering effortless air delivery and outstanding reliability, this is the go-to air delivery 
system for cold water or technical diving. There’s no better example of solid first stage 
performance in all water temperatures than the MK25 EVO. Teamed with the venerable 
G260, this system can be relied upon to deliver top-of-the-line performance in the most 
extreme conditions. 

KIT CONTAINS:
◊ Two MK25 EVO DIN 300 (10.713.030)
◊ Two G260 (11.263.000)
◊ Two Compact Guages (28.039.302P)

PLUS
◊ Two HP hose 20cm (01.044.008)
◊ LP hoses: 20cm (x2) (01.309.020), 64cm (x1) (01.310.026), 200cm (x1) (01.309.080)
◊ BPI quick coupling x 2 (21.626.013)
◊ LP hose elbow x 1 (11.101.003)
◊ Regulator Necklace x 1 (01.010.000)
◊ Plug x 2 (11.263.110)
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797,00

22.190.010

22.195.010 13Kg 699,00

22.188.010 18 Kg 745,00

22.189.010 27 Kg 629,00

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

X-TEK FORM TEK SYSTEM
Never before has a twin tank system been so comfortable to dive. That’s because 
Form-Tek’s unique three-piece “Form” harness provides the perfect combination of 
padding and adjustment. Combine that with well-balanced weight distribution and you 
have the ultimate in security and comfort for those extended trips into the depths. 

◊ Padded shoulders and anatomical back padding deliver maximum comfort. 
◊ Adjustable shoulder straps contribute to a snug individualized fit.
◊ Quick release buckles on both left and right shoulders allow for quick and easy 

removal. 
◊ 50mm crotch strap helps dial in fit and includes two stainless steel D-rings.
◊ Horseshoe (HS) wing provides 27kg of lift capacity to handle virtually any underwater 

scenario.
◊ Wing is built with a 1680D Ballistic nylon outer shell and a 420D nylon inner bladder.
◊ System includes a high-quality stainless steel back plate. 
◊ Available with an optional QR weight pocket system.
◊ Without single tank adapter.

X-TEK PURE TEK SYSTEM

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP

This simple yet rugged system uses a continuous-web harness teamed with a donut 
wing so you can lock in your individualized adjustments and then enjoy optimum 
buoyancy control, regardless of your position in the water. The system is easily 
adaptable to either single tank or twin tank diving.

◊ Available with a choice of lift capacities: 13kg, 18kg or 27kg for twin tank diving. 
◊ Air cells are built with 1680D Ballistic nylon outer shells and 420D nylon inner 

bladders.
◊ Continuous harness and stainless steel back plate with back pad work together to 

provide optimal stability when diving twin cylinders.
◊ 50mm crotch strap helps dial in fit and includes two stainless steel D-rings.
◊ Two stainless steel shoulder D-rings and one waist D-ring are provided as clip-on 

points for carrying additional gear.  

◊ 13kg and 18kg systems include an adapter and two super cinch straps for single 
tank diving.
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22.192.010 40 kg - Twin XTREME 910,00

22.191.010 27 Kg - Twin 865,00

22.193.010 13 kg 340,00

22.183.010 18 kg 340,00

22.184.010 27 kg 363,00

22.187.010 40 kg 576,00

22.186.010 27 kg 555,00

22.194.010 363,00

22.185.010 27 kg 363,00

X-TEK PRO SYSTEM

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP

This is the same top quality, full-featured back plate system as the X-TEK Pro-Tek, but 
with increased lift capacity for those really big twin tank underwater projects.

◊ Large-size horseshoe (HS) wings provide 27kg or 40kg of lift capacity for twin 
cylinder diving.

◊ Air cells are built with dual 420D nylon inner bladders protected by a 1680D Ballistic 
nylon outer shell.

◊ SCUBAPRO’s BPI allows for pinpoint buoyancy control.
◊ Pro-Tek harness is constructed of 50mm Ballistic webbing for maximum strength 

and includes padded shoulders for better support and comfort provides.
◊ Harness features one left-side quick-release buckle for easy removal.
◊ 50mm crotch strap helps dial in fit and includes two stainless steel D-rings.
◊ Stainless steel back plate with back pad provides optimal stability and comfort for 

extended bottom times.  
◊ Shoulder straps are fitted with two stainless steel D-rings on each side.
◊ Concealed storage pack is included for carrying SMBs or lift bags.
◊ Without single tank adapter.

X-TEK DONUT WING

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
           (compatible with 1 x 15 l)

The shape and internal design of X-TEK donut wings mean you can always expect 
unparalleled buoyancy control regardless of your diving position. 

◊ Wings are built with a 1680D Ballistic nylon outer shell and a 420D nylon inner 
bladder. 

◊ Airflow is controlled via a SCUBAPRO Balanced Power Inflator (BPI).
◊ Without single tank adapter.

X-TEK HS WING

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP

TWIN BLADDER

SINGLE BLADDER
27 kg D.I.R. w/o Bungee

The original and ever-popular horseshoe (HS) wing is a solid choice for both single 
tank and double tank applications, X-TEK HS wings are built tough and come with the 
always reliable SCUBAPRO Balanced Power Inflator.

◊ Wings are built with a 1680D Ballistic nylon outer shell and a 420D nylon inner 
bladder. 

◊ Airflow is controlled via a SCUBAPRO Balanced Power Inflator (BPI).
◊ Bungee system reins in the air cell when deflated, streamlining your dive profile and 

minimizing drag.
◊ Twin tank air cells feature a double inner bladder system and dual power inflators.
◊ Without single tank adapter.
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23.806.000 309,00

22.182.000 450,00

23.805.000 150,00

22.180.000 377,00

23.804.000 103,00

22.179.000 299,00

23.801.000 178,00

23.800.000 199,00

23.804.000

23.805.000

23.806.000

23.801.000 23.800.000

X-TEK FORM HARNESS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Harness w/o backplate, w/o crotch strap

Complete harness

Three-piece “Form” harness system provides the perfect combination of padding and 
adjustment for fit and comfort, along with quick-release buckles for the ultimate in ease 
of use. 

◊ Padded shoulders and anatomical back padding deliver maximum comfort. 
◊ Adjustable shoulder straps contribute to a snug individualized fit.
◊ Quick release buckles on both left and right shoulders allow for quick and easy removal. 
◊ Four large stainless steel D-Rings on shoulder straps provide well-placed clip-off 

points.
◊ 50mm crotch strap helps dial in fit and includes two stainless steel D-rings.
◊ System includes a high-quality stainless steel back plate. 
◊ Available with an optional QR weight pocket system.

X-TEK PRO TEK HARNESS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Harness w/o backplate, w/o crotch strap

Harness complete

The Pro-Tek harness is built tough and loaded with features for both comfort and 
convenience, making the time you spend at depth safer and more enjoyable.

◊ Harness features padded shoulders for support and comfort and a left-side quick-
release buckle for easy removal.

◊ Two stainless steel D-rings on the shoulders provide clip-on points for additional gear.
◊ 50mm crotch strap helps dial in fit and includes two stainless steel D-rings.
◊ Stainless steel back plate with back pad provides optimal stability and comfort for 

extended bottom times.  
◊ Concealed storage pack is included for carrying SMBs or lift bags.

X-TEK PURE TEK HARNESS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Harness w/o backplate w/o crotch strap

Harness complete

Traditional harness and back plate create a comfortable and super-stable platform for 
carrying single or double tanks. 

◊ Continuous web harness and stainless steel back plate with back pad work together to 
provide optimal stability, regardless of the number of cylinders you’re carrying.

◊ Stainless steel waist buckle and 50mm crotch strap help dial in fit. 
◊ Crotch strap comes with two stainless steel D-rings.
◊ Two stainless shoulder D-rings and one waist D-ring are provided as clip-on points for 

carrying additional gear.  

X-TEK BACKPLATE

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Aluminium

Stainless steel

Available in corrosion-resistant stainless steel and lightweight aluminum, X-TEK back 
plates are made of quality metals and feature an ergonomic shape for maximum comfort, 
control and stability. Both models provide numerous mounting options for attaching 
additional gear or accessories. The stainless steel version weighs 2.4kg; the aluminum 
version weighs 0.9kg, making it the perfect travel companion
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43,00

23.809.000

178,00

23.802.000

114,00

23.807.000

136,00

23.803.000

X-TEK SINGLE TANK ADAPTER

Attaches assembly point to extend the 
stainless steel back plate for dives with 
single tanks.
◊ Includes two SCUBAPRO Super-Cinch 

straps for optimal tank attachment

SOFT TRAVEL BACKPLATE

For Form Harness, attaches to backplate 
includes 2 Super Cinch straps

X-TEK QR-WEIGHT POCKET
Weight pocket system with QR-buckle for 
divers seeking releasable weight pockets 
for their BC System

X-TEK SHOULDER PADS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

1 Pair

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTIONPRICES €

Dealer

MRSP

Pair

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION
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23.810.000 17cm x 20 cm 26,00

23.811.000 17cm x 24cm 34,00

31,00

23.812.000

81,00

23.808.000

26,00

23.817.000

SURFACE MARKER BUOY POUCH

Pouch to accommodate surface markers, 
fits on all X-TEK HS wings
◊ Easy to reach and comfortable to use in 

every position
◊ Size adjusts with bungee cord

X-TEK BACKPLATE STORAGE PACK

Storage pack attaches to plate (plate sold 
seperately)
◊ Includes screws

X-TEK COUNTER WEIGHT POCKETS

Tank or waist band mounted trim weight 
pockets for optimal weight distribution and 
in-water stability
◊ Accommodates 1kg of lead weight

X-TEK ACCESSORY POCKETS

PART NUMBER SIZE MRSP

◊ Optional accessory pouch for the harness waist band
◊ Two inner compartments with internal D-ring to secure accessories
◊ Available in two sizes

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

1 Pair
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01.108.102 11,80

01.108.202 11,60

01.108.402 11,00

23.814.000 155,00

23.815.000 165,00

23.816.000 175,00

26,00

23.818.000

134,00

23.813.000

X-TEK CROTCH STRAP

◊ 50mm width, attaches to all backplates
◊ Complete with 2 stainless steel D-rings

X-TEK SCREW SET

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
M6/14mm x2 - long screw for Form 
Harness 

M6/09mm x2 - short screw for Form 
Harness 

M8 + Butterfly nut + washer x 2 for the 
single tank adapter

STAINLESS STEEL BANDS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
140mm - 7L

171mm - 10 & 12L Long

204mm - 12 & 15L Short

◊ Stainless steel bands for the assembly of twin tanks
◊ 50mm wide, double reinforcement at the fixing point, laser etched SCUBAPRO 

logo
◊ Available for 2 x 140mm, 2 x 171mm or 2 x 204mm tanks

◊ Kit of 2 bands

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

Dealer

MSRP

X-TEK INFLATOR

◊ Inflator without hose

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP
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01.030.090 15,50

01.030.100 15,50

01.031.010 12,50

01.031.013 12,50

01.031.019 14,50

01.031.025 15,50

01.032.032 18,50

01.080.180 5,60

01.080.181 5,40

01.030.xx0

01.032.032

01.031.010
01.031.013

01.031.019
01.031.025

9,60

01.010.000

STAINLESS STEEL SNAPS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Double ender - 90mm

Double ender - 100mm

Swivel 10/64

Swivel 13/76

Swivel 19/92

Swivel 25/96

Swivel (round eyelet) 
32/122

Stainless steel snaps AISI 316 for securing accessories and stage tanks
Available in various sizes in double-end and swivel versions

D-RINGS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
X-TEK D-ring bent 50x45x6mm

X-TEK D-ring straight 50x45x6mm

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

REGULATOR NECKLACE

Flexible, long-lasting band for back-up second stage to ensure a 
secure and quick recovery.
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DEFINITION DRY

1 099.00

60.315.200 S

60.315.300 M

60.315.400 L

60.315.500 XL

60.315.600 2XL

60.315.700 3XL

60.315.800 4XL

60.316.200 S

60.316.300 M

60.316.400 L

60.315.x0060.316.x00
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Targeted to advanced divers looking for a quality mid-range fabric drysuit, the new 
Definition Dry is a serious drysuit that’s built to last. It is made with a new heavy-
duty poly/butyl/poly trilaminate blend plus a stitch-glue- double waterproof taped 
seam assembly that’s able to withstand the rigors of diving. Though built tough, the 
Definition Dry is lightweight and offers a number of design features that enable you to 
achieve a comfortable, streamlined fit.

◊ Heavy-duty poly/butyl/poly trilaminate design stands up to years of aggressive
diving.

◊ Seams are stitched, glued, then double waterproofed taped for maximum reliability.
◊ Front diagonal BDM metal dry zipper keeps water out and makes self-donning easy.
◊ Latex wrist and neck seals are durable, comfortable and efficient at blocking water 

entry. 
◊ Warm neck collar keeps heat in and helps protect the neck seal. 
◊ Quality Si-Tech valve ensure efficient and trouble-free airflow control. 
◊ Attached semi-rigid boots feature a thinner sole and rubber reinforcement for

lightweight flexibility. They include Velcro straps to improve fit while preventing air
from traveling to the feet, as well as fin strap retainers.

◊ Two large cargo pockets are equipped with D-rings, high-security over-flaps and
Velcro closures. 

◊ I-Safe straps on both arms offer a secure mounting spot for wrist instruments. 
◊ Internal suspender system enhances fit and provides convenient lower suit support 

between dives. 
◊ Hood features an air vent system and a hook for securing to the cargo pocket.
◊ Includes an anatomically shaped hood, carry bag, low pressure hose, repair kit,

zipper wax and owner’s manual. 

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

MAN

WOMAN

Available January 2018 Available December 2017
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EVERDRY 4 PRO

Solvent Free Glue

1 099.00

60.854.200  S          

60.854.300  M          

60.854.400  L          

60.854.500  XL         

60.854.600  2XL        

60.854.700 3XL

60.854.800 4XL

60.854.x00

60.864.x00
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The Everdry 4 Pro is a heavy-duty version of the premium-plus Everdry 4. It is targeted 
to military divers, commercial divers, tech divers and anyone who needs an exposure 
suit that can stand up to super-rugged diving activities. The exterior of the suit is 
built with a heavy-duty abrasion-resistant gray over-layer, and a slick anti-abrasion 
black layer on the shoulders and knees for even more reinforcement. This Pro version 
features a Diamond Span interior and two exterior utility pockets for carrying tools 
or spare gear. The drysuit’s dense neoprene resists compression at depth so it can 
be worn with a thin undergarment or no undergarment at all. This drysuit is built for 
comfort and warmth but most of all, it’s built to last. 

◊ Professional-grade drysuit created for military, commercial and tech divers.
◊ Heavy-duty version of the standard Everdry 4 features a rugged anti-abrasion

exterior layer.
◊ 4mm high-density neoprene weighs 50% less and is significantly softer than

traditional drysuit neoprene. 
◊ Shoulders and knees offer additional reinforcement.
◊ Diamond Span interior enhances cold water protection.
◊ Seams are triple-glued and double-thread blind-stitched on the outside; inside

they are coated with liquid polymer to create a long-lasting waterproof seam. 
◊ Smooth-skin fold-under neoprene neck seal and ultra-smooth wrist seals provide

comfortable, watertight sealing surfaces. 
◊ Neoprene soft socks can be worn inside heavy-duty drysuit boots or standard

neoprene dive boots.
◊ Heavy-duty YKK drysuit zipper is covered by a neoprene overflap for added

protection. 
◊ Si-Tech balanced side-activated inlet and adjustable outlet valves allow for pinpoint 

buoyancy control, increasing stability and control at depth. 
◊ Attached neoprene soft socks enable the suit to be turned completely inside-out for 

cleaning and drying. 
◊ Neoprene soft socks can be worn inside heavy-duty drysuit boots or standard

neoprene dive boots. 
◊ Blue suspender system enhances fit and provides convenient lower suit support

between dives. 
◊ I-Safe straps on both arms offer secure mounting spots for wrist instruments. 
◊ 2 utility pockets with D-rings, bungees and zippered closures provide a secure spot 

for carrying tools or extra gear. 
◊ A hook is provided on the right-thigh utility pocket for attaching a hood.
◊ Includes an anatomically shaped hood, carry bag, low pressure hose, suspenders,

repair kit, zipper wax and owner’s manual. 

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

MAN

Available December 2017
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upgraded

EVERDRY 4

Solvent Free Glue

949.00

60 853 200 S

60 853 300 M

60.853.320 MT

60 853 350 MR

60 853 400 L

60 853 420 LT

60 853 450 LR

60 853 500 XL

60 853 520 XLT

60 853 550 XLR

60 853 600 2XL

60 853 700 3XL

60 853 800 4XL

60 863 000 2XS

60.863.100 XS

60.863.200 S

60.863.300 M

60.863.400 L

60.863.500 XL

60.853.x00 60.863.x00
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This premium-plus compressed neoprene drysuit still offers the streamlined fit, 
comfort and flexibility of a wetsuit with the thermal properties and water-tightness 
of a drysuit. But this new version comes with upgraded shoulder and knee panels, a 
new plush interior, new smoother wrist seals, blue suspenders, and much more. The 
dense 4mm neoprene resists compression at depth so the drysuit can be worn with a 
thin undergarment or no undergarment at all. Built for comfort and extended wear, the 
new Everdry 4 fits like a glove, offers excellent range of motion, and most importantly, 
keeps body heat in and cold water out. 

◊ 4mm high-density neoprene weighs 50% less and is significantly softer than
traditional drysuit neoprene. 

◊ Seams are triple-glued and double-thread blind-stitched on the outside; inside
they are coated with liquid polymer to create a long-last- ing waterproof seam. 

◊ Plush interior is comfortable and enhances cold water protection.
◊ Smooth-skin fold-under neoprene neck seal and ultra-smooth wrist seals provide

comfortable, watertight sealing surfaces. 
◊ Heavy-duty YKK drysuit zipper is covered by a neoprene overflap for added

protection. 
◊ Si-Tech balanced side-activated inlet and adjustable outlet valves allow for pinpoint 

buoyancy control, increasing stability and control at depth. 
◊ Shoulder and knee panels cover a lot of area for maximum anti-abrasion protection. 
◊ Attached neoprene soft socks enable the suit to be turned completely inside-out for 

cleaning and drying. 
◊ Neoprene soft socks can be worn inside heavy-duty drysuit boots or standard

neoprene dive boots. 
◊ Blue suspender system enhances fit and provides convenient lower suit support

between dives. 
◊ I-Safe straps on both arms offer secure mounting spots for wrist instruments. 
◊ Handy right-thigh utility pocket with D-ring, bungee and zippered closure provides

a secure spot for carrying accessories. 
◊ A hook is provided on the cargo pocket for attaching a hood.
◊ Includes an anatomically shaped hood, carry bag, low pressure hose, suspenders,

repair kit, zipper wax and owner’s manual. 

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

MAN

WOMAN

Available December 2017
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upgraded

Solvent Free Glue

EXODRY 4.0

799.00

60.085.200  S

60.085.300  M

60.085.400  L

60.085.500  XL

60.085.600  2XL

60.085.700  3XL

60.086.200  S

60.086.300  M

60.086.400  L

60.086.500  XL

60.085.x00 60.086.x00
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The Exodry offers a unique approach to drysuit design by fusing 4mm high-density 
neoprene with latex wrist and neck seals. This hybrid design is extremely effective, 
delivering minimal inherent buoyancy, maximum range of motion and an excellent 
sealing system. For 2018 the Exodry comes with new shoulder and knee panels, a new 
plush interior lining, new blue-style suspenders and a new attached semi-rigid dive 
boot with fin strap retainer that includes a Velcro strap on the upper that improves fit 
while preventing air from traveling to the boot when diving in the heads-down position. 
This upgraded Exodry is a smart choice for all types of diving and can be used with or 
without an undersuit. 

◊ 4mm high-density neoprene resists compression so buoyancy variations are
reduced at depth. 

◊ Latex wrist and neck seals are thin yet durable and provide comfortable, watertight 
seals. 

◊ Plush interior is comfortable and enhances cold water protection.
◊ Neoprene warm collar covers the latex neck seal to eliminate cold spots and

increase comfort. 
◊ Shoulder and knee panels cover a lot of area for maximum anti-abrasion protection. 
◊ Attached semi-rigid dive boot includes a Velcro strap to improve fit while preventing 

air shifting. 
◊ BDM metal dry zipper keeps water out and is extra strong for years of use. 
◊ Si-Tech balanced side-activated inlet and adjustable outlet valves allow for pinpoint 

buoyancy control, increasing stability and control at depth
◊ I-Safe straps on both arms offer secure mounting spots for wrist instruments. 
◊ Blue suspender system enhances fit and provides convenient lower suit support

between dives. 
◊ Handy right-thigh utility pocket with D-ring, bungee and zippered closure provides

a secure spot for carrying accessories. 
◊ A hook is provided on the cargo pocket for attaching a hood.
◊ Includes an anatomically shaped hood, carry bag, low pressure hose, suspenders,

repair kit, zipper wax and owner’s manual.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

MAN

WOMAN

Available December 2017
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Solvent Free Glue

63.696.x00K 63.697.x00K

549,00

63.696.200K S

63.696.300K M

63.696.320K MT

63.696.350K LS

63.696.400K L

63.696.450K XLS

63.696.500K XL

63.696.550K 2XLS

63.696.600K 2XL

63.696.700K 3XL

63.697.100K XS

63.697.200K S

63.697.300K M

63.697.400K L

63.697.500K XL

67.057.x00
67.058.x00

NOVA SCOTIA 7.5MM

78     DIVEWEAR

This new design incorporates 7.5mm neoprene in the chest, torso and upper thigh 
regions to maximize thermal protection, and 6.5mm neoprene in the arms and lower 
legs to enhance comfort and range of motion. A new plush interior liner is featured in 
the arms, legs and shoulder areas to increase warmth and stretch, and the new YKK 
Aquaseal Vislon waterproof rear zipper is super flexible while totally blocking water 
entry. 

Otherwise, all the great features that have made the novaScotia the premier semi-dry 
dive suit remain. Glued and blind-stitched seams block water entry, and internal stress 
discs installed at stitch intersections protect seams and extend the suit’s working life. 
A fold-under neck seal and double zippered wrist and ankle seals work together to keep 
water seepage to a minimum. Shoulders and kneepads feature both anti-abrasion 
patterns and extra rubber prints to provide protection while adding a stylish look. A 
protective spine pad offers extra protection where the tank meets the diver’s back. 
There’s also an I-Safe strap on each arm for securing wrist instruments and a handy 
3D cargo pocket located on the right thigh for carrying accessories. 

◊ Semi-dry concept offers many of the advantages of both wetsuits and drysuits in a 
sleek, comfortable package. 

◊ CE certified a Class A dive suit -- rated for water temperatures ranging from 7ºC 
to 12ºC.

◊ New 7.5/6.5mm version is made of 100 percent Everflex neoprene, an X-Foam 
formulation for better health, and is assembled using eco-friendly solvent-free 
Aqua glue.

◊ 7.5mm neoprene is used in the chest, torso and upper thigh regions for maximum 
thermal protection; 6.5mm neoprene is used in the arms and lower legs for 
increased range of motion.

◊ Pure Design Concept uses fewer seams and panels for maximum flexibility.
◊ Blind-stitched seams block water entry.
◊ Internal stress discs installed at stitch intersections protect seams, extending the 

suit’s working life.
◊ Rear shoulder-to-shoulder YKK Aquaseal Vislon waterproof main zipper with heavy-

duty plastic slider is flexible yet provides an excellent seal against water entry. 
◊ New plush interior liner in the arms, legs and shoulder areas increases warmth and 

stretch.
◊ Double zippered seals on ankles and wrists feature KA brass sliders for durability, 

water-tightness and ease of use.
◊ Fold-under neck seal is ultra-comfortable and keeps water seepage to a minimum. 
◊ Right thigh 3D pocket with hood attachment hook offers lots of room for carrying 

extra gear.
◊ Shoulders and kneepads feature both anti-abrasion patterns and extra rubber 

prints to provide protection while adding a stylish look. 
◊ Enhanced spine pad provides a welcomed cushion where the tank hits the diver’s 

back.
◊ I-Safe straps on both arms offer non-slip mounting spots for securing wrist 

instruments.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

MAN

WOMAN
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SUBTECH 100 CLIMATEC

141,00

78.108.100 XS

78.108.200 S

78.108.300 M

78.108.400 L

78.108.500 XL

78.108.600 2XL

78.108.700 3XL

88,00

78.109.100 XS

78.109.200 S

78.109.300 M

78.109.400 L

78.109.500 XL

78.109.600 2XL

78.109.700 3XL

122,00

78.103.100 XS

78.103.200 S

78.103.300 M

78.103.400 L

78.103.500 XL

78.103.600 2XL

170,00

78.131.200 S

78.131.300 M

78.131.400 L

78.131.500 XL

78.131.600 2XL

78.131.700 3XL

78.103.x0078.131.x00

78.108.x00 78.109.x00
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◊ Drysuit undergarment, made in 100g 
hollow fibre material.

The perfect complement to the Everdry 4 and all 
drysuits

◊ Lightweight, water-repellent, breathable.  
2-layer soft material.

◊ Ankle stirrups and thumb loops.

CLIMASPHERE & CLIMASPHERE VEST

The undersuits of choice for drysuit diving. Climasphere thermal wear keeps you warm 
with a low profile two-piece insulation system. Breathable and windproof, you can wear 
one or both pieces under your drysuit at depth for total comfort and warmth, and on 
deck between dives as cozy casual wear. 

◊ Two-piece design enables you to mix and match to achieve the ideal thermal 
combination. 

◊ Soft four-way stretch fleece material is comfortable and offers unrestricted range 
of motion.

◊ Neoprene arm wrist and ankle cuffs with thumb loops and stirrups make components 
easier to don and more comfortable to wear under a drysuit.

◊ Material is lightweight and compact for easy storage and transport.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

SUIT ONLY

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

VEST ONLY

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

UNDERSUITS
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Solvent Free Glue

419,00

63.487.200 S

63.487.300 M

63.487.320 MT

63.487.350 LS

63.487.400 L

63.487.450 XLS

63.487.500 XL

63.487.550 2XLS

63.487.600 2XL

63.487.700 3XL

63.486.100 XS

63.486.200 S

63.486.300 M

63.486.400 L

63.486.500 XL

63.486.600 2XL

63.487.xx0 63.486.x00
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EVERFLEX BACK ZIP 7/5MM
The ultra warm and comfortable Everflex 7/5mm uses SCUBAPRO’s exclusive Pure 
Design Concept for even better fit and freedom of movement. Pre-formed dimensional 
shapes allow this top-rated suit to move more naturally with your body, delivering 
unparalleled comfort and flexibility.

◊ CE certified a Class A dive suit -- rated for water temperatures ranging from 7ºC 
to 12ºC.

◊ Double zippered seals on ankles and wrists feature KA brass sliders for durability, 
water-tightness and ease of use.

◊ I-Safe straps on both arms offer non-slip mounting spots for securing wrist 
instruments.

◊ Made from 100% Everflex neoprene, an X-Foam formulation, for durability and 
better health.

◊ 1st industry diving suit built with a 100% solvent-free glue.
◊ Multi-thickness panels deliver a superior combination of warmth and flexibility.
◊ Pure Design Concept uses fewer seams and panels for maximum flexibility.
◊ Small neck zipper enhances topside comfort, eliminating the need to remove the 

suit between dives.
◊ Double blind-stitched outer seams are durable and watertight, and single blind-

stitched inner seams are comfortable against bare skin.
◊ BLUE Diamond Span inner lining with water-draining material enhances cold-water 

protection.
◊ Diagonal rear YKK KA brass zipper with brass slider offers increased long-term 

durability and ease of use.
◊ Glideskin seals at the wrist, ankles and neck minimize water intrusion. 

EVERFLEX 

BLUE Diamond Span inner lining 
with water-draining material 
enhances cold-water protection.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

MAN

WOMAN
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Solvent Free Glue

Solvent Free Glue

375,00

63.485.200 S

63.485.300 M

63.485.320 MT

63.485.350 LS

63.485.400 L

63.485.450 XLS

63.485.500 XL

63.485.550 2XLS

63.485.600 2XL

63.485.700 3XL

63.484.100 XS

63.484.200 S

63.484.300 M

63.484.400 L

63.484.500 XL

63.484.600 2XL

319,00

63.482.200 S

63.482.300 M

63.482.320 MT

63.482.400 L

63.482.500 XL

63.482.550 2XLS

63.482.600 2XL

63.481.100 XS

63.481.200 S

63.481.300 M

63.481.400 L

63.481.500 XL

63.482.x00 63.481.x00

63.485.xx0 63.484.x00
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Offering the same features and quality materials and construction as the Everflex 
7/5mm, but with a thinner neoprene for even better stretch and freedom of movement 
when diving in more temperate water conditions.

◊ CE certified as a Class B dive suit – rated for water temperatures ranging from 10ºC 
to 18ºC. 

◊ Double zippered seals on ankles and wrists feature KA brass sliders for durability, 
water-tightness and ease of use. 

◊ I-Safe straps on both arms offer non-slip mounting spots for securing wrist 
instruments.

EVERFLEX BACK ZIP 5/4MM

EVERFLEX BACK ZIP 3/2MM

Rarely, if ever, is a 3mm wetsuit capable of providing enough thermal protection to 
qualify it as a Class C dive suit, but that’s exactly what the popular Everflex 3/2 did. 
Clearly, this is a testament to the superior materials, construction and design that 
make the Everflex 3/2 the wetsuit of choice among so many divers.

◊ CE certified as a Class C dive suit – rated for water temperatures ranging from 16ºC 
to 24ºC.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

MAN

WOMAN

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

MAN

WOMAN
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Solvent Free Glue

349,00

63.779.200 S

63.779.300 M

63.779.320 MT

63.779.350 LS

63.779.400 L

63.779.420 LT

63.779.450 XLS

63.779.500 XL

63.779.600 2XL

63.779.700 3XL

63.780.100 XS

63.780.200 S

63.780.300 M

63.780.320 MT

63.780.350 LS

63.780.400 L

63.780.450 XLS

63.780.500 XL

63.780.600 2XL

63.779.xx0 63.780.xx0
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Filling the niche between traditional steamers and semi-dry suits, the Definition 7mm 
hooded steamer is a thoroughly modern cold water dive suit loaded with features. 
The design, while influenced by the popular Definition 6.5mm steamer, uses a thicker, 
higher stretch neoprene for more thermal protection and increased range of motion. 
An attached hood warms the head and neck, and a YKK horizontal front shoulder-to-
shoulder zipper makes it easy to get in and out of the suit without help from a dive 
buddy. The ultra-comfortable plush interior has a new aluminum foil lamination for 
maintaining warmth. Internal cuff seals in both wrists and ankles keep water entry to 
a minimum, and a built-in spine/ lumber pad cushions the tank, providing additional 
comfort during extended dives. This suit fits like a glove, provides extra stretch where 
it’s needed most, and offers a level of warmth, comfort and durability well-suited to 
active cold-water divers. 

◊ CE certified a Class A dive suit – rated for water temperatures ranging from 45ºF 
(7ºC) to 54ºF (12ºC).

◊ Flexible neoprene increases range of motion and makes the suit easier to don and 
doff.

◊ Suit is assembled using solvent-free Aqua glue, a 100% green process. 
◊ YKK front shoulder-to-shoulder zipper includes a protective over-flap panel.
◊ Interior plush with aluminum foil lamination keeps warmth next to the body.
◊ Arms and legs are made of single panels for enhanced donning/doffing.
◊ Internal cuff seals on wrists and ankles inhibit water entry.
◊ Large prints on shoulder, knees and elbows provide abrasion resistance.
◊ Abrasion-resistant fabric on the high-wear seat area.
◊ Built-in spine/ lumber pad cushions the tank, providing additional comfort during 

extended dives.  
◊ New equestrian-style stitching on the seat-area creates a slimmer silhouette. 
◊ Made from X-Foam neoprene, the only “green” neoprene that complies with 

P.A.H.regulations.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

MAN

WOMAN

Available December 2017

◊ Infrared (IR) fleece interior lining reflects 
body heat for extra thermal insulation and is 
extremely soft against the skin.

DEFINITION 7MM HOODED WITH FRONT ZIP
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63.778.xx0 63.782.xx0

DEFINITION 6.5MM

Solvent Free Glue

320,00

63.778.200 S

63.778.300 M

63.778.320 MT

63.778.350 LS

63.778.400 L

63.778.420 LT

63.778.450 XLS

63.778.500 XL

63.778.520 XLT

63.778.550 2XLS

63.778.600 2XL

63.778.700 3XL

63.778.800 4XL

63.782.100 XS

63.782.200 S

63.782.300 M

63.782.320 MT

63.782.350 LS

63.782.400 L

63.782.420 LT

63.782.450 XLS

63.782.500 XL

63.782.600 2XL
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This tough 6.5mm wetsuit includes a 3D cut, special tailoring and material inserts to 
give a suit that fits the body like a glove, provides extra stretch where it’s needed most, 
and offers a level of warmth, comfort and durability well-suited to active cold water 
divers. 

◊ CE certified a Class A dive suit -- rated for water temperatures ranging from 7ºC 
to 12ºC.

◊ Double zippered seals on ankles and wrists feature KA brass sliders for durability, 
water-tightness and ease of use.

◊ Made from X-Foam neoprene, the only “green” neoprene that complies with P.A.H. 
regulations.

◊ Ultraspan chest panel and Stretchtec side panels work together to produce a highly 
flexible and snug fit. 

◊ Diagonal rear YKK KA brass zipper with brass slider offers increased long-term 
durability and ease of use.

◊ Spine pad cushions the tank, providing additional comfort during extended dives.
◊ Abrasion-resistant fabric on shoulders and seat along with elbow pads and 

kneepads increase long-term durability. 
◊ Small neck zipper enhances topside comfort, eliminating the need to remove the 

suit between dives.  
◊ I-Safe straps on both arms offer non-slip mounting spots for securing wrist 

instruments.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

MAN - BLUE

WOMAN - PURPLE

◊ Infrared (IR) fleece interior lining reflects 
body heat for extra thermal insulation and is 
extremely soft against the skin.
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DEFINITION 5MM

Solvent Free Glue

275,00

63.472.200 S

63.472.300 M

63.472.320 MT

63.472.350 LS

63.472.400 L

63.472.420 LT

63.472.450 XLS

63.472.500 XL

63.472.600 2XL

63.472.700 3XL

63.783.100 XS

63.783.200 S

63.783.300 M

63.783.320 MT

63.783.350 LS

63.783.400 L

63.783.420 LT

63.782.450 XLS

63.783.500 XL

63.783.600 2XL

63.472.xx0 63.783.xx0
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The Definition 5mm steamer has the same design characteristics as its big brother, 
the 6.5mm. but with slightly thinner neoprene for comfort and stretch.  

◊ CE certified as a Class B dive suit – rated for water temperatures ranging from 10ºC 
to 18ºC. 

◊ Double zippered seals on ankles and wrists feature KA brass sliders for durability, 
water-tightness and ease of use.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

MAN - BLACK

WOMAN - RED

◊ Made from X-Foam neoprene, the only “green” neoprene that complies with P.A.H. 
regulations.

◊ Ultraspan chest panel and Stretchtec side panels work together to produce a highly 
flexible and snug fit. 

◊ Diagonal rear YKK KA brass zipper with brass slider offers increased long-term 
durability and ease of use.

◊ Spine pad cushions the tank, providing additional comfort during extended dives.
◊ Abrasion-resistant fabric on shoulders and seat along with elbow pads and 

kneepads increase long-term durability. 
◊ Small neck zipper enhances topside comfort, eliminating the need to remove the 

suit between dives.  
◊ I-Safe straps on both arms offer non-slip mounting spots for securing wrist 

instruments.

◊ Infrared (IR) fleece interior lining reflects 
body heat for extra thermal insulation and is 
extremely soft against the skin.
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DEFINITION 3MM

Solvent Free Glue

195,00

63.498.200 S

63.498.300 M

63.498.400 L

63.498.500 XL

63.498.600 2XL

63.498.700 3XL

63.784.100 XS

63.784.200 S

63.784.300 M

63.784.400 L

63.784.500 XL

63.498.x00 63.784.x00
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With the Definition 3mm SCUBAPRO takes all the premium construction materials 
found on Definition temperate and cold water suits and includes a 3D cut and special 
tailoring to create a suit that fits the body like a glove and provides extra stretch where 
it’s needed most. The suit offers a level of warmth and comfort any warm water diver 
will love. 

◊ Single zippered cuffs on ankles and wrists with KA brass sliders offer durability and 
comfort plus are easy to use.

◊ Neck seal is comfortable and limits water entry.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

MAN - YELLOW

WOMAN - PINK

◊ Made from X-Foam neoprene, the only “green” neoprene that complies with P.A.H. 
regulations.

◊ Ultraspan chest panel and Stretchtec side panels work together to produce a highly 
flexible and snug fit. 

◊ Diagonal rear YKK KA brass zipper with brass slider offers increased long-term 
durability and ease of use.

◊ Spine pad cushions the tank, providing additional comfort during extended dives.
◊ Abrasion-resistant fabric on shoulders and seat along with elbow pads and 

kneepads increase long-term durability. 
◊ Small neck zipper enhances topside comfort, eliminating the need to remove the 

suit between dives.  
◊ I-Safe straps on both arms offer non-slip mounting spots for securing wrist 

instruments.

◊ Infrared (IR) fleece interior lining reflects 
body heat for extra thermal insulation and is 
extremely soft against the skin.
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Solvent Free Glue

Solvent Free Glue

155,00

63.632.200 S

63.632.300 M

63.632.320 MT

63.632.350 LS

63.632.400 L

63.632.420 LT

63.632.450 XLS

63.632.500 XL

63.632.520 XLT

63.632.550 2XLS

63.632.600 2XL

63.632.700 3XL

63.632.800 4XL

63.634.100 XS

63.634.200 S

63.634.300 M

63.634.320 MT

63.634.350 LS

63.634.400 L

63.634.420 LT

63.634.450 XLS

63.634.500 XL

63.634.600 2XL

63.632.xx0

63.634.xx0

99,00

63.742.100 XS

63.742.200 S

63.742.300 M

63.742.400 L

63.742.500 XL

63.742.600 2XL

63.742.700 3XL

63.742.800 4XL

63.743.100 XS

63.743.200 S

63.743.300 M

63.743.400 L

63.743.500 XL

63.743.600 2XL

63.742.x00 63.743.300
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DEFINITION VEST 6MM

PRICES €

MRSP

WOMAN

PART NUMBER SIZE

MAN

DEFINITION SHORTY 2.5MM
A must-have mini-dive suit for tropical divers everywhere, this stylish shorty is built 
with 2.5mm neoprene lined with titanium plush. Offering warmth, flexibility and 
comfort, you won’t want to go in the water without it.

◊ Diagonal rear YKK KA brass zipper with brass slider offers increased long-term 
durability and ease of use.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

MAN

WOMAN

◊ Made from X-Foam neoprene, the only “green” neoprene that complies with P.A.H. 
regulations.

◊ Ultraspan chest panel and Stretchtec side panels work together to produce a highly 
flexible and snug fit. 

◊ Diagonal rear YKK KA brass zipper with brass slider offers increased long-term 
durability and ease of use.

◊ Spine pad cushions the tank, providing additional comfort during extended dives.
◊ Abrasion-resistant fabric on shoulders and seat along with elbow pads and 

kneepads increase long-term durability. 
◊ Small neck zipper enhances topside comfort, eliminating the need to remove the 

suit between dives.  
◊ I-Safe straps on both arms offer non-slip mounting spots for securing wrist 

instruments.
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Solvent Free Glue

SPORT

409,00

63.612.200 S

63.612.300 M

63.612.400 L

63.612.500 XL

63.612.600 2XL

63.613.100 XS

63.613.200 S

63.613.300 M

63.613.400 L

63.613.500 XL

192,00

63.610.200 S

63.610.300 M

63.610.400 L

63.610.500 XL

63.610.600 2XL

63.610.700 3XL

63.611.100 XS

63.611.200 S

63.611.300 M

63.611.400 L

63.611.500 XL

63.612.x00 63.613.x00

63.610.x00 63.611.x00
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7MM SEMI DRY ONLY
Cold water divers looking for total thermal protection in a comfortable high-stretch 
suit need look no further. Providing 7mm of neoprene plus an attached hood, the Sport 
delivers head-to-ankle protection yet is so soft and pliable it fits like a second skin. 
The suit is made from super-soft neoprene and features a triathlon cut that allows for 
lots of range of motion in the shoulder and arm areas. By providing more freedom of 
movement than what’s found on other 7mm wetsuits, the Sport is must-have thermal 
protection for all first-time suit buyers. 

◊ Rear shoulder-to-shoulder YKK Aquaseal Vislon waterproof main zipper with heavy-
duty plastic slider is flexible yet provides an excellent seal against water entry.

◊ Double zippered seals on ankles and wrists feature KA brass sliders for durability, 
water-tightness and ease of use.

◊ Attached hood creates the total thermal protection system.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

MAN

WOMAN

5MM ONLY
The ideal wetsuit for new divers looking for a comfortable steamer that fits like a 
second skin, the Sport 5mm, is easy to put on and affords lots of freedom of movement, 
making it the must-have thermal protection for all first-time suit buyers. Made with 
super-soft Surf Foam and offering a triathlon cut, it is designed for divers who enjoy 
leisurely warm-water diving.

◊ Single zippered cuffs on ankles and wrists with KA brass sliders offer durability and 
comfort plus are easy to use.

◊ Diagonal rear YKK KA brass zipper with brass slider offers increased long-term 
durability and ease of use.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

MAN - YELLOW

WOMAN - PURPLE

◊ Pure Design Concept uses fewer seams and panels for maximum flexibility.
◊ Triathlon cut employs wider panels covering the underarm and back areas, allowing for unrestricted arm and shoulder movement when swimming.
◊ The interior is lined with two plush materials that enhance comfort and warmth, dry quickly and provide cushion beneath wrist and ankle zippers.
◊ Colored panels on the outside of wrist and ankles are design touches; on the inside they seal against the skin to prevent water entry
◊ Glued and blind-stitched seams keep warmth in and water out.
◊ Abrasion-resistant fabric on shoulders, seat and knees protect against shifting gear or when sitting or kneeling.
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Solvent Free Glue

259,00

63.564.200 S

63.564.300 M

63.564.400 L

63.564.500 XL

63.564.600 2XL

63.564.700 3XL

63.564.800 4XL

63.565.100 XS

63.565.200 S

63.565.300 M

63.565.400 L

63.565.500 XL
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ONEFLEX FRONT ZIP MAN 7MM
The Oneflex 7mm’s design offers superb thermal protection plus its 2-sided polyester 
lining is more durable than ever. At the same time, it’s also stretchy and comfortable. 
This is an ideal cold water suit for dive centers and resort use. 

◊ Constructed of high-stretch eco-friendly 7mm X-Foam neoprene for comfort and 
range of motion.

◊ Diagonal front YKK KA brass zipper with brass slider offers increased long-term 
durability and ease of use.

◊ Single zippered seals on ankles and wrists with KA brass zipper sliders offer 
durability and comfort plus are easy to use.

◊ New ultra-durable 2-sided polyester lining provides excellent resistance to heat, UV rays and chlorine, substantially extending the life of the 
suit, even after repeated use.

◊ Heavy-duty kneepads and anti-abrasion material on shoulders and seat cushion the diver while protecting the suit from scrapes and scuffs.
◊ Sizing icons on the wrists, and suit thickness indicators on the collar, allow for easy identification.

ONEFLEX

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

MAN

WOMAN

Available December 2017
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Solvent Free Glue

Solvent Free Glue

225,00

63.622.100 XS

63.622.200 S

63.622.300 M

63.622.400 L

63.622.500 XL

63.622.600 2XL

63.622.700 3XL

63.622.800 4XL

205,00

63.586.100 XS

63.586.200 S

63.586.300 M

63.586.400 L

63.586.500 XL

63.586.600 2XL

63.586.700 3XL

63.586.800 4XL

63.587.100 XS

63.587.200 S

63.587.300 M

63.587.400 L

63.587.500 XL

63.587.600 2XL

63.586.x00 63.587.x00
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ONEFLEX HOODED FRONT ZIP MAN 5MM
A suit built with 5mm neoprene for more temperate water 
diving, the attached hood maximizes heat retention and 
minimizes water entry. The diagonal front zipper enhances 
fit and looks great. The quality X-Foam neoprene is stretchy 
and comfortable but also durable, thanks to its 2-sided 
polyester lining – this makes it an ideal temperate water suit 
for repeated use at training centers and rental locations.

◊ Constructed of high-stretch eco-friendly 5mm X-Foam 
neoprene for comfort and range of motion.

◊ Attached hood is comfortable and provides an additional 
level of thermal protection.

◊ Diagonal front YKK KA brass zipper with brass slider 
is durable, easy to use and makes easy work of self-
donning.

◊ Single zippered seals on ankles and wrists with KA brass 
zipper sliders offer durability and comfort plus are easy 
to use.

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

ONEFLEX BACK ZIP 5MM
The redesigned Oneflex 5mm offers superb thermal protection for cold to temperate 
water diving, plus its 2-sided polyester lining makes the suit more durable than 
ever. At the same time it’s also stretchy and comfortable, and the diagonal rear YKK 
zipper design is familiar to most divers and easy to use. This makes it an ideal suit for 
repeated use at training centers and rental locations.

◊ Constructed of high-stretch eco-friendly 5mm X-Foam neoprene for comfort and 
range of motion.

◊ Diagonal rear YKK KA brass zipper with brass slider offers increased long-term 
durability and ease of use.

◊ Single zippered cuffs on ankles and wrists with KA brass zipper sliders offer 
durability and comfort plus are easy to use.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

MAN

WOMAN
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Solvent Free Glue

Solvent Free Glue

88,00

63.746.100 XS

63.746.200 S

63.746.300 M

63.746.400 L

63.746.500 XL

63.746.600 2XL

63.746.700 3XL

63.747.100 XS

63.747.200 S

63.747.300 M

63.747.400 L

63.747.500 XL

63.747.x00

165,00

63.568.100 XS

63.568.200 S

63.568.300 M

63.568.400 L

63.568.500 XL

63.568.600 2XL

63.569.100 XS

63.569.200 S

63.569.300 M

63.569.400 L

63.569.500 XL

63.568.x00 63.569.x00
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ONEFLEX SHORTY FRONT ZIP 2.5MM
Made of strong but stretchable X-Foam neoprene with a tough UV-resistant and 
chlorine-resistant 2-sided polyester lining, this 2.5mm shorty is perfect for tropical 
diving or pool sessions. Anti-abrasion material on the shoulders and seat area protect 
against chafing BC straps and non-skid boat seats, greatly extending the life of the 
shorty. This is an ideal dive suit for diving classes or resort use.

◊ Constructed of high-stretch eco-friendly 2.5mm X-Foam neoprene for comfort and 
range of motion.

◊ New ultra-durable 2-sided polyester lining provides excellent resistance to heat, UV 
rays and chlorine, substantially extending the life of the suit, even after repeated 
use.

◊ Diagonal front YKK KA brass zipper with brass slider is durable, easy to use and 
makes easy work of donning and doffing.

◊ Anti-abrasion material on shoulders and seat cushion the diver while protecting the 
shorty from scrapes and scuffs.

◊ New sizing icons make it easy to identify sizes.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

MAN

WOMAN

The new Oneflex 3mm is all about form and function. Made of strong but stretchable 
X-Foam neoprene with a really tough 2-sided polyester lining, this warm water steamer 
offers comfort and long life, even when subjected to intensive use. This makes it an 
ideal suit for repeated use at training centers and rental locations.

◊ Constructed of high-stretch eco-friendly 3mm X-Foam neoprene for comfort and 
range of motion.

◊ Diagonal rear YKK KA brass zipper with brass slider offers increased long-term 
durability and ease of use.

◊ Single cuffs on ankles and wrists are comfortable and super-stretchy to aid in 
donning and doffing. 

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

MAN

WOMAN

ONEFLEX BACK ZIP 3MM
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Solvent Free Glue

160,00

63.436.200 S

63.436.300 M

63.436.400 L

63.436.500 XL

63.436.600 2XL

63.447.100 XS

63.447.200 S

63.447.300 M

63.447.400 L

63.447.500 XL

63.436.x00 63.447.x00

175,00

63.640.100 XS

63.640.200 S

63.640.300 M

63.640.400 L

63.640.500 XL

63.640.600 2XL

63.640.700 3XL

63.641.100 XS

63.641.200 S

63.641.300 M

63.641.400 L

63.641.500 XL
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PROFILE 0.5MM
This ultra thin neoprene steamer can be used as a warm-water wetsuit or as a base 
layer beneath a thicker wetsuit for cold-water diving. Built with a quality nylon/
neoprene blend on the outside for durability and a comfortable Silverskin lining, this 
lightweight steamer features the distinctive Profile pattern and styling and includes 
Powertex anti-abrasion panels and Tatex knee pads. 

◊ Made of 100% N2 0.5mm neoprene formulated from eco-friendly X-Foam. 
◊ Everflex flexible panels maximize flexibility and range of motion.
◊ Silverskin interior features a cell finish with a ‘metalite’ coating for extra warmth 

retention. 
◊ Non-chaffing flat-seam stitching is comfortable against bare skin.  
◊ Thumb and foot straps make it so much easier to put on the suit. 
◊ Rear zipper looks great ergonomically plus aids in donning and doffing.
◊ Anti-abrasion Powertex material on seat and shoulders and Tatex knee pads offer 

lots of abrasion protection.
◊ In Black/Gray/White. 

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

MAN

WOMAN

HYBRID VEST FRONT ZIP 6MM
◊ Universal modern graphics and design compatible with all SCUBAPRO suit families
◊ Hood removable via durable zipper
◊ Short sleeves
◊ Stretch and nylon 6mm neoprene for sturdy comfort
◊ Front zipper
◊ Bicycle leg length shorts
◊ Eliminates added inventory in stores 
◊ Multi- use as over-vest or shorty with or without hood
◊ X-Foam formula neoprene 
◊ In men’s and women’s sizes

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

MAN

WOMAN
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Solvent Free Glue

Solvent Free Glue

99,00

63.250.100 XS

63.250.200 S

63.250.300 M

63.250.400 L

63.250.500 XL

17,50

67.080.200 S/M

67.080.400 L/XL

115,00

64.062.100 XS

64.062.200 S

64.062.300 M

64.062.400 L

64.062.500 XL

64.062.600 2XL

64.062.700 3XL

7,80

41.262.035
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PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

HYBRID SHORTY LADY 2MM

Unique woman’s short-shorts, one-piece suit makes an attractive 
fashion statement in the water and out. For lightweight comfort, 
warm water, snorkeling or other water sports.

◊ 2mm Nylon 2-sided neoprene
◊ Smooth skin neoprene panels for soft feel and comfort
◊ Front zip easy wearing
◊ Sleeveless  slim line design
◊ X-Foam formula neoprene

EVERFLEX HOODED VEST 2.5MM

When having slightly less thermal layering is the plan for the dive 
day, SCUBAPRO offers this thinner, lighter 2.5mm version of its 
classic hooded vest. Made from 100% Everflex neoprene, it is 
flexible and comfortable, making it the ideal thermal underlayer 
for any SCUBAPRO steamer. 

◊ Provides a thin neoprene protective layer over the torso and 
head, two critical areas for minimizing heat loss.

◊ Everflex neoprene is super-stretchy so it’s easy to don and 
doff.

◊ Fast-drying, the vest remains comfortable for use and reuse 
during a long dive day. 

◊ Light graphic print on side panels enhances styling.

GREY NEOPRENE BEANIE 2MM

◊ Neoprene hat for a snug fit and perfect topside warmth.

PART NUMBER SIZE

TARIFS €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

NEOPRENE GLUE

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

35g
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Solvent Free Glue

Solvent Free Glue

Solvent Free Glue

Solvent Free Glue

44,00

67.052.200 S

67.052.300 M

67.052.400 L

67.052.500 XL

48,00

67.054.200 S

67.054.300 M

67.054.400 L

67.054.500 XL

33,00

67.016.200 S

67.016.300 M

67.016.400 L

67.016.500 XL

67.052.x00

40,00

67.057.200 S

67.057.300 M

67.057.400 L

67.057.500 XL

67.057.600 2XL

40,00

67.058.100 XS

67.058.200 S

67.058.300 M

67.058.400 L

67.058.500 XL

67.054.x00
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EVERFLEX HOOD

Everflex hoods help protect the body from heat loss and raise 
the comfort quotient by keeping the head and ears warm while 
at depth.

Constructed of high-stretch 100% Everflex neoprene for 
maximum comfort and durability.
Extremely stretchy Silverskin lining feels good against the skin 
and provides a good seal to minimize water transfer. 

SEAL HOOD 5MM

Made of soft 5mm neoprene, the Seal hood is an ideal choice 
when wearing a Definition wetsuit. 

◊ The highly flexible material delivers an extremely snug fit for 
maximum comfort.

◊ The smooth-skin face and neck seal block out water intrusion 
to minimize heat loss.

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

PRICES €

MRSP

NO BIB 5/3MM

BIBBED - 6/5MM

NOVA SCOTIA HOOD

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

MAN
PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

WOMAN
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83,00

57.080.200 XS - 39

57.080.300 S - 40

57.080.400 M - 41

57.080.500 ML - 42

57.080.600 L - 43

57.080.700 XL - 44

57.080.800 2XL - 45

66,00

57.055.000 2XS

57.055.100 XS

57.055.200 S

57.055.300 M

57.055.400 L

57.055.500 XL

57.055.600 2XL

57.055.700 3XL

HEAVY DUTY 6.5

55,00

57.042.000 2XS

57.042.100 XS

57.042.200 S

57.042.300 M

57.042.400 L

57.042.500 XL

57.042.600 2XL

57.042.700 3XL
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If you have ever suffered from cold feet or found yourself stumbling over sharp rocks 
as you make your way down to the beach, you’ll appreciate this dive boot. Built to 
handle the tough stuff, it is both durable and comfortable, making it the ideal wetsuit 
boot for cold water and harsh conditions.

◊ Heavy-duty nylon 2-sided neoprene ensures comfort and durability. 
◊ Reinforced toe and heel provide protection against the elements as well as fin 

pocket abrasion.  
◊ Heavy-duty rubber anti-slip molded sole protects feet from sharp rocks and craggy 

surfaces.
◊ PVC zipper-end patch secures the side zipper when closed. 

DRYSUIT BOOT
A must-have boot for any drysuit diver who walks, hikes or climbs to a dive site. This 
sturdy boot can handle the most rugged shoreline terrain, and is designed to fit 
comfortably over the neoprene or latex sock of any drysuit.

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

EVERFLEX 5

This extremely flexible neoprene boot is the perfect foot protection for anyone who 
dives in an Everflex steamer, although its design features and thermal properties can 
also be appreciated by wearers of other wetsuits. The boot is designed without a side 
zipper or Velcro® closure, yet its pliable neoprene allows for easy donning and doffing. 
It also provides a great seal while allowing total freedom of movement while kicking.

◊ Classic sole provides a protective cushion against uneven terrain as well as a non-
slip surface to handle wet boat decks.

◊  105-degree ankle slant enhances fit and greatly improves comfort while kicking.

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

From 1/10/17, all boot sizes (except Drysuit 
Boots) conform to standard SCUBAPRO part 
numbers – S=200, M=300, L=400…

From 1/10/17, all boot sizes (except Drysuit 
Boots) conform to standard SCUBAPRO part 
numbers – S=200, M=300, L=400…

ATTENTION

ATTENTION
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41,00

57.137.000 2XS

57.137.100 XS

57.137.200 S

57.137.300 M

57.137.400 L

57.137.500 XL

57.137.600 2XL

57.137.700 3XL

57.137.800 4XL

DELTA BOOT 5

55,90

57.032.000 2XS

57.032.100 XS

57.032.200 S

57.032.300 M

57.032.400 L

57.032.500 XL

57.032.600 2XL

57.032.700 3XL

57.032.800 4XL
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While the Delta 5mm boot is built more for temperate water diving, you get all the 
same features and fit, comfort and protection offered by the Delta 6.5mm – plus you 
have a wider selection of sizes to choose from. 

◊  Provides full-featured foot protection for temperate-water diving.
◊ A sturdy outsole and rubberized armor provide excellent protection on both the top 

and bottom of the boot.
◊ The top of the foot is both cushioned and protected against abrasion from the edge 

of the fin pocket.
◊ Built-in arch support increases comfort when traversing rocky shorelines.
◊ The reinforced toe and heel caps extend boot life. The heel cap includes a fin strap 

keeper.
◊ The long zipper is great for easy donning and doffing and is fitted with a gusset to 

cut down on water seepage.
◊ The aggressive anti-slip tread is non-marking, a feature boat owners always 

appreciate.

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

DELTA BOOT 6.5
Offering both comfort and protection, the classic Delta 6.5mm boot is a great choice 
for virtually any cold-water diving scenario. It features a sturdy but flexible outsole and 
good rubberized protective armor, yet still feels light on the foot. Built-in arch support 
and a full cut create a cramp-free fit, even for wide-shaped feet. 

◊  Provides full-featured foot protection for cold-water diving.
◊ Upper and outsole design provides excellent protection for both the top and bottom 

of the foot.
◊ The top of the foot is both cushioned and protected against abrasion from the edge 

of the fin pocket.
◊ Built-in arch support increases comfort when traversing a rocky shoreline.
◊ The reinforced toe and heel caps extend boot life. The heel cap includes a fin strap 

keeper.
◊ The long zipper makes it easy to put the boot on, and includes a gusset to cut down 

on water seepage.
◊ The aggressive anti-slip tread is non-marking, a feature boat owners always 

appreciate.

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

From 1/10/17, all boot sizes (except Drysuit 
Boots) conform to standard SCUBAPRO part 
numbers – S=200, M=300, L=400…

From 1/10/17, all boot sizes (except Drysuit 
Boots) conform to standard SCUBAPRO part 
numbers – S=200, M=300, L=400…

ATTENTION

ATTENTION
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33,90

57.166.000 2XS

57.166.100 XS

57.166.200 S

57.166.300 M

57.166.400 L

57.166.500 XL

57.166.600 2XL

57.166.700 3XL

45,50

57.120.000 2XS

57.120.100 XS

57.120.200 S

57.120.300 M

57.120.400 L

57.120.500 XL

57.120.600 2XL

57.120.700 3XL

57.120.800 4XL

32,00

57.013.000 2XS

57.013.100 XS

57.013.200 S

57.013.300 M

57.013.400 L

57.013.500 XL

57.013.600 2XL

57.013.700 3XL

57.013.800 4XL

BASE BOOT 4

DELTA SHORT 3
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This comfortable 3mm short boot is designed for tropical diving and snorkeling. Low-
cut, lightweight, with just the right amount of protection, it slips on and off without the 
need for a zipper.

◊ Provides full-featured foot protection for warm-water diving.
◊ Light comfort sole offers good protection without being stiff or heavy. 
◊ Can be comfortably worn with adjustable fins. PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

◊ 6.5mm easy-don boots with a Velcro closure. 
◊ The reinforced toe and heel caps extend boot life. 
◊ The top of the foot is protected against abrasion from the edge of the fin pocket.
◊ Anti-slip sole prevents slipping on wet shoreline rocks or boat decks.

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

NO ZIP - 6.5MM

The new 4mm Base boot is an economical boot built for temperate water diving. 
Its rubberized armor on the toe and heel cap offers additional protection without 
sacrificing comfort. A thin sole increases flexibility while providing an effective anti-
slip tread.

◊ Thin rubber sole increases flexibility while providing an effective anti-slip tread.
◊ Toe cap provides cushioning while protecting against abrasion from the edge of the 

fin pocket. 
◊ Heel cap includes a molded fin strap keeper. 
◊ The long zipper makes it easy to put the on.  Secured with a Velcro tab.
◊ Exterior size logo is ideal for groups and rental applications.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MSRP

Available December 2017

From 1/10/17, all boot sizes (except Drysuit 
Boots) conform to standard SCUBAPRO part 
numbers – S=200, M=300, L=400…

ATTENTION

From 1/10/17, all boot sizes (except Drysuit 
Boots) conform to standard SCUBAPRO part 
numbers – S=200, M=300, L=400…

ATTENTION
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14,00

51.010.200

19,00

57.089.060 27/29     

57.089.070 30/32     

57.089.080 33/34     

57.089.200 S         

57.089.300 M         

57.089.400 L         

57.089.500 XL        

57.089.600 2XL       

57.089.700 3XL       

57.089.800 4XL

HYBRID  SOCK 2.5

23,90

57.167.090 3XS

57.167.000 2XS

57.167.100 XS

57.167.200 S

57.167.300 M

57.167.400 L

57.167.500 XL

57.167.600 2XL

57.089.700 3XL       

57.089.800 4XL

GO SOCK 3 - THIN SOLE
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INSTORE SHOE SIZE MAT

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

The new Hybrid sock is made of soft 2.5mm neoprene with a 
textured sole that provides light non-slip protection. Featuring 
a plush interior lining for warmth and comfort, you can wear the 
Hybrid sock inside your dive boot for added warmth, as a liner 
inside a full foot fin, or by itself to kick around on a chilly boat 
deck. Whichever you choose, your feet will love you for it. Great 
for freedivers. PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

Designed to be worn with GO travel fins, the new 3mm GO sock 
features a thin sole to provide cushion and stability, and a low-
cut upper for comfort and easy donning and doffing. Offering 
versatile foot protection, this sock is also ideal for wearing on 
tropical beaches and in training pools

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

Available December 2017

Available December 2017
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upgraded

Solvent Free Glue

Solvent Free Glue

55,00

58.229.100 XS

58.229.200 S

58.229.300 M

58.229.400 L

58.229.500 XL

58.229.600 2XL

135,00

58.080.200 S

58.080.300 M

58.080.400 L

58.080.500 XL

58.080.600 2XL

EASY-DON

G-FLEX 5.0

13,90

57.182.450 38

57.182.500 39

57.182.550 40

57.182.600 41

57.182.650 42

57.182.700 43

57.182.750 44

57.182.800 45

57.182.850 46

57.182.000 30

57.182.100 31

57.182.150 32

57.182.200 33

57.182.250 34

57.182.300 35

57.182.350 36

57.182.400 37

KAILUA
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This new 5mm cold water glove features a contoured shape, 
an easy-wear zipper entry and a double seal for optimal water-
blocking. The Grip material offers extra stretch for maximum 
comfort. The textured palm provides a no-slip grip while 
maintaining maximum finger dexterity. The plush interior 
promotes warmth and dries fast. The wrist is cut long to be easily 
worn under or over a suit sleeve.

◊ New Grip material provides extra stretch for maximum 
comfort and finger dexterity. 

◊ Plush interior promotes warmth and dries fast.

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

High quality, vulcanized, elastic cuff, latex gloves for use with 
dry, semi-dry and wet suits. Self-donning, easy and fast to put 
on and take off. Completely waterproof, mounted either over or 
under suit wrist seals. With separate interior knitted glove for 
additional warmth.

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

Breathable and comfortable beach boot with light Anti Slip Sole 
and adjustable lace system

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

Available December 2017
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upgraded

Solvent Free Glue

Solvent Free Glue

Solvent Free Glue

Solvent Free Glue

63,00

5MM
58.153.100 XS

58.153.200 S

58.153.300 M

58.153.400 L

58.153.500 XL

58.153.600 2XL

40.00

3MM
58.129.100 XS

58.129.200 S

58.129.300 M

58.129.400 L

58.129.500 XL

58.129.x00

58.153.x00

39,90

58.000.100 XS

58.000.200 S

58.000.300 M

58.000.400 L

58.000.500 XL

45,00

58.081.200 S

58.081.300 M

58.081.400 L

58.081.500 XL

58.081.600 2XL
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EVERFLEX GLOVES

5MM - Made of 100% Everflex neoprene, this 5mm single-
seal cold-water glove offers the ultimate in warmth and comfort 
while providing maximum finger flexibility. The Silverskin lining 
is comfortable, dries fast and seals extremely well.

◊ Everflex neoprene features enhanced abrasion resistance for 
years of reliable use.

◊ Textured fingers and palm provide a good gripping surface.
◊ Ultra smooth Silverskin lining consists of a cell finish with 

‘metalite’ coating for extra warmth retention.

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

          

PRICES €

MRSP

SEAMLESS GLOVE 1.5

Using heat taping instead of traditional stitching transforms 
this lightweight glove into an extremely soft, flexible and tactile 
hand-warmer. By eliminating the stitching you gain in dexterity 
in the fingers, making it much easier to push buttons and handle 
gear at depth. 

◊ Printed palm provides a non-slip surface for maintaining a 
secure grip. 

◊ Palm material is not coarse so will not scratch your facial skin 
when brushing hair away to make a mask seal.

◊ Ultra-flexible neoprene makes easy work of donning and 
doffing. 

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

These gloves are designed for use with drysuits, semi-dry suits 
and wetsuits. The elastic latex cuff seal ensures the glove is 
waterproof. The gloves are manufactured from high quality 
vulcanized latex. which gives them a high elasticity and makes 
them very resistant to puncturing and tearing. The rough surface 
allows perfect grip with instruments, valves, regulator etc. The 
anatomic shape of the gloves allows prolonged use without 
causing increased fatigue.
 

EASYDRY PRO GLOVE

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

3MM - The new Everflex 3mm is a great glove for temperate 
to warm water diving. Made of 100% Everflex neoprene, it offers 
excellent warmth, comfort and protection while its contoured 
shape provides maximum finger flexibility. The inside plush 
lining is warm and dries fast. 

◊ Everflex neoprene means extra stretch to maximize comfort 
and finger dexterity.

◊ Textured fingers and palm provide a good gripping surface.  
◊ Ultra smooth inside plush lining is warm and dries fast. 

Available December 2017
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upgraded

upgraded

Solvent Free Glue

Solvent Free GlueSolvent Free Glue

Solvent Free Glue

31,50

58.164.070 S/M  (kids)

58.164.090 L/XL (kids)     

58.164.100 XS

58.164.200 S       

58.164.300 M       

58.164.400 L       

58.164.500 XL      

36,90

58.035.100 XS      

58.035.200 S       

58.035.300 M       

58.035.400 L       

58.035.500 XL      

TROPIC 1.5

D-FLEX 2.0

58.035.x00

58.034.x00 58.032.x00

39,90

58.032.100 XS      

58.032.200 S       

58.032.300 M       

58.032.400 L       

58.032.500 XL      

58.034.100 XS      

58.034.200 S       

58.034.300 M       

58.034.400 L       

58.034.500 XL      
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Delivering the perfect balance of warmth and protection for 
tropical diving, this quality entry-level glove offers a lot of 
stretch for maximum comfort and finger dexterity, plus its 
contoured shape provides a comfortable fit. The no-slip printed 
palm provides maximum gripping power. The inside plush lining 
is warm and dries fast.

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

For 2018, the ever-popular Tropic glove features a graphic 
pattern and now comes in colors that match SCUBAPRO’s UPF 
Collection of rash guards. Stylish looks aside, this soft tropical 
glove still features a 1.5mm neoprene back for comfort and 
warmth, plus an Amara palm to protect against infection-prone 
finger cuts when grasping barnacle-encrusted dive ladders in 
tropical and warm waters. 

◊ Reinforced fingertips and palms increase durability while 
ensuring a no-slip grip. 

◊ Amara fabric layer on palm is resistant to punctures and 
remains soft when dry.

◊ Velcro wrist seal is adjustable to ensure a snug fit. 
◊ Available in colors to match SCUBPARO’s UPF Collection.

PRICES €

MRSP

FLAMINGO

PART NUMBER SIZE

BLACK

AEGEAN

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

Available December 2017

Available December 2017Available December 2017

Available December 2017
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WEIGHT (lbs/kg)

XS/36= Extra Small

S/38 = Small

MS/20 = Medium Short

M/40 = Medium

MT/80 = Medium Tall

LS/21 = Large Short

L/42 = Large

LT/84 = Large Tall

XLS/22 = Extra Large Short

XL/44 = Extra Large 2XL/46 = 2 Extra Large

45-60 kg 50-65 kg 55-70 kg 60-75 kg 65-80 kg 70-85 kg

155 cm - 160 cm

160 cm - 165 cm

165 cm - 170 cm

170 cm - 175 cm

175 cm - 180 cm

180 cm - 185 cm

XS/36

S/38 MS/20

M/40 LS/21

L/42 XLS/22

XL/44

2XL/46

LT/84

MT/80

65-75 kg 70-80 kg 75-85 kg 80-90 kg 85-95 kg 90-100 kg 95-105 kg 100-110 kg

165 cm - 170 cm

170 cm - 175 cm

175 cm - 180 cm

180 cm - 185 cm

185 cm - 190 cm

190 cm - 195 cm

195 cm +

S/48

M/50 LS/26

L/52 XLS/27

XL/54 2XLS/28

2XL/56

XS/46 = Extra Small

S/48 = Small

MS/25 = Medium Short

M/50 = Medium

MT/98 = Medium Tall

LS/26 = Large Short

L/52 = Large

LT/102 = Large Tall

XLS/27 = Extra Large Short

XL/54 = Extra Large

XLT/106 = Extra Large Tall

3XL/58 = 3 Extra Large

4XL/60 = 4 Extra Large2XLS/28 = 2 Extra Large Short

2XL/56 = 2 Extra Large

3XL/58 4XL/60

XLT/106

LT/102

MT/98

INT/EU

INT/EU

XS/46
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HEIGHT CM

SIZE CHARTS - 

SUITS

M
AN

W
OM

AN

WEIGHT KG

WEIGHT KG
HEIGHT CM

SIZE NOTE: Everflex wetsuits offer a tighter fit while Definition wetsuits tend to be more generous. Everflex suits are built with high-stretch neoprene and numerous 
high-stretch neoprene panels that provide a tighter fit initially, but stretch after a few dives.Definition wetsuits, in contrast, have fewer stretch panels so tend to maintain 
their original cut after a couple of dives. These charts are intended to act as a guide only and apply to most SCUBAPRO wetsuits. We recommend all suits be tried on to 
ensure a perfect fit. Your SCUBAPRO  has more detailed size charts, and can help you find the perfect fit. Not all sizes are available in all models. 
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3XS 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL

USA 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

UK 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

EU 34-35 36 37-38 39 40-41 42 43-44 45 46-47 48

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

S 51

M 53

L 55

XL 56

2XL 58

Solvent Free Glue

CM 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL

1 26-28 27-29 28-30 29-31 30-32 31-33 32-34

2 18-20 19-21 20-22 21-23 22-24 23-25 24-26

3 14-16 15-17 16-18 17-19 18-20 19-21 20-22

102     DIVEWEAR

BOOTS
SIZES

This chart is intended to act as a sizing guide. we 
recommend that all items be tried on to ensure a perfect fit.

HOOD

SIZE CHARTS

X-FOAM - ALL SCUBAPRO NEOPRENE IS X-FOAM

Solvent free glue: SCUBAPRO is the first in the industry to offer this environmentally and diver friendly 
adhesive material. 

BLUE Diamond Span inner lining with water-draining material enhances cold-water protection.

MEN

MEN

UNISEX

FOOT
SOLE 

LENGHT 
(CM)

GLOVES

X-Foam made from limestone neoprene, petroleum-free and complies with strict PAH requirements. 
SCUBAPRO was the first to offer this special neoprene blend to better protect divers and our oceans.

Rear shoulder-to-shoulder YKK Aquaseal Vislon waterproof main zipper with heavy-duty plastic slider is 
flexible yet provides an excellent seal against water entry. 



UPF COLLECTION
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BLACK BLACK

AEGEAN

GRAPHITE

AEGEAN

49.00

  

65.221.200 S

65.221.300 M

65.221.400 L

65.221.500 XL

65.221.600 2XL

65.00

  

65.231.200 S

65.231.300 M

65.231.400 L

65.231.500 XL

65.231.600 2XL65.221.X00

65.223.X00

65.232.X00

65.231.X00

65.233.X00

65.00

65.232.200 S

65.232.300 M

65.232.400 L

65.232.500 XL

65.232.600 2XL

65.00

65.233.200 S

65.233.300 M

65.233.400 L

65.233.500 XL

65.233.600 2XL

49.00

65.223.200 S

65.223.300 M

65.223.400 L

65.223.500 XL

65.223.600 2XL
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PART NUMBER SIZE PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MSRP

PRICES €

MSRP

T-FLEX - MAN

RASH GUARDS
Super-soft nylon and high-stretch spandex equal comfort and freedom above and below the surface. Vibrant color and sleeve 
options make it hard to pick a favorite.

SCUBAPRO’s top-of-the-line UPF performance gear for 2017. Featuring a quality nylon/spandex blend – considered the best 
material combination for warm water or tropical use. The T-Flex earned a UPF 80 certification by UV Standard 801. the only UV 
certifying standard that tests fabric in real conditions of use – wet and stressed. This is the highest protection available in the 
industry.

◊ Made from a blend of 86% super-soft nylon and 14% high-stretch spandex.
◊ Maximum comfort – maximum stretch.
◊ Form-fitting for that sleek hydrodynamic look and feel.
◊ In men’s short sleeve styling in two colors and long sleeve styling in five colors. 

PRICES €

MRSP

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE
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CARIBBEAN

JEWEL JEWEL

ONYXGRAPHITE

CARIBBEAN

49.00

  

65.715.100 XS

65.715.200 S

65.715.300 M

65.715.400 L

65.715.500 XL

65.00

  

65.735.100 XS

65.735.200 S

65.735.300 M

65.735.400 L

65.735.500 XL

49.00

  

65.719.100 XS

65.719.200 S

65.719.300 M

65.719.400 L

65.719.500 XL

65.00

  

65.739.100 XS

65.739.200 S

65.739.300 M

65.739.400 L

65.739.500 XL

65.00

  

65.736.100 XS

65.736.200 S

65.736.300 M

65.736.400 L

65.736.500 XL

49.00

  

65.712.100 XS

65.712.200 S

65.712.300 M

65.712.400 L

65.712.500 XL

65.715.X00

75.719.X00

65.712.X00

65.735.X00

75.739.X00

65.736.X00
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PART NUMBER SIZE PART NUMBER SIZE

PART NUMBER SIZE

PART NUMBER SIZE

PART NUMBER SIZEPART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MSRP

PRICES €

MSRP

PRICES €

MSRP

PRICES €

MSRP

PRICES €

MSRP

PRICES €

MSRP

T-FLEX - WOMAN

PART NUMBER SIZE PART NUMBER SIZE

PART NUMBER SIZE

RASH GUARDS
Super-soft nylon and high-stretch spandex equal comfort and freedom above and below the surface. Vibrant color and sleeve 
options make it hard to pick a favorite.

SCUBAPRO’s top-of-the-line UPF performance gear for 2017. Featuring a quality nylon/spandex blend – considered the best 
material combination for warm water or tropical use. The T-Flex earned a UPF 80 certification by UV Standard 801. the only UV 
certifying standard that tests fabric in real conditions of use – wet and stressed. This is the highest protection available in the 
industry.

◊ Made from a blend of 86% super-soft nylon and 14% high-stretch spandex.
◊ Maximum comfort – maximum stretch.
◊ Form-fitting for that sleek hydrodynamic look and feel.
◊ In women’s short sleeve styling. long sleeve styling and in special water leggings in three colors.  
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CARIBBEAN

JEWEL

GRAPHITE

60.00

  

65.775.100 XS

65.775.200 S

65.775.300 M

65.775.400 L

65.775.500 XL

60.00

  

65.779.100 XS

65.779.200 S

65.779.300 M

65.779.400 L

65.779.500 XL

60.00

  

65.772.100 XS

65.772.200 S

65.772.300 M

65.772.400 L

65.772.500 XL

65.779.X00

65.772.X00

65.775.X00
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PART NUMBER SIZE

PART NUMBER SIZE

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MSRP

PRICES €

MSRP

PRICES €

MSRP

T-FLEX LEGGINGS - WOMAN

SCUBAPRO’s top-of-the-line UPF performance gear for 2017. Featuring a quality nylon/spandex blend – considered the best 
material combination for warm water or tropical use. The T-Flex earned a UPF 80 certification by UV Standard 801. the only UV 
certifying standard that tests fabric in real conditions of use – wet and stressed. This is the highest protection available in the 
industry.

◊ Made from a blend of 86% super-soft nylon and 14% high-stretch spandex.
◊ Maximum comfort – maximum stretch.
◊ Form-fitting for that sleek hydrodynamic look and feel. 

LEGGINGS
Leggings are the perfect complement to all the rash guards tops in the UPF collection. They make slipping on a wetsuit easy and 
look great on their own.
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AEGEAN AEGEAN

GRAPHITE GRAPHITE

BLACKBLACK

42.00

  

65.023.200 S

65.023.300 M

65.023.400 L

65.023.500 XL

65.023.600 2XL

59.00

  

65.033.200 S

65.033.300 M

65.033.400 L

65.033.500 XL

65.033.600 2XL

42.00

  

65.022.200 S

65.022.300 M

65.022.400 L

65.022.500 XL

65.022.600 2XL

59.00

  

65.032.200 S

65.032.300 M

65.032.400 L

65.032.500 XL

65.032.600 2XL

42.00

  

65.031.200 S

65.031.300 M

65.031.400 L

65.031.500 XL

65.031.600 2XL

34.90

  

65.021.200 S

65.021.300 M

65.021.400 L

65.021.500 XL

65.021.600 2XL65.031.X0065.021.X00

65.023.X00

65.022.X00

65.033.X00

65.032.X00
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PART NUMBER SIZE PART NUMBER SIZE

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MSRP

PRICES €

MSRP

PRICES €

MSRP

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MSRP

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MSRP

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MSRP

RASH GUARDS - MEN

Look sharp while enjoying solid sun protection. The UPF 50 Rash Guard is comfortable. soft and dries quickly. Designed for diving 
– but perfect for all water sports. wear one under a wetsuit or by itself for both comfort and dependable protection from the 
sun’s rays.

◊ Stylish skin protection increases comfort during diving.
◊ Made from high quality polyester fabric.
◊ Form-fitting.
◊ Dries quickly.
◊ In men’s short sleeve styling in three colors and long sleeve styling in three colors.
◊ Women have a choice of three colors with flattering cap sleeves and four colors in long sleeves.
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JEWELONYX

FLAMINGOFLAMINGO

CARIBBEAN CARIBBEAN

SHELL

42.00

  

65.538.100 XS

65.538.200 S

65.538.300 M

65.538.400 L

65.538.500 XL

42.00

  

65.539.100 XS

65.539.200 S

65.539.300 M

65.539.400 L

65.539.500 XL

59.00

  

65.537.100 XS

65.537.200 S

65.537.300 M

65.537.400 L

65.537.500 XL

34.90

  

65.516.100 XS

65.516.200 S

65.516.300 M

65.516.400 L

65.516.500 XL

59.00

  

65.535.100 XS

65.535.200 S

65.535.300 M

65.535.400 L

65.535.500 XL

42.00

  

65.517.100 XS

65.517.200 S

65.517.300 M

65.517.400 L

65.517.500 XL

42.00

  

65.515.100 XS

65.515.200 S

65.515.300 M

65.515.400 L

65.515.500 XL

65.516.X00

65.515.X00

65.538.X00

65.517.X00

65.539.X00

65.535.X00

65.537.X00
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PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MSRP

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MSRP

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MSRP

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MSRP

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MSRP

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MSRP

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MSRP

RASH GUARDS - WOMAN
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BLACK

HYBRID SHORT 1MM

34.90

  

62.031.200 S

62.031.300 M

62.031.400 L

62.031.500 XL

62.031.600 2XL

79.00

  

65.351.200 S

65.351.300 M

65.351.400 L

65.351.500 XL

65.351.600 2XL

65.351.700 3XL

79.00

  

65.851.100 XS

65.851.200 S

65.851.300 M

65.851.400 L

65.851.500 XL

65.351.x00

65.851.x00
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PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MSRP

SWIM - MAN

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MSRP

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MSRP

When an extra millimeter of warmth is desired. our Hybrid shorts will keep you warm and protected.

SCUBAPRO’s updated Hybrid line is built with a mix of quality 1mm X-Foam neoprene for warmth and durable nylon for stretch 
and comfort. Stylish and perfect for any condition. they can be worn alone or underneath a wetsuit for added warmth.

◊ Unique style.
◊ Form-fitting.
◊ Comfortable and ideal to wear alone or under wetsuits to increase thermal protection.
◊ In both men’s and women’s styles. cuts and sizes.

Snug-fitting long sleeve rash guard is made of high quality polyester and features a 
chlorine-resistant treatment which makes it the perfect choice for pool training as well 
as fun in the sun.

◊ Form-fitting.
◊ Made of high quality polyester fabric.
◊ Features a chlorine-resistant treatment to prevent fading.
◊ Ideal attire for pool training.
◊ In a long sleeve rash guard in black.

MEN

WOMEN
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89.00

  

65.789.100 XS

65.789.200 S

65.789.300 M

65.789.400 L

65.789.500 XL

89.00

  

65.282.200 S

65.282.300 M

65.282.400 L

65.282.500 XL

65.282.600 2XL

89.00

  

65.782.100 XS

65.782.200 S

65.782.300 M

65.782.400 L

65.782.500 XL

89.00

  

65.283.200 S

65.283.300 M

65.283.400 L

65.283.500 XL

65.283.600 2XL

65.282.X00

65.782.X00

65.283.X00

65.789.X00
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WOMEN JEWEL

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MSRP

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MSRP

MEN GRAPHITE

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MSRP

MEN AEGEAN

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MSRP

WOMEN GRAPHITE

STEAMERS

Providing full-body protection in the water and out. this stylish new Steamer is made from high quality nylon and is designed 
to fit snug. creating a sleek profile in the water and a form-fitting look on shore. Ideal for use by itself or as a first layer beneath 
a wetsuit.

◊ Comfortable. flattering full body protection for snorkeling or swimming.
◊ Made of high quality nylon fabric.
◊ Form-fitting and soft to the touch
◊ Foot stirrups and thumb loops ensure easy donning.
◊ Create a sleek profile in the water and a body-enhancing look on shore.
◊ Available in both men’s and women’s sizes. each in a choice of two color combinations.
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199,00

25.736.200 S

25.736.300 M

25.736.400 L

25.736.500 XL

179,00

25.731.200 S

25.731.300 M

25.731.400 L

25.731.500 XL

25.732.200 S

25.732.300 M

25.732.400 L

25.732.500 XL

25.735.200 S

25.735.300 M

25.737.200 S

25.737.300 M

25.737.400 L

25.737.500 XL

25.738.200 S

25.738.300 M

25.738.400 L

25.738.500 XL

25.731.x00

25.732.x00

25.735.x00

25.737.x00

25.738.x00
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SEAWING NOVA

Setting the bar in dive fin design, the multiple-award-winning Nova Seawing 
delivers the power, acceleration and maneuverability of a blade fin, with the 
kicking comfort and efficiency of a split fin. Combining classic SCUBAPRO fin 
technology with the latest innovations in hydrodynamic design, divers will be 
hard-pressed to find a fin that’s more comfortable to wear or fun to kick when 
cruising the underwater world.

SEAWING NOVA GORILLA
While identical in design to the Seawing Nova, the Gorilla uses a special 
additive in its compound to provide more stiffness and snap to its blade. 

◊ Built with a spaceage Monprene® elastomer that is virtually indestructible. 
◊ Proprietary G4 articulated joint allows the entire blade to pivot and generate thrust. 
◊ Wing-shaped blade creates a near-perfect balance of stiffness and flex. 
◊ Variable Blade Geometry wing tips arc upwards, providing more power and increasing stability. 
◊ Pivot Control technology ensures that the most efficient 45-degree angle of attack is maintained no matter how easy or hard you kick. 
◊ Marine-grade bungee strap is self-adjusting, comfortable, extremely durable, and makes easy work of donning and doffing the fin.
◊ Re-engineered footplate with new co-molded Grip Pads provides improved non-skid grip on wet surfaces.

SEAWING NOVA FINS

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

BLACK

WHITE

PINK

YELLOW

PURPLE
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JET FIN

109.00

25.723.100 XS

25.723.200 S

25.723.300 M

25.723.400 L

25.723.500 XL

175.00

25.365.300 M

25.365.400 L

25.365.500 XL

25.365.600 2XL

25.365.700 3XL
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SEAWING NOVA FULL FOOT

Divers who prefer to dive without booties are going to love the Seawing Nova 
Full Foot. It offers all the power, acceleration, maneuverability and effortless 
kicking characteristics of the open-heel Seawing Nova, but with the foot 
support and comfort of a full foot design. You won’t find a better performing or 
more comfortable full foot fin for cruising the wrecks and reefs of the tropics.

◊ Ergo-fit foot pocket is low profile to prevent chaffing and blistering on the
ankle and Achilles tendon.

◊ Extended toe box enhances comfort during extended bottom times.
◊ Power Rails under the extended footplate offer efficient power transfer.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

BLACK

SCUBAPRO Jet Fins have a long and celebrated history of performance. 
They set the standard for power and durability in 1965, and continue to be 
immensely popular today.

◊ Proven vented design
◊ Spring heel strap
◊ Optional rubber heel strap available

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE
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TWIN JET MAX

115,00

25.347.200 S

25.347.300 M

25.347.400 L

25.347.500 XL

25.348.200 S

25.348.300 M

25.348.400 L

25.348.500 XL

25.347.x00 25.348.x00

209,00

25.385.300 M

25.385.400 L

25.385.500 XL

TWIN JET

114     ESSENTIALS

Max out on propulsion with the Twin Jet Max. This high performance split 
fin delivers “propeller technology” with a slightly stiffer blade than what you 
might expect in a flexible split fin. Designed for divers who like more feedback 
in their kicks, with this fin you will enjoy solid propulsion and excellent 
maneuverability in a pleasing kicking motion with minimum leg and ankle 
stress. 

◊ Dual-compound design results in a stiffer blade that increases propulsion 
and optimizes maneuverability.

◊ Patented split fin propeller technology produces more propulsion with 
considerably less effort than traditional blades.

◊ Drag-reducing vents where foot pocket and blade meet radically decrease 
drag on both up and down strokes.

◊ Semi-rigid side rails improve stability through the kicking cycle.
◊ The foot pocket’s extended soleplate allows you to maximize the amount of 

energy you expend on each kick without wasting energy.
◊ Steel spring straps never need adjusting, making it even easier to don and 

doff the fin.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

BLACK/BLUE

BLACK/YELLOW

◊ Patented Twin Jet propeller technology
◊ Drag-reducing vents
◊ Extended soleplate
◊ Extra wide foot pocket
◊ Quick-connect swivel buckles
◊ Spring heel straps available

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE
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92,00

25.879.100 XS

25.879.200 S

25.879.300 M

25.879.400 L

25.879.500 XL

25.881.100 XS

25.881.200 S

25.881.300 M

25.881.400 L

25.881.500 XL

25.880.100 XS

25.880.200 S

25.880.300 M

25.880.400 L

25.880.500 XL

25.877.100 XS

25.877.200 S

25.877.300 M

25.877.400 L

25.877.500 XL

25.879.x00 25.881.x00

25.880.x00 25.877.x00

5,90

25.901.200 S

25.901.300 M

25.901.400 L
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JET SPORT ADJUSTABLE
Lightweight and comfortable, fans of traditional blade fins will be impressed 
with the performance of the Jet Sport. With a big, slightly stiff blade and a soft 
rubber foot pocket, this fin generates propulsive kicking power, provides good 
stability and makes efficient work of frog and dolphin kicks. The fin is easy to 
maneuver too -- responsive in turns and able to back you out of tight spots. 
It’s the perfect blend of performance, kicking comfort and price.

◊ Three-material blade construction optimizes flex to maximize kicking 
performance.

◊ Drag reducing vents substantially decrease resistance on both up and 
down strokes.

◊ Big blade generates a powerful response in the water and improves stability 
and maneuverability.

◊ Ergonomic foot pocket molds to your foot for total comfort during long 
dives.

◊ Quick release buckles simplify strap adjustment and make donning and 
doffing easy.

◊ Effective non-skid pattern protects against slips on wet surfaces.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

BLACK

BLUE

YELLOW

WHITE

FIN GRIP
Keep a grip on your fins when swimming or 
diving

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE
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60,00

25.740.150 XS-S

25.740.300 M-L

25.740.500 XL

25.740.600 2XL

25.743.090 

25.743.000

25.743.150

25.743.300

25.743.500

25.743.600

25.740.x00

25.743.090  25.743.000 25.743.150 25.743.300 25.743.500 25.743.600
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PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

WITH BLACK STRAP

WITH COLOURED STRAP

GO traveling, GO Diving, GO Snorkeling – with the GO fin. This 
brand new travel fin combines the fitment benefits of an open heel fin, with 
the comfort and barefoot freedom of a full foot fin. The GO is lightweight yet 
virtually indestructible, plus it’s a fast and nimble performer in the water. It’s 
also designed to fit easily in IATA carry-on compliant luggage, making it the 
ideal fin for divers, snorkelers and swimmers who enjoy traveling the world. 

◊ Lightweight design increases convenience when traveling and comfort 
and ease of use in the water. (Size M-L weighs 1 kg/2.2 lbs a pair [to be 
confirmed].)

◊ Barefoot Design features a replaceable self-adjusting bungee heel strap 
that allows for a versatile fit and makes the fin easy to don and doff – it can 
also be used when wearing neo socks.

◊ Ultra-strong 100 percent Monprene® construction avoids problems of de-
lamination, broken blades and torn foot pockets, making it ideal for long-
term, heavy-duty use.

◊ 25-degree pre-angled blade with a Central Power Panel provides 
longitudinal rigidity and creates a channeling effect.  

◊ Power Bars on the underside of the rails prevent overflex to maintain the 
optimum angle of attack under high load conditions. 

◊ In-water performance delivers speed, power, stability and maneuverability 
with a minimum of effort.

◊ Fins fit easily in IATA carry-on compliant luggage for divers who like to travel 
fast and light. 

◊ Innovative Piggy Back Stack system interlocks one fin blade into the other, 
creating a snug pairing that makes packing and traveling that much easier.

3XS (Purple)

2XS (Green)

XS-S (Blue)

M-L (Yellow)

XL (Orange)

2XL (Grey)

GO FIN

Available November 2017
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59,00

25.883.100 XS

25.883.200 S

25.883.300 M

25.883.400 L

25.883.500 XL

25.882.100 XS

25.882.200 S

25.882.300 M

25.882.400 L

25.882.500 XL

69,00

25.896.200 S/M

25.896.300 M/L

25.896.400 L/XL

25.897.200 S/M

25.897.300 M/L

25.897.400 L/XL

25.899.200 S/M

25.899.300 M/L

25.899.400 L/XL

25.898.200 S/M

25.898.300 M/L

25.898.400 L/XL

25.883.x00 25.882.x00

25.896.x00 25.897.x00

25.899.x00 25.898.x00
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JET SPORT FULL FOOT
A full foot version of the powerful Jet Sport adjustable, this is a lightweight 
fin that delivers lots of propulsion, excellent maneuverability and feels 
comfortable on bare feet. It’s an ideal choice for finning in the tropics. 

◊ Three-material blade construction optimizes flex to maximize kicking 
performance.

◊ Drag reducing vents substantially decrease resistance on both up and 
down strokes.

◊ Big blade generates a powerful response in the water and improves stability 
and maneuverability.

◊ Ergonomic full foot pocket molds to your entire foot for total comfort 
during long dives.

◊ Effective non-skid pattern protects against slips on wet surfaces.

You won’t find a better price to performance ratio than what’s offered by the Wake 
open-heel fin. Built with dual-material construction and offering a traditional paddle-
style blade, this fin is lightweight, comfortable and perfect for travel.

WAKE FIN

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

BLACK/GREY

BLACK/BLUE

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

BLACK

BLUE

YELLOW

WHITE
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29,90

25.201.500 XS

25.201.600 S

25.201.700 M

25.201.800 L

25.201.900 XL

25.000.400 2XS

25.000.500 XS

25.000.600 S

25.000.700 M

25.280.300 3XS

25.280.400 2XS

25.280.500 XS

25.280.600 S

25.280.700 M

25.280.800 L

25.280.900 XL

25.201.x00

25.000.x00

25.280.x00

39,90

25.321.500 S

25.321.600 M

25.321.700 L

25.321.800 XL

25.322.400 XS

25.322.500 S

25.322.600 M

25.322.700 L

25.322.800 XL

25.322.900 2XL

25.321.x00 25.322.x00

25.323.400 XS

25.323.500 S

25.323.600 M

25.323.700 L

25.323.800 XL

25.323.900 2XL

25.323.x00
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Timeless classic design full foot fin. Excellent thrust due to the streamlined 
shape. Matches to Pantai snorkeling set. Brillant price-performance ratio. 

Weight (size M - pair) 0.8 kg

FLUIDA 2

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

BLUE

WHITE

TURQUOISE

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

BLACK

BLUE

JET CLUB FULL FOOT
This full foot version offers the ease of temperate water fins combined with 
the performance found in adjustable fins.

◊ Big blade for a more powerful response in the water.
◊ Drag reducing vents substantially decrease resistance on both up and 

down strokes.
◊ Three material blade construction optimizes flex and comfort to achieve a 

high level of performance.
◊ Ergonomic foot pocket.

RED



25.071.005 16,80

25.075.000 25,90

25.075.010 3,60

25.078.000 18,00

25.206.010 9,50

25.345.113 45,00

25.345.114 45,00

25.345.115 45,00

25.350.102 8,20

25.350.105 4,00

25.365.305 45,00

25.365.405 45,00

25.365.505 45,00

25.365.605 45,00

25.712.001 5,50

25.712.002 5,50

25.712.203 5,70

25.712.205 40,00

25.712.303 5,70

25.712.305 40,00

25.712.403 5,70

25.712.405 40,00

25.712.503 5,70

25.712.505 40,00

25.714.205 39,90

25.714.305 39,90

25.714.405 39,90

25.714.505 39,90

25.715.205 39,90

25.715.305 39,90

25.715.405 39,90

25.715.505 39,90

25.718.205 38,90

25.718.305 38,90

25.718.405 38,90

25.718.505 38,90

25.746.150 13,90

25.747.150 13,90

25.748.100 16,90

25.749.100 16,90

25.750.050 16,90

25.751.050 16,90

25.752.000 16,90

25.753.000 16,90

25.754.200 16,90

25.755.200 16,90

25.756.500 16,90

25.757.500 16,90

25.758.400 16,90

25.759.400 16,90

25.878.101 15,50

25.878.103 15,50

825.896.073 11,00

FIN ACCESSORIES

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Buckle Kit (Male and Straps) Twin Jet

Kit (Strap and buckles) Twin Jet (Pair)

Buckle Kit (Female) Twin Jet

Kit (Strap and buckles) Twin Jet Max (unit)

Buckle (Male and Female) Kinetix

Spring Heel Strap Jet Sport/TJMax/Kinetix/Tradewind (Pair) S-M

Spring Heel Strap et Sport/TJMax/Kinetix/Tradewind (Pair) - M-L

Spring Heel Strap et Sport/TJMax/Kinetix/Tradewind (Pair) - XL

Strap Jet Fin

Pin Jet Fin

Spring Strap Jet Fin/Twin Jet (Pair) - M

Spring Strap Jet Fin/Twin Jet (Pair) - L

Spring Strap Jet Fin/Twin Jet (Pair) - XL

Spring Strap Jet Fin/Twin Jet (Pair) - 2XL

Buckle Cover (Pair) Seawing Nova

Buckle Body (Pair) Seawing Nova

Bungee Cord (245 mm) Seawing Nova

Complete Strap Set Seawing Nova Black S

Bungee Cord 255mm Seawing Nova

Complete Strap Set Seawing Nova Black M

Bungee Cord 265mm Seawing Nova

Complete Strap Set Seawing Nova Black L

Bungee Cord 275mm Seawing Nova

Complete Strap Set Seawing Nova Black XL

Complete Strap Set Seawing Nova Blue - S

Complete Strap Set Seawing Nova Blue - M

Complete Strap Set Seawing Nova Blue - L

Complete Strap Set Seawing Nova Blue - XL

Complete Strap Set Seawing Nova Yellow - S

Complete Strap Set Seawing Nova Yellow - M

Complete Strap Set Seawing Nova Yellow - L

Complete Strap Set Seawing Nova Yellow - XL

Complete Strap Set Seawing Nova Grey - S

Complete Strap Set Seawing Nova Grey - M

Complete Strap Set Seawing Nova Grey - L

Complete Strap Set Seawing Nova Grey - XL

GO STRAP, BUNGEE - GREY - 3XS-2XS

GO STRAP, BUNGEE - GREY - XS-XL

GO STRAP, BUNGEE - BLK - 3XS-2XS

GO STRAP, BUNGEE - BLK - XS-XL

GO STRAP, BUNGEE - PUR - 3XS-2XS

GO STRAP, BUNGEE - PUR - XS-XL

GO STRAP, BUNGEE - GRN - 3XS-2XS

GO STRAP, BUNGEE - GRN - XS-XL

GO STRAP, BUNGEE - BLU - 3XS-2XS

GO STRAP, BUNGEE - BLU - XS-XL

GO STRAP, BUNGEE - YEL - 3XS-2XS

GO STRAP, BUNGEE - YEL - XS-XL

GO STRAP, BUNGEE - ORA - 3XS-2XS

GO STRAP, BUNGEE - ORA - XS-XL

Strap + buckles Jet Sport XS-S

Strap + buckles Jet Sport M-L-XL

Buckle & housing with strap Wake Fin
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24.713.130

24.713.14024.713.510

24.713.31024.713.200

24.713.05024.713.700

24.713.130 79,90

24.713.200 79,90

24.713.310 79,90

24.713.510 79,90

24.713.140 89,90

24.713.700 79,90

24.713.050 79,90

24.713.230 79,90

24.713.230

SYNERGY TWIN TRUFIT
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The Synergy Twin benefits from SCUBAPRO’s second-generation Trufit 
Technology.  This design approach features a mask skirt with a thicker, firmer 
silicone near the mask frame to provide support and rigidity, and thinner 
silicone contouring the face for comfort and to ensure a watertight seal. It’s 
an effective combination that delivers a truly unique fit and seal.

◊ Trufit Technology can be identified by its unique ribbing texture on the 
mask skirt.

◊ Silicone near the mask frame is thicker and firmer with a matte finish for 
additional support and rigidity.

◊ Silicone contouring the face is thinner, providing a pliable, comfortable 
watertight seal.

◊ Push-button buckles attach to tabs on the skirt to optimize range of 
motion when dialing in fit.

◊ Rotating buckles work with a micro-adjustable strap to achieve a 
comfortable, watertight fit.

◊ Buckle tabs are flexible, enabling the mask to be folded flat for traveling.
◊ Mirrored lens option delivers a glare-free view of the underwater world.

TWIN LENS MASKS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Black Silver  - Black

Blue Silver  - Clear

Red  - Black

Black/yellow  - Black

Black Mirrored lens  - Black

Hot Pink - Clear

Purple - Black Mirrored lens

Turquoise - Black

ULTRA CLEAR LENS
Standard glass has a slight green tint, resulting from impurities that do not have a big influence on vision but can distort true 
colors and reduce light transmission through the glass under low light conditions. SCUBAPRO ultra clear lenses offer exceptional 
clarity together with brighter vision underwater.

Available November 2017
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75,90

24.851.130

24.851.830

24.851.220

24.851.320

24.851.720

24.852.600

24.851.130

24.851.830 24.851.220 24.851.320

24.851.720 24.852.600

24.847.220

24.847.140

24.847.140 75,90

24.847.220 75,90

24.847.130 75,90

24.847.130

SPECTRA

SPECTRA MINI
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Not every face can wear a full-sized Spectra. That’s why SCUBAPRO offers the 
Spectra Mini. This mask offers all of the comfort and performance features of 
the standard Spectra in a scaled-down size to cater to small or narrow faces. 

◊ Compact, dual-lens design is low volume for easy clearing plus offers 
maximum field of view.

◊ Lenses are made from tempered glass for safety and long-term durability.
◊ Universal skirt design is super comfortable and fits a variety of face shapes.
◊ Special nose pocket design makes easy work of equalizing.
◊ Swivel buckles adjust easily to achieve a perfect fit. 
◊ Bold frame colors include stylish duotones. 
◊ Note: Painted finish may be damaged if cleaned with abrasive products.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER COLOR - SKIRT

Black Silver - Black

Black Orange - Black

Blue - Clear

Red - Clear

Pink - Clear

White - Clear

The stellar dual-lens Spectra offers a wide view and a comfortable water-
blocking seal, plus it features an exclusive paint process that transforms 
your mask into stylish eyewear. 

◊ Dual-lens design is low volume for easy clearing plus offers maximum field 
of view.

◊ Lenses are made from tempered glass for safety and long-term durability.
◊ Universal skirt design is super comfortable and fits a variety of face 

shapes.
◊ Special nose pocket design makes easy work of equalizing.
◊ Swivel buckles adjust easily to achieve a perfect fit. 
◊ Mirrored lens option delivers a glare-free view of the underwater world.
◊ Bold frame colors include stylish duotones. 
◊ Note: Painted finish may be damaged if cleaned with abrasive products.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Black Mirrored Lens - Black

Blue - Clear

Black Silver - Black
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ZOOM EVO

70,00

24.826.000

24.826.200

24.826.400

24.826.00024.826.20024.826.400

60,00

24.157.001

24.157.002

24.157.003

24.157.004

24.157.005

24.157.006

24.157.007

24.157.008

24.157.009

24.157.006

24.157.007

24.157.00324.157.002

24.157.00524.157.004

24.157.008

24.157.001

24.157.009

SCOUT
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The perfect mask for any face shape, this sporty low volume model offers 
a comfortable fit, good field of view, plus it clears easily. The double-sealed 
silicone skirt provides a watertight seal, and swivel buckles offer effortless 
adjustment to achieve that perfect fit. 

◊ Compact two-window design with ultra-clear lenses offers a wide field of 
view in all directions.

◊ Double-sealed silicone skirt is comfortable and watertight.
◊ Swivel buckles allow for quick and easy strap adjustments. 
◊ Special nose pocket design makes easy work of equalizing.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER COLOR - SKIRT

Black - Black

Blue - Clear

Black - Blue

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER COLOR - SKIRT

Silver Black - Black

Silver Blue - Black

Yellow Silver -  Clear

White Silver - Clear

Yellow Black - Black

Red Black - Black

Pink Black - Black

Turquoise Black - Black

Purple Black - Black

The Zoom EVO is a low volume dual lens mask that is ideal for all divers, 
but is especially well-suited to divers who use optical lenses. The mask has 
a lens change system that enables you to switch lenses yourself, without 
tools, in less than a minute. Featuring spray-painted sub-frames in colors 
matching Seawing Nova fins, HYDROS PRO BCs and the new UPF Collection 
of rash guards, steamers and leggings, the Zoom EVO offers a universal fit 
and includes an integrated buckle design that is compatible with the Comfort 
Straps. 

◊ A premium mask that offers a convenient lens change system for divers 
who use optical lenses. 

◊ Lens change system lets you change the lenses yourself, without tools, in 
less than a minute.

◊ Ultra Clear lenses are standard, with a low volume design to make clearing 
easy.

◊ Universal fit ensures a comfortable, water-tight fit.
◊ Integrated buckles make adjustments easy and are compatible with 

Comfort Straps.
◊ Colorful spray painted sub-frames come with a choice of clear, black or 

white skirts.
◊ Optical lenses sold separately, 

Available October 2017
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36,90

24.228.500

24.228.200

24.228.000

24.228.20024.228.500 24.228.000

59,00

24.103.501

24.103.231

24.103.220

24.103.101

24.103.050

24.103.501

24.103.231

24.103.220

24.103.101 24.103.050
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ECCO

This no-frills dual-lens mask offers a good field of view to enjoy the 
underwater sights, low volume so it’s easy to clear, and a liquid silicone skirt 
that’s both comfortable and seals water out. What more could you ask from 
an inexpensive mask? 

Delivered without mask box

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER COLOR - SKIRT

NEON YELLOW - CLR 

BLUE  

WHITE 

VIBE 2

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER COLOR - SKIRT

Yellow  - Clear

Blue  - Clear

Aqua  - Clear

Black - Black

Purple  - Clear

Latest design double  lens mask with 30% increased vision, highest quality 
liquid silicone .  Includes our EZ-Mask strap for central adjustment and an 
additional standard mask strap ULTRA CLEAR LENSES for best vision
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24.150.000 559,00

24.150.030 18,00

24.150.040 63,00

24.150.013 8,00

36,00

24.027.000

109,00

24.206.200

FUTURA 1

PRO EAR 2000
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FULL FACE MASK

PART NUMBER COLOR - SKIRT COLOR MRSP
BLACK - BLACK

OCTO ADD KIT

SECOND STAGE ADAPTOR KIT

2ND STAGE ADAPTER FULL FACE MASK

SPECIALITY MASKS

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER COLOR - SKIRT

Black - Black

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER COLOR - SKIRT

Blue - Clear

Offering a sensational concept for ear protection while diving, the ProEar 
mask comes with ear cups to keep your ears dry while at the same time 
allowing for easy equalizing during descents. Package consists of one mask 
and two earpieces.

◊ Unique separate compartments for nose and mouth
◊ Direct inhalation with or without internal mouthpiece
◊ Top compartment equivalent to a two-lens mask
◊ Mineral anti-fogging treated lens
◊ Chemically resistant silicone skirt
◊ Very easy regulator(s) DIN connection
◊ One-way valve optional alternate air source adapter

A Scubapro classic: our lowest volume mask

◊ Low volume styling
◊ Easy clearing and equalization.
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24.340.110 Frameless 90,00

24.340.600 Frameless 90,00

96,00

24.342.100

24.340.110

24.340.600

FRAMELESS GORILLA
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FRAMELESS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION COLOR SKIRT MRSP
Black Black

White White

SINGLE LENS MASKS

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER COLOR - SKIRT

Black - Black

SCUBAPRO’s classic Frameless is diving’s original frameless mask, and it 
continues to be the mask of choice among professional divers throughout 
the world. Its single lens design features a distinctive rectangular shape that 
provides an excellent field of view on the periphery as well as straight ahead. 
The soft silicone skirt is comfortable yet durable, and the double-edge seal 
feels good against the skin. 

◊ Frameless single-lens design provides an expansive field of view while 
reducing volume.

◊ Soft silicone skirt uses a double-seal system for a comfortable, leak-proof 
fit.

◊ Push-button buckles attach to tabs on the skirt to optimize range of 
motion when dialing in fit.

◊ Buckle tabs are flexible, enabling the mask to be folded flat for traveling.
◊ Wide headband allows for a comfortable fit against the back of the head.

The Frameless Gorilla has a slightly larger and wider lens, and a slightly 
larger skirt in a matte finish. Otherwise, it shares the same classic single 
lens design and long list of comfort and performance features as the original 
Frameless. 

◊ Extra-large single-lens provides an expansive field of view while reducing 
volume.

◊ Slightly larger double-seal matte skirt creates a comfortable, watertight 
seal on larger faces.

◊ Push-button buckles attach to tabs on the skirt to optimize range of 
motion when dialing in fit.

◊ Buckle tabs are flexible, enabling the mask to be folded flat for traveling.
◊ Wide headband allows for a comfortable fit against the back of the head.
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SYNERGY 2 TRUFIT

CRYSTAL VU

75,50

24.855.110

24.855.200

24.855.300

24.855.810

24.855.110

24.855.200

24.855.300

24.855.810

79,90

24.838.200

24.838.500

24.838.130

24.838.200 24.838.500
24.838.130
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A large single lens plus seamless side windows equals an expansive view 
under water. The double-sealed silicone skirt offers a seal that is both 
comfortable and watertight. Swivel buckles allow for the perfect fit and an 
exclusive paint process lets you dive with style. 

◊ Patented tempered glass single-lens design with side windows creates a 
panoramic field of vision.

◊ Double-sealing skirt is comfortable against the skin and keeps water out. 
◊ Convenient swivel buckles allow for a snug fit and ease of clearing.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER COLOR - SKIRT

Silver - Black

Blue - Clear

Red - Clear

Orange Black - Black

Called the most comfortable dive mask on the market, you have only to try 
on a Synergy 2 to feel the difference. Made with SCUBAPRO’s new-generation 
Trufit Technology, its double-skirt system has proven to be ultra comfortable 
during extended periods under water while providing a watertight seal on 
virtually all face shapes. The single lens provides excellent field of view, and 
the buckle system is easy to use. The mask frame is spray painted for that 
premium look.

◊ New-generation Trufit Technology design uses two skirts for creating a 
comfortable, watertight seal.

◊ Main skirt offers a thin and soft silicone material for the best possible fit, 
seal and comfort against the skin.

◊ Outer skirt, made with firmer silicone, provides support and rigidity where 
needed.

◊ Trufit Technology can be identified by its unique ribbing texture.
◊ Rotating buckles work with a micro-adjustable strap to achieve a 

comfortable, watertight fit.
◊ Push-button buckles attach to tabs on the skirt to optimize range of 

motion when dialing in fit.
◊ Buckle tabs are flexible, enabling the mask to be folded flat for traveling.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER COLOR - SKIRT

Blue - Clear

Yellow - Clear

Black / silver - Black
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SOLO

DEVIL

71,00

24.002.100

70,00

24.849.110

69,90

24.108.100
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This devil of a mask offers excellent field of vision, and the super soft black 
silicone skirt blocks out light reflection, a huge plus for photographers. The 
design of the nose pocket makes it easy to equalize while descending. The 
mask comes with the EZ-Open mask strap; a standard mask strap is included 
in the box.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER COLOR - SKIRT

Black - Black

The Solo is a modern single-lens mask that offers a panoramic, low-volume 
field of view in the streamlined design. The double-sealed silicone skirt molds 
to the face to create a comfortable, watertight seal. Swivel buckles allow you 
to easily route the non-slip strap to achieve the perfect fit. 

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER COLOR - SKIRT

White - Black

The ultimate freediving mask, the frameless, dual-lens Steel Comp is 
particularly well-suited to deep divers. It has the lowest possible internal 
volume so equalizing is easy. Plus, on descent the mask itself compresses, 
so equalization is not required as often. The soft skirt and buckle system 
allow for a comfortable, watertight fit on most faces. 

◊ Dual-lens frameless design offers the lowest possible internal volume, 
plus it compresses on descent, an advantage on deep freediving descents.

◊ Flat, Ultra Clear, scratch-resistant glass guarantees an undistorted view 
of the underwater world. 

◊ Premium supple silicone comfortably fits a range of faces.
◊ Rotating buckles work with a micro-adjustable strap to achieve a 

comfortable, watertight fit.

◊ Note: with the Steel Comp, as water pressure increases the bridge 
between the lenses bends slightly and squeezes the mask tighter to the 
face. The only noticeable indication of this is a brief change in vision as 
the eyes need a split second to adjust. However, because of this the Steel 
Comp is not recommended for scuba diving.

APNEA STEEL COMP

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER COLOR - SKIRT

Black
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01.091.182 7,00

24.025.110 3,80

24.340.010 16,00

24.340.112 8,50

24.340.113 4,00

24.340.116 11,00

24.461.023 12,00

24.461.025 8,50

24.469.023 8,50

24.570.023 11,60

24.570.025 11,60

24.700.020 12,50

24.826.005 4,60

24.835.102 8,50

24.835.104 8,50

24.845.102 8,50

24.845.104 8,50

24.847.001 8,80

24.847.002 8,80

24.855.001 10,00

24.855.002 10,00

24.865.109 6,20

53.355.600 5,40

824.916.025 15,00

24.109.100

24.109.900

24.109.100 69,90

24.109.900 69,90
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MASK ACCESSORIES

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION COLOR MRSP
Mask box Clear

Buckle Futura 1 (unit) Black

Mask strap Frameless, Frameless 2 Black

Strap - Frameless Gorilla Mask

Buckle Frameless Gorilla Mask (unit)

Buckle Frameless (pair) Black

Mask strap Clara /Micro frame/Futura1&2/Eureka Black

Mask strap Naked Black

Strap Clara /Micro frame/Futura1&2/Eureka Clear

Mask strap Crystal Vu/Cool Vu/Fino/Frameless Black

Mask strap Crystal Vu/Cool Vu/Fino/Frameless Clear

Neoprene Mask strap

Buckle Orbit, Scout (pair) Black

Universal mask strap 7/8" Scout Clear

Universal mask strap 7/8" Scout Black

Universal mask strap 5/8" Cinturino Spectra Spectra /
Spectra Mini / Crystal Vu / Marin /Marin 2/ Solo / Trinidad

Clear

Universal mask strap 5/8" Cinturino Spectra Spectra /
Spectra Mini / Crystal Vu / Marin /Marin 2/ Solo / Trinidad

Black

Buckle Spectra/Spectra 2 (pair) Clear

Buckle Spectra/Spectra 2 (pair) Black

Buckle Crystal Vu (pair) Clear

Buckle Crystal Vu (pair) Black

Buckle Synergy Twin (pair) Clear

White Mesh Sac for mask & snorkel White

Strap Vibe 2 EZ - Clear

APNEA STEEL PRO

The single-lens, low volume Steel Pro offers an expansive view of the 
underwater world. Perfect for freediving or scuba diving, the frameless 
design is streamlined and lightweight, and the soft silicone skirt provides a 
comfortable, watertight fit on a range of face shapes. Both black and white 
skirts are very effective at blocking out light reflection at depth. 
 
◊ Ultra low-volume design requires minimal air when equalizing, a huge plus 

for freedivers.
◊ Premium super-soft silicone skirt seals out water and comfortably fits a 

range of faces.
◊ Ultra Clear scratch-resistant glass lens delivers undistorted vision and 

long-term wear.
◊ Easy-adjust rotating buckles work with a micro-adjustable strap to achieve 

a comfortable, watertight fit.

PART NUMBER SIZE MRSP
Black

Clear

◊ While stocks last
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ZOOMSPECTRA SCOUT

ZOOM

34,90

824.128.125

824.128.150

824.128.175

824.128.200

824.128.250

824.128.300

47,50

24.120.500

24.120.501

24.120.502

24.120.503

24.120.504

24.120.505

24.120.506

24.120.600

24.120.601

24.120.602

24.120.603

24.120.604

24.120.605

24.120.606

38,00

24.122.150

24.122.200

24.122.250

24.122.300

24.122.350

24.122.400

45,50

24.826.010

24.826.011

24.826.012

24.826.013

24.826.014

24.826.015

24.826.016

24.826.020

24.826.021

24.826.022

24.826.023

24.826.024

24.826.025

24.826.026

30,00

24.124.150

24.124.200

24.124.250

24.124.300

24.124.350

24.124.400

24.124.450

24.124.500

24.124.550

24.124.600

24.124.650

24.124.700

24.124.750

24.124.800

55,00

24.833.510

24.833.520

24.833.530

24.833.610

24.833.620

24.833.630
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PRESCRIPTION LENSES FOR MASKS

Stick-On Magnifying Lenses, 
just add water and they stick.

HYDROTAC MAGNIFYING LENSES
PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

1 pair (L&R) +1,25

1 pair (L&R)+1,5

1 pair (L&R) +1,75

1 pair (L&R) +2,0

1 pair (L&R) +2,5

1 pair (L&R) +3,0

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

LEFT -1.5

LEFT -2

LEFT -2.5

LEFT -3

LEFT -3.5

LEFT -4

LEFT -4.5

RIGHT -1.5

RIGHT -2

RIGHT -2.5

RIGHT -3

RIGHT -3.5

RIGHT -4

RIGHT -4.5

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION (PAIR)

Pair +1.5 L&R

Pair +2 L&R

Pair +2.5 L&R

Pair +3 L&R

Pair +3.5 L&R

Pair +4 L&R

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

LEFT -1.5

LEFT -2

LEFT -2.5

LEFT -3

LEFT -3.5

LEFT -4

LEFT -4.5

RIGHT -1.5

RIGHT -2

RIGHT -2.5

RIGHT -3

RIGHT -3.5

RIGHT -4

RIGHT -4.5

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION (ONE)

LEFT -1.5

LEFT -2

LEFT -2.5

LEFT -3

LEFT -3.5

LEFT -4

LEFT -4.5

RIGHT -1.5

RIGHT -2

RIGHT -2.5

RIGHT -3

RIGHT -3.5

RIGHT -4

RIGHT -4.5

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

BIFOCAL LEFT +1.0

BIFOCAL LEFT +2.0

BIFOCAL LEFT +3.0

BIFOCAL RIGHT +1.0

BIFOCAL RIGHT +2.0

BIFOCAL RIGHT +3.0

ZOOM BIFOCAL
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7,90

24.090.000

16,90

24.730.010

24.730.020

24.730.030

24.730.040

24.730.050
24.730.010

24.730.020

24.730.030

24.730.040

24.730.050

6,90

24.105.000

12,00

24.101.004
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SCUBA CLEAR - ORGANIC ANTI-FOG GEL
Keep your mask lenses crystal-clear and fog-free the healthy way, with 
SCUBAPRO’s 100% organic Scuba Clear anti-fog gel. A dab is all it takes to 
treat your lenses, so one bottle will last multiple dive trips. Because of its 
biological, formaldehyde-free formulation, Scuba Clear won’t irritate your 
eyes or skin, and it also won’t harm the environment. 
◊ Completely organic compound. 
◊ Clinically tested and 100% formaldehyde-free.
◊ Won’t irritate eyes or skin.
◊ Available in a 30ml bottle with spray cap. 

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

30ml bottle with spray cap 
x 24 - unit price

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PINK / PURPLE

TURQUOISE

BLACK / YELLOW

BLUE

BLACK

Upgrade your diving or snorkeling mask with a Comfort Strap. Similar to a 
ski goggle strap, the Comfort Strap is comfortable, decreases hair-pull and 
attaches easily to a variety of mask models. Kids also love them! Available in 
stylish colors.

◊ Ideal addition to any diving or snorkeling mask.
◊ Uses the same design concept as a ski-goggles strap.
◊ Enhances mask comfort and protects hair from knots and pulls.
◊ Easy to attach, easy to use.
◊ One size fits all, for total convenience.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

UNIVERSAL GO PRO® MASK MOUNT

Universal mount for the GoPro® camera,  fits almost every double lens mask 
on the market

◊ Universal fit for most double lens mask brands
◊ Secure mounting so you can enjoy the dive
◊ Low volume, lightweight and easy to attach

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

COMFORT STRAP 

BUCKLE SLEEVE
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SPECTRA

SPECTRA DRY 

35,00

26.706.130

26.706.220

26.706.320

26.706.720

26.706.830

26.706.600

26.706.510

26.706.230

26.706.130

26.706.720 26.706.83026.706.600 26.706.22026.706.320 26.706.510 26.706.230

48,00

26.722.130

26.722.200

26.722.300

26.722.700

26.722.810

26.722.13026.722.810 26.722.30026.722.700

26.722.200
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This snorkel is tops when it comes to breathing comfort and ease of 
clearing. The large-bore upper tube is rigid for stability and allows plenty 
of airflow, while the corrugated lower tube can be easily positioned when 
being used, and hangs out of the way when not being used.  The semi-dry 
top helps prevent water from entering, the purge valve positioned at the 
lowest point makes quick work of any water that does sneak in. 

◊ Large-bore upper tube is fitted with a semi-dry top to deflect surface 
splash.

◊ Corrugated silicone lower tube allows the mouthpiece to hang out of the 
way when breathing off a regulator.

◊ Purge valve, positioned at the lowest point, takes care of any water that 
enters the airway.

◊ Regulator-style mouthpiece offers good bite tabs for a comfortable fit, 
ideal for extended snorkeling adventures.

◊ Exclusive paint process includes stylish duotone colors. 

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER COLOR

Black Silver

Blue

Red

Pink

Black Orange

White

Black Yellow

Turquoise - Black

Available November 2017

Offered as the perfect companion to SCUBAPRO’s Spectra mask, the Spectra 
Dry’s large-bore upper tube allows plenty of airflow, and its dry top keeps 
splashing surface water from entering the airway. An efficient purge valve 
expels any water that might seep in. The flexible lower tube hangs down and 
out of the way when not being used.

◊ Large-bore upper tube with dry top is designed for dry and easy breathing.
◊ Corrugated silicone lower tube allows the mouthpiece to hang out of the 

way when breathing off a regulator.
◊ Purge valve, positioned at the lowest point, takes care of any water that 

might enter the airway.
◊ Regulator-style mouthpiece offers good bite tabs for a comfortable fit, 

ideal for extended snorkeling adventures.
◊ Offered in five metallic colors to coordinate with Spectra masks.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER COLOR

Silver

Blue

Red

Pink

Bronze
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ESCAPE 

31,00

26.715.100

26.715.200

26.715.100 26.715.200

23,90

26.039.100

26.039.200

26.039.500

26.039.050

26.039.220

26.039.100
26.039.20026.039.50026.039.050 26.039.220

16,50

26.130.000

26.130.600

26.130.000 26.130.600
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The semi-dry barrel-top design of the Escape helps keep water from entering 
the large-bore barrel while allowing abundant airflow. Included is a very 
efficient purge valve located down low, a ultra-comfortable regulator-style 
mouthpiece and a convenient cell phone-style clip for easy removal.

◊ Semi-dry top design prevents water from entering the large-bore barrel. 
◊ Flexible, corrugated section is easy to use and drops away from face when 

not needed. 
◊ Ergonomic mouthpiece enhances comfort during extended swims.
◊ Purge valve positioned at the lowest point requires only a quick breath to 

clear any errant water. 
◊ Quick-connect clip makes it easy to attach or remove snorkel from mask 

strap.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER COLOR

Black

Blue

FUSION PRO SNORKEL
The Fusion Pro is a modern snorkel featuring an upper splashguard to keep 
water out. The lower flex hose drops conveniently from the mouth for scuba 
divers who switch to their regulators. There’s a purge valve positioned low to 
drain any water that enters, and a comfortable silicone mouthpiece that is 
exchangeable. 

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER COLOR

Black

Blue

Yellow

Lavender

Turquoise

Made from flexible, non-toxic silicone, the upper barrel on this versatile 
surface breather can be removed if you prefer to use a shorter pipe. The 
snorkel easily attaches to your mask strap when being used. When not 
needed, it can be folded and stowed in an accessory pocket.

APNEA SNORKEL

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

Black

White
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26.810.102 9,50

01.040.705 3,50

26.810.103 3,80

26.012.107 1,20

26.012.108 0,55

26.200.106 3,50

10,50

26.142.100

26.142.900

12,00

26.122.000

26.122.200

26.122.280

26.122.500

26.122.000

26.122.20026.122.280

26.142.100 26.142.900

26.122.500

29,50

24.315.000

24.315.220

24.315.280

24.315.000 24.315.220 24.315.280
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SNORKEL ACCESSORIES

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Mouthpiece Nexus

Mouthpiece Escape / Eclipse

QR Clip Nexus

Keeper loop snorkel Spectra/Marin snorkel

Keeper insert snorkel Spectra/Marin snorkel

Mouthpiece Black Curve/Apnea

This standard snorkel comes with a silicone mouthpiece and a high-visibility 
orange top. Durable and easy to use, it’s a lot of snorkel for a great price.

FUN 2 SNORKEL

VENT 2 SNORKEL

Basic solid barrel snorkel with a silicone mouthpiece and purge valve.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER COLOR

Black

Clear

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER COLOR

White

Blue

Turquoise

Neon Yellow

ECCO SNORKELING COMBO - ADULTS
Includes Ecco Mask and snorkel 

◊ Available in 3 colors: blue, turquoise & white
◊ Delivered in net bag

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER COLOR

White

Blue

Turquoise
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3MM 5MM DRY/HEAVY DUTY EU

XS** XS** S 37

S S S 38

S S M 39-40

S M M 41

M M L 42

M L L 43-44

L L XL 45

L L XL 46

L XL XL 47

EU

XS 36-37

S 38-39

M 40-41

L 42-43

XL 44-45

EU

XS XS S 37

S XS S 38

S S M 39-40

M S M 41

M M L 42

L M L 43-44

L L XL 45

XL L XL 46

XL XL 47

EU

3XS* 34/35

2XS** 36/37

XS 38/39

S 40/41

M 42/43

L 44/45

XL*** 46/47

GO

3XS 2XS XS-S M-L XL
---- ---- ---- ----

---- ---- ---- ----

---- ---- ---- ----

---- ---- ----

---- ---- ----

---- ---- ---- ----

---- ---- ---- ----

---- ---- ----

---- ---- ----

---- ---- ---- ----

---- ---- ----

---- ---- ----

---- ---- ---- ----

---- ---- ----

---- ---- ----

---- ---- ---- ----

---- ---- ---- ----

---- ---- ---- ----

EU (CM)

27 18

28 18.5

29 19

30 20

31-32 21

33 22

34 23

35-36 23.5

37 24.5

38 25.5

39-40 26

41 27.5

42 28

43-44 29

45 30

46 30.5

47 31.5

48-49 32
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FULL FOOT: 
JET SPORT
& JET CLUB 

This chart is intended to act as a sizing guide, 
we recommend that all fins be tried on to 

ensure a perfect fit.

*OUR JET FINS SIZE ONE TO TWO SIZES BIGGER IF YOU REQUIRE A 
MEDIUM IN ANY OTHER SCUBAPRO FIN, YOU WILL REQUIRE A LARGE 
OR XL JET FIN. JET FINS ARE AVAILABE IN M-3XL.
** XS IS AVAILABLE FOR JET SPORT ADJUSTABLE ONLY

SEAWING NOVA FULL FOOT

ADJUSTABLE FINS:
SEAWING NOVA GORILLA, SEAWING , TWIN JET, 

TWIN JET MAX, JET FIN* 
& JET SPORT ADJUSTABLE

FLUIDA²

*3XS AVAILABLE FOR FLUIDA² TURQUOISE 
ONLY
** 2XS NOT AVAILABLE FOR FLUIDA² BLUE
***XL NOT AVAILABLE FOR FLUIDA² WHITE 

THIS SIZE CHART IS TO BE USED AS A GUIDE ONLY. WE RECOMMEND A 
PROPER FITTING BEFORE SELECTING THE SIZE. INDIVIDUAL FIT WILL VARY 
DEPENDING ON FOOT SHAPE.

      RECOMMENDED SIZE.

      SECONDARY SIZE OPTION.

‘----’ SHOWS THAT THE SELECTED MODEL IS NOT AVAILABLE TO FIT THAT 
PARTICULAR FOOT SIZE.  

FIN SIZE CHARTS
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30.400.001 579,00

30.400.000 439,00

30.401.000 89,00

30.404.000 24,90

30.402.000 22,90

30.403.000 29,90

30.400.005 99,00

30.401.000
30.404.000

30.402.000 30.403.000

30.400.000
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NOVA 2100 SF (SPOT/FLOOD)

The powerful new Nova 2100 SF (Spot Flood) multi-use dive light offers both a 65º wide beam 
and a 15º spot beam to perfectly match different diving situations. Five light modes plus an 
emergency signal mode provide lots of versatility, with one-button control for easy operation. 
Extremely reliable, the waterproof battery compartment is isolated so even if the O-ring seal 
fails, water cannot reach the internal electronics. The Nova 2100 SF comes as a set with both 
a large and a small a Goodman handle, plus a pistol grip handle and a GoPro adapter. Or, it 
can also be purchased without handles if you want to use it with a video arm system. Both 
lights come with a wrist lanyard, rechargeable battery, charger and spare parts, all packed in 
a zippered EVA carry case. 

◊ Dual beams include a powerful 2100 lumen 65º wide beam, and 800 lumen 15º spot beam. 
◊ Wide beam features 6 Cree XM-L2 LEDs; the spot beam features 1 Cree XPL LED.
◊ Five primary light modes: 100% Flood, 50% Flood, 100% Spot, 50% Flood + 75% Spot, and 

25% Flood + 50%Spot.
◊ Hidden emergency signal mode offers a one-second blink interval or a SOS Morse code. 

Simply push and hold the power button for four seconds to activate. 
◊ Simple one-button control lets you power on and off, adjust brightness and switch beam 

angle.
◊ Provides 55 minutes of burn time at full power and constant brightness. 
◊ Depth tested to 100m/328ft.
◊ Corrosion-proof metal light head improves heat dispersion and increases durability. 
◊ Body material: Anodized aluminum light head with fiber-reinforced polycarbonate body
◊ Completely isolated battery compartment protects internal electronics from water intrusion. 
◊ Over-pressure valve releases battery off-gassing.
◊ Universal 1⁄4-20 tripod mount attaches to a Goodman handle, Monopod or optional Y-S 

adapter. 
◊ Measures only 13cm in length

◊ Complete Nova 2100 SF set includes: SCUBAPRO UW light head, wide and narrow Goodman 
handles, pistol grip handle, wrist lanyard, GoPro adapter, 25Wh lithium-Ion rechargeable 
battery, AC power adapter, charging tray, international plug adapters, spare O-rings, O-ring 
lubricant, O-ring removal tool, EVA carry case with foam insert and instruction manual.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Nova 2100 Dual Beam UW Light (with Goodman Handle & with Pistol Grip)

Nova 2100 Dual Beam UW Light (without Goodman Handle & without Pistol Grip)

Goodman Handles 9cm and 12cm for Nova 2100

Pistol Grip Handle for Nova 2100

Ball Joint Adapter Nova 2100 

YS Adapter ScubaPro Nova 2100

Li-ion Battery 3400 MAH

Nova 2100 shown with Goodman handle

Nova 2100 shown with Pistol handle

Nova 2100 shown with Goodman handle 
& Sealife Micro2 underwater camera.
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720

720R

720 WIDE

30.221.000 NOVALIGHT 720 135,00

30.221.250 NOVALIGHT 720 WIDE            135,00

30.221.150 NOVALIGHT 720R 125,00

30.220.055 63,00

30.220.155 57,00

30.221.005 83,00

30.221.255 79,00

35.121.100 23,50

35.121.101 13,80

35.121.100

35.121.101
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NOVA LIGHT 720

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP

The Nova 720 /720R/700 Wide are machined from heavy-duty aluminum so are both lightweight and built to 
last. They are easy to use and provide lots of burn time. A 50 percent mode allows you to increase burn time 
if you don’t need the full power. 
◊ Rugged black aluminum body offers a stealthy «tech» look while providing lightweight long-term durability.
◊ Interchangeable light head is equipped with the newest CREE XPL LED.
◊ 720 lumens and 13.800lux@1m ranks among the best in its class in illumination.
◊ Double O-ring seals ensure watertight integrity.
◊ Diamond-shaped knurling (metal indentations) on both handle and light head guarantees a firm grip, with 

or without gloves.
◊ Easy twist on/twist off activation allows for trouble-free operation, regardless of depth.
◊ Shock-proof rubber protection keeps the light head safe from knocks and bumps.
◊ Over-pressure valve releases battery off-gassing – a safety feature not normally found on dive lights at 

this price point.
◊ A depth rating of 300m ensures worry-free lighting in virtually all diving conditions.

NOVALIGHT 720/720 WIDE
The Nova 720 delivers brilliant illumination to light up the dark spaces and bring out the vibrant colors on 
night dives as well as day dives. For tech divers looking to brighten their dives, the Nova 720 can’t be beaten.
◊ Powered by three C-cell batteries that provide 10 hours of burn time
◊ Measures only 23.2cm in length

720 Wide: What sets it apart is its wider beam of approximately 80 degrees, making it the perfect primary 
night diving light.
◊ Measures only 21cm in length

NOVALIGHT 720R
Measuring 14cm in length, the rechargeable Nova 720R is more compact than the Nova 720 yet offers the 
same rugged aluminum construction and delivers the same high-intensity 720-lumen illumination. For 
divers who want a durable light they can stow in a BC pocket, offers maximum light intensity throughout an 
entire day or night of diving and recharges quickly and easily, the Nova 720R is the ideal choice.
◊ Powered by a single 18650 Lithium-ion rechargeable battery that provides 2.5 hours of burn time.
◊ Measures only 15cm in length

LAMPS ARE SOLD WITHOUT BATTERIES AND WITHOUT CHARGER

NOVA LIGHT 720 & 720 R ACCESSORIES
PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP

Conversion kit Nova 720R to Nova 720

Conversion kit Nova 720 to Nova 720R

Nova 720/720R Light Head

Nova 720 WIDE Light Head

The Kit includes the complete tube and a manual. Just replace the tube and you can choose between 3xC 
batteries (NOVA 720) or 1 x 18650 battery (NOVA 720R).

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
X-Tar li-ion battery 3.7v

X-Tar USB battery charger
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30.003.200 2,30

30.003.201 2,30

30.003.202 5,80

30.003.203 65,00

30.003.204 25,00

30.003.205 6,90

06.205.063 4,50

69,00

30.222.000

8,20

30.101.250 x20
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LIGHTS ACCESSORIES

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
O Ring Lamp Head Nova Light

O Ring Lamp End Nova Light

Lanyard Nova Light

Lamp Head Assembly Nova Light

Lamp End Switch Ass Nova Light

Battery Holder Nova Light

Panasonic Battery CR123A (for Nova 220)

FLASHY, LED FLASH

Mini LED flash light with replaceable batteries (3 x CR1220), key ring and plastic clip 
included. Burn time 100 hours, maximum depth 100m.

Sold in sets of 20 with counter top box display.

NOVA 220

With a length of just 9.5cm, the NovaLight 220 is an extremely useful secondary light 
that can be stored in the smallest BC pocket. It offers three modes: 100 percent power, 
25 percent power and flashing, plus is equipped with an over-pressure valve to release 
battery off-gassing, making it the safest mini-light on the market. Delivering 220 
lumens of illumination, the NovaLight 220 is powered by a CR123 battery (06.205.063) 
that features a shelf light of up to 10 years.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP
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14.182.001 99,00

14.182.002 88,00

14.029.104 7,50

14.182.011 88,00

14.180.006 76,00

14.180.022 12,00

14.180.026 12,00

14.080.045 -

14.180.710 99,00

14.180.810 99,00

14.001.117 10,00

14.160.111 4,90

14.157.103 6,40

 

18.010.118 329,00

18.012.118 372,00

18.512.118 382,00

18.512.218 415,00

18.015.118 435,00

18.015.218 469,00

18.018.218 489,00

20.154.000

20.151.000

15.001.102 27,00

15.002.102 21,00

15.005.102 26,00

15.091.110 15,90

15.094.110 15,90

15.090.100 19,90

15.090.400 19,90

20.151.000 18,50

20.154.000 18,50

79,00

20.040.000
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VALVES AND ACCESSORIES

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Tank Valve M25 EN144.1 Left Body w/plug

Tank Valve M25 EN144.1 Left Body w/o plug

DIN/Int insert

Tank Valve M25 EN144.1 Right Body

2nd Outlet

Plug For Left Valve

Plug For Right Valve

Repair Kit Tank Valve

Twin connector With valve - 143 mm

Twin connector With valve - 168 mm

Din Dust Cover

Protector Tank Valve

Cylinder Valve Stem

TANK ACCESSORIES

TANKS 2018

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
10 L 1 OUTLET 232 BAR

12 L LONG 1 OUTLET 232 BAR

12 L SHORT 1 OUTLET 232 BAR

12 L SHORT 2 OUTLETS 232 BAR

15 L SHORT 1 OUTLET 232 BAR

15 L 2 OUTLETS 232 BAR

18 L 2 OUTLETS 232 BAR

Shown with optional handle

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Tank Boot 5/6/7L

Tank Boot 10L/12L Long

Tank Boot 12/15/18L

Mesh 9l/10l Black

Mesh 9l/10l Lime

Universal Mesh Black

Universal Mesh Lime

Tank Handle Black

Tank Handle Yellow

BIBO KIT

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP
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149,00

32.009.100

TK-15

32.006.100 K6 108,00

32.005.100 K5 78,00

32.004.100 K4 50,00

32.004.103 11,50

32.005.103 11,50

32.006.103 11,50

32.005.106 11,50

32.004.129 2,30

32.005.129 3,40

32.006.129 3,40

01.020.700 2,00

32.004.100

32.006.100

32.005.100
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The TK15 is the first of a new “Tactical” series of dive knives. It is built around a single 
piece of marine-grade stainless steel that’s been machined to achieve the ideal 
balance of strength and weight. Its surface is specifically polished to let the water 
drain easily and prevent oxidation. The thickness of the stainless steel is consistent 
from one end to the other, creating a high level of stiffness. The blade is 15cm/6in long 
and features a lower smooth-edge and an upper serrated edge close to the handle to 
maximize control of the cut. There’s also a line cutter. The knife comes with a heavy-
duty handle and a fiberglass-reinforced polyamide sheath with nylon straps. Also 
included is a SCUBAPRO branded hand cover with bungee for securing the knife to your  
hand in critical dive conditions.

◊ Built with marine-grade stainless steel, the best material for maintaining cutting 
edge reliability and resisting corrosion.

◊ Substantial 15cm/6in blade offers plenty of heft and cutting power.
◊ Both smooth and serrated blade edges are designed to meet any cutting situation.
◊ Heavy-duty handle with stainless steel screws provides a reliable hand-hold when 

wearing gloves.
◊ Fiberglass reinforced polyamide sheath with nylon straps delivers reliable knife 

protection.
◊ Recesses in the handle matched to teeth in the sheath enable the knife to securely 

stay in place.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

K-KNIVES

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP

K4 Knife Sheath

K5 Knife Sheath

K6 Knife Sheath

Knife Strap Assembly K4/K5/K6/MAKO

K4 Button Black

K5 Button Black

K6 Button Black

Spring K Knives

SCUBAPRO’s all-purpose K knives feature quality stainless steel blades with a fine 
hollow-ground cutting edge on one side, a serrated edge on the other, plus a notch for 
cutting line, K knives are offered in three sizes to handle any diving situation:

The K6 is the largest of the three. It features a 15.5cm stainless steel blade plus 
a stainless hammer in the ergonomic grip handle. Available in black, it includes an 
injected molded sheath and two quick-adjusting buckle straps.

The K5 is the mid-sized model with a 11cm stainless steel blade, ergonomic grip 
handle and a locking injected molded sheath with two quick-adjusting buckle straps. 

The K4 is the compact cutter with a 9cm stainless steel blade. It comes with a locking 
sheath that can be attached to a BC.

Available October 2017
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82,00

32.075.000

58,00

32.675.600

X-CUT TECH

32.023.000 Stainless steel 82,00

32.022.000 Titanium 125,00

32.005.207 11,50

32.002.000 White Tip 62,00

32.002.007 5,90

MAKO

WHITE TIP
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The lightweight, multi-function, X-Cut is made from alpha (hardened) titanium. Its 
blade is specially designed and shaped to maintain a sharp cutting edge for a long life 
of corrosion-free performance. 

◊ Measures just over 12.7cm in overall length.
◊ Its 6.3cm blade offers both serrated and smooth cutting edges, along with a line 

cutter.
◊ No-nonsense handle is contoured and offers both indents and a finger guard to 

enable you to maintain a firm, non-slip grip. 
◊ A lanyard eyelet is provided for running a wrist lanyard. 
◊ Low profile, protective sheath features a Velcro closure and is designed to fit on a 

tech harness waistband.

BC KNIFE SK75
Made of lightweight, corrosion-free titanium, this compact knife features a 7.5cm 
blade and an easy-grip handle with an eye to attach a security lanyard. It’s the perfect 
cutting tool for attaching to a BC.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

A compact knife to be worn on a BC as a primary or backup, featuring a compact 6.4cm 
stainless steel classic blade with multi-use serrated edge. Comes with a locking 
sheath and kit for BC/hose attachment.

Mako knife has a 8.5cm multifunctional blade providing a conventional edge, line-
cutting notch, serrated edge and bottle opener. Comes with a locking sheath with a 
one-hand release mechanism.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP

Mako Sheath

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP

White Tip Sheat
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CARAVAN BAG

DIVE’N ROLL

299,00

53.360.170

199,00

53.350.120
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The 2-in-1 concept of the Dive ‘N Roll wheeled bag takes the hassle out of dive travel, 
and this new lighter version eliminates some of the weight. The back portion of the main 
compartment is semi-rigid to lighten the load while providing outstanding protection. 
Separate the two pieces for quick baggage stowage and carry-on convenience, then 
zip them together and you’re ready to roll again.

◊ One semi-rigid case plus one removable soft bag equals a hassle-free gear 
transport system.

◊ Non-rigid portion of the exterior is made from a combination of 420D Nylon NT, 
450D Rip-stop and 600D Polyester/PU for strength and durability.

◊ Large main compartment holds lots of dive gear while providing plenty of protection.  
◊ Coil double-slider zippers are durable and make accessing the large main 

compartment that much easier.
◊ Additional packing space in the main compartment’s soft lid is ideal for stashing 

clothes and other soft goods.
◊ Detachable backpack enables you to keep your most valuable gear with you 

throughout your journey.
◊ Two rubber-covered handles plus a telescopic tow handle and reinforced saltwater-

resistant wheels offer a bevy of lifting, carrying and rolling options.
◊ Dimensions: 66x40x32cm.  Weight: 3980g.  Volume: 84L.

The Caravan will cart your dive gear safely and conveniently, no matter where in the 
world you do your diving. As a roller bag it works great moving gear from car trunk 
to local dive boat, but it can just as easily negotiate crowded airports as you journey 
to exotic dive destinations. Easy to lift, carry and roll, the Caravan is a solid all-round 
choice for hassle-free gear transport.

◊ Bag’s exterior is made from a combination of 420D Nylon NT and 450D Rip-stop for 
strength and durability. The interior lining is 150D Polyester.

◊ The bag enjoys a 20% lighter overall weight thanks to the new PU lining and updated 
construction.

◊ Offering over 15 litres more volume than its predecessor, the Caravan comes with 
substantially increased gear-packing capacity.

◊ A large main compartment with U-Shaped opening, two side pockets and one flat 
pocket on top provide a variety of packing and stowage options.

◊ YKK saltwater-resistant double-slider zippers are durable and allow for easy access 
of the large main compartment.

◊ External compression straps help snug down a partial load to make bag handling 
easier.

◊ Telescopic double-bar tow handle, side, top and bottom carry handles and reinforced 
saltwater resistant wheels provide a bevy of lifting, carrying and rolling options.

◊ Dimensions: 70x40x35cm. Weight: 4650. Volume: 105L.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP
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PORTER BAG

XP PACK DUO

185,00

53.310.120

189,00

53.460.000

165,00

53.340.000
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This big carrier offers lots of volume to handle your gear. It comes with reinforced «off-
road» skate-style roller wheels plus a backpack system, so you’ll be able to easily roll 
or carry the bag wherever you want it to go. But what’s really great about the Porter 
Bag is its easy-fold feature that allows it to stow easily as it awaits your next dive 
adventure.

◊ Bag’s exterior is made from a combination of 420D Nylon NT and 450D Rip-stop for 
strength and durability. The interior lining is 150D Polyester.

◊ The bag enjoys a 20% lighter overall weight thanks to the new PU lining.
◊ Offering lots of gear carrying capacity, the bag folds into a compact package for 

storage.
◊ Large main compartment, two front pockets and two inside pockets provide a 

variety of packing and stowage options.
◊ YKK saltwater-resistant double-slider zipper is durable and makes accessing the 

large main compartment that much easier.
◊ Backpack system plus top handle with reinforced «off-road» skate-style wheels 

provide multiple transport options.
◊ Adjustable top handle makes rolling phase easy and comfortable—the bag does not 

roll onto your legs. 
◊ Dimensions: 85x57x36cm. Weight: 2650g. Volume: 174L.
◊ Folded dimensions: 51x41x18cm.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

Lightweight yet durable, this rolling dive bag is an ideal gear carrier for world travelers. 
The huge main compartment features two mesh pockets for organizing smaller items, 
plus a zippered sleeve on the front cover provides easy-access stowage for items you 
might need to get to while en route to your dive destination.

◊ Made from durable combination of 420D nylon NT and 450D Ripstop with polyester 
thread stitching.

◊ Inside lining is made of 150D polyester PU.
◊ Main zippers are YKK saltwater resistant and feature double sliders for easy access.
◊ Telescopic tow handle and reliable wheels allow for the near-effortless rolling 

transport of gear.
◊ Padded carry handle lets you conveniently tote or lift the bag over uneven terrain.
◊ Dimensions: 79x48x43cm. Weight: 4790g. Volume: 163L.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

ECO ROLLING
◊ 1 main compartment for diving gear
◊ 1 front compartment for clothes
◊ 1 front pocket for travel documents and magazines
◊ Heavy duty easily changeable wheels
◊ Top end & side smooth handles for easy carrying
◊ Back pack system if you need to walk and carry your bag
◊ Dimensions: 81x46x26cm, 97L. 3400g PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP
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REPORTER BAG

CABIN BAG

88,00

53.951.170

160,00

53.365.170
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The new Cabin Bag now sports four wheels, making it more luggage-like and user-
friendly and the ideal carry-on bag for traveling. The large main compartment with 
U-shaped double-slide coil zipper, along with smaller pockets on the inside and 
outside, are just a few of the features offered by this convenient multi-wheeled carry-
on.

◊ Made of 500D heavy-duty PVC (Tarpaulin) fabric for the ultimate in durability.
◊ Large compartment includes elastic hold-downs to keep the load from shifting.
◊ U-shaped double-slider coil zipper provides easy access for packing or unpacking.
◊ Small horizontal pocket on the front cover and zippered inside pocket are perfect 

for stowing smaller items.
◊ Telescopic tow handle and 4 reinforced skate wheels allow for excellent balance and 

effortless manoeuvring through busy airport terminals.
◊ Side and top carry handles make easy work of hefting the bag into overhead 

compartments.
◊ Conforms to new IATA size regulations.
◊ Dimensions: 53x37x19cm.  Weight: 3180g.  Volume: 37L.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

This new backpack offers lots of storage space in three roomy compartments. 
The rear compartment is ideal for clothes, the middle compartment is designed 
for a laptop, e-tablet, documents and magazines (with a special pocket for 
passport and boarding passes), and the front compartment is designed to stow 
items like digital cameras. You also get a small mesh pouch on one side to hold 
a water bottle, and a small zippered pocket on the opposite side for keys or 
other important small items.

◊ Offering 3 main compartments plus additional smaller pockets to stow a 
variety of important gear, work papers and writing tools.

◊ Computer compartment is sized perfectly for laptops up to 15 inches.
◊ Double slider zippers are easy to use and help keep contents secure.
◊ Padded shoulder straps and top handle make this an easy bag to carry 

around.
◊ Dimensions: 52x38x24cm. Weight: 1170g. Volume: 44L.
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59,00

53.120.200

64,00

53.399.100
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MESH BAG COATED

This Duffel-style Mesh dive bag is made of durable PVC coated mesh that lets water 
drain easily. Roomy enough—and strong enough—for a full set of gear, it is still 
lightweight and folds easily for storage. It is an ideal gear-hauler for live-aboard use 
or for carrying dive suits separately. Also excellent for carrying rental equipment when 
resort diving.

◊ Saltwater-resistant YKK Vislon zipper features double-sliders for added 
convenience. 

◊ Padded carry handles make hefting the load that much easier.
◊ Dimensions: 70x35cm (diameter). Weight: 650g. Volumne: 86L

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

MINI DRY BACKPACK
The Mini Dry Bag is built tough with the same 500D heavy-duty Tarpaulin and heat 
sealed construction as the Maxi Dry Bag. It also has the same convenience features, 
but in a smaller size for smaller gear transport jobs. 
 
◊ Dimensions: 40x25x18cm. Weight: 800g. Volume: 18L. 

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP
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46,00

53.309.100

54,00

53.339.000

38,90

53.379.000
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TRAVEL REGULATOR BAG “VINTAGE”
The SCUBAPRO Travel Reg Bag comes in a new “vintage” style commemorating 
SCUBAPRO’s 50 years in diving. It features one large main compartment with straps 
to secure your reg while in transit. A clear zippered inside pocket inside allows you to 
store a log book or any documents you might need while traveling The bag comes with 
a top handle and shoulder strap for easy carrying.

◊ Constructed of 500D water-resistant Tarpaulin and featuring a lined interior to hold 
all your personal essentials.

◊ Dimensions: 32x32x10cm. Weight: 720g. Volume: 10L. 

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

MESH BAG

This popular duffel-style dive bag is made of durable coated nylon mesh that lets 
water drain easily. Roomy enough—and strong enough—for a full set of gear, it is still 
lightweight and folds easily for storage. It is an ideal gear-hauler for live-aboard use or 
for carrying dive suits separately.

◊ Top-loading U–shaped opening makes it easy to load gear.
◊ Saltwater-resistant YKK Vision zipper features double-sliders for added 

convenience. 
◊ Padded carry handles make hefting the load that much easier. 
◊ Dimensions: 70x40x30cm. Weight: 490g. Volume: 84L.

DUFFLE BAG
This heavy-duty traditional duffel-style bag is built tough. While weighing only two 
pounds empty, it provides enough volume to accommodate a full set of dive gear. It 
is also easy to load and unload thanks to its U-shaped double slider zipper. Double 
duffel handles and a sturdy shoulder strap offer convenient ways to carry the bag to 
and from the dive site. 

◊ Made of a durable yet lightweight combination of 420D nylon NT, 450D Ripstop and 
600D polyester with polyester thread stitching. 

◊ Inside lining is made of 150D polyester/PU.  
◊ Ultra-soft construction makes it super easy to fold and store when not  being used.
◊ Main zippers are YKK saltwater resistant and feature double sliders for easy access.
◊ Padded carry handle lets you conveniently tote or lift the bag over uneven terrain.
◊ Dimensions: 80x40x36cm. Weight: 900g. Volume: 97L. 

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP
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BEACH BAG

MESH SACK

32,00

53.330.000

30,90

53.309.000

33,50

53.369.000

148     ACCESSORIES

The Beach Bag lets you enjoy a trouble-free day at the shore. The bag is designed to 
carry a complete snorkel set, plus offers compartments to hold your keys and wallet. 
A top handle and shoulder strap are provided for convenient carrying. The bag is made 
of a durable yet lightweight combination of 420D nylon NT, 450D Ripstop and 600D 
polyester with polyester thread stitching.

◊ Dimensions: 67x27x17cm. Weight: 350g. Volume: 28L. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

REGULATOR BAG & COMPUTER BAG
Special equipment deserves special treatment. With the trendy designed Regulator 
Bag accompanied by the Computer Bag you can always be sure your regulator, gauges 
and dive computer are protected for your next dive outing.

◊ Constructed from a combination of 420D Nylon NT and 450D Rip-stop for strength 
and durability. The interior lining is 150D Polyester.

◊ Internal Velcro straps secure a coiled reg or console hoses.
◊ Double slider zipper makes it easy to access the main compartment.
◊ Padded handle and a shoulder strap allow for comfortable and convenient carrying.
◊ Transparent zippered pouch is provided for storing a logbook.
◊ Computer Bag is also sold separately (53.381.140).
◊ Regulator Bag dimensions: 34x26x10cm. Weight: 420. Volume: 9L.
◊ Computer Bag dimensions: 10x7x14cm. Weight: 100g. Volume: 1L.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

This lightweight nylon mesh backpack is the perfect carryall for snorkeling gear or 
tropical dive gear. Durable soft mesh material holds a lot cargo.

◊ Bag opening secures with a top rope fitted with a sliding, spring-loaded button 
closure. 

◊ Main compartment handles the larger-sized gear while the front exterior pocket is 
perfect for small items. 

◊ Padded shoulder straps makes it easy to sling the bag for the hike down to the boat 
or beach. 

◊ Folds into a compact size for storage.
◊ Dimensions: 70x39cm (diameter). Weight: 500g. Volume: 106L

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP
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23.101.051 29,90

23.101.101 37,00

45,00

23.151.200 S x 3

23.151.300 M x 4

23.151.400 L x 5

23.151.500 XL x 6

23.016.100 1kg 12,00

23.016.200 2kg 22,00

23.016.250 2.5kg 27,50
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ANKLE WEIGHT

PART NUMBER SIZE MRSP
0.5 Kg unit

1 Kg unit

PADDED WEIGHTBELT STAINLESS STEEL BUCKLE

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

SCUBAPRO Pocket Weight Belts make weight adjustment easy, even when floating on 
the surface. Simply open the Velcro closed pockets to slide weights in or out.
◊ Makes weight adjustment easy, even when floating on the surface. Simply open the 

Velcro closed pockets to slide weights in or out.
◊ Strong nylon fabric, anti-slip inner belt webbing and soft padding for durability & 

comfort.  Stainless steel or nylon quick-release buckle.
◊ Various lengths available with three, four or five pocket options to accommodate 

all divers.
◊ Large self-draining pockets fit standard lead weights or SCUBAPRO Eco-Weights

Ankle weights for use with drysuits or by divers who just want better redistribution 
of additional weight for fine-tuning their body position. Also relieves weight and 
discomfort on waist or hips.

◊ European patented system available in 0.5kg & 1kg soft, lead-grain packs, 
conforming to ankle shape.

◊ Quick-release buckle on adjustment strap for safety and convenience.
◊ Watertight pocket seal between lead and water to prevent any contact and protect 

the environment.

SOFT WEIGHTS

Sealed pouches for environmentally safe use. Cordura material for added strength.

◊ Ideal with our pocket weight belt or in any BC integrated weight system.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
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40.122.000 85,00

40.563.000 32,50

40.119.000 26,90

40.561.000 20,50

40.562.000 17,50

21,00

28.552.000

40.122.000 40.563.000 40.119.000 40.561.000
40.562.000

23.029.100 26,00

23.029.200 26,00

23.029.400 26,00

23.030.100 12,50

23.030.200 12,50

23.030.400 12,50

23.151.000 7,20

23.428.001 19,90

23.029.100

23.030.400

23.029.200

41.493.105 25,90

41.493.125 58,00
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REELS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Reel 75 M. Anodized alloy frame and nylon fiberglass reel & handle, 75 m of 
2mm diameter polyester line and one swivel carabinier

Multi Purpose Reel 50 m

Mini Reel 15 M

MINI REEL LARGE, with approx. 30 m rope and brass hook

MINI REEL SMALL, with approx. 15 m rope and brass hook, 
perfect for Deco-Stop-Buoys

REEF HOOK

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

With carabiner and 
line.

PRICES €

MRSP

A reef hook is a handy accessory to have if you're drifting diving 
and you want to stop to enjoy the sights or take a photo.

It comes with a stainless steel bolt snap you can clip to a BC 
D-ring, a length of line and a hook to snag on a rock to keep you 
from getting swept away in the current.

A great tool for photographers.

STANDARD WEIGHT BELT 1.5M x 5CM

PART NUMBER BUCKLE COLOR MRSP
Stainless Steel Black

Stainless Steel Blue

Stainless Steel Lime

Nylon Black

Nylon Blue

Nylon Lime

Nylon buckle

Stainless steel buckle

CHRISTOLUBE

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Christo Lube MCG111 (5 gr)

Christo Lube MCG111 (28 gr. syringe)
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40.541.000 18,90

40.092.500 72,00

40.544.200 69,00

40.544.000 60,00

40.583.000 63,00

40.539.000 42,90

40.545.000 18,90

40.541.000 40.092.500 40.544.200 40.544.000 40.583.000 40.539.000 40.545.000

40.530.000 145,00

40.530.100 68,00

40.300.000 80,00

40.530.000

40.300.000 40.530.100
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BUOYS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION  MRSP
SIGNAL DECOMPRESSION  BUOY for signalling and deco stop, orange, 130 cm, 
with bag and hook

Sealed Marker Buoy - 1.50 m safety signal with double inflation system. 
In durable nylon, sealed and with bottom weights, for upright stability - with 
bag. 

SAFETY PRO buoy, Safety buoy with valve system, Bouy remains inflated, 
Double fill mechanism, use for TECH. 185cm.

DECOBUOY DELUXE, with inflator valve and overpressure valve. Self sealing 
non return air entry

Lift bag - 25kg - high frequency welded, no-return valve, very good also as a 
large marker buoy

SAFETY & FUN Combination safety buoy and swimming aid, ideal for 
snorkellers

Marker BUOY with Alpha Flag & holder for lamp

APNEA SURFACE BUOY COMPLETE

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Apnea surface buoy complete (w/o Flag)

International dive flag for Apnea surface buoy

SURFACE BUOY -  made of nylon, length 85 cm, 5 D-rings, 3 handles, 
complete with dive flag

Surface buoy set includes buoy and inner tube only. Flag is optional. An essential accessory for safe 
intense training and recreational apnea. Diameter 75cm.

◊ Durable 840D Nylon exterior bag
◊ Large zipper on exterior bag for easy inner-tube insertion and allows storage of accessories 

inside the buoy
◊ Large bottom holes for quicker after-dive water draining
◊ Bottom D-ring for line attachment
◊ Inner bladder with Op valve and auto inflation valve for oral inflation or inflator hose 
◊ 4 Convenient side handles
◊ Inner tube, exterior bag and flag also available separately.
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53.337.500 17,00

53.519.000 6,20

28.518.000 11,90

28.103.000 10,20

21.122.000 4,70

28.103.000 21.122.000

53.337.500

53.519.000 28.518.000

38,90

45.070.000

28.048.000 28.572.000

28.048.000 19,90

28.572.000 20,50

28.573.000 9,20

28.573.000
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DRY-BOXES

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION  MRSP
Dry Box Yellow 215 x 150 
x 110 mm

Mini Dry 15x7x100mm

Diver’s Egg 

Compact robust dry cases

ACCESSORIES

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION  MRSP
Spare O-Rings & pick. Key 
chain

Whistle neon yellow

WETNOTES

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

SLATE

Fluorescent slates for easy 
underwater communication

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Computer slate

Multi-LayerPRO - slate for arm, 3- folding slates, with pencil

Slate with pencil (Fluorescent)
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51.052.000 20,50

51.054.000 20,50

51.056.000 20,50

51.060.000 21,00

21.300.100 6,50

21.200.100 6,00

51.060.000

51.076.000

21.300.100 21.200.100

51.076.000 20,50

51.300.100 12,30

51.301.100 12,30

51.303.200 20,40

51.300.100 51.301.100 51.303.200

28.555.000 17,80

28.556.000 23,30

28.555.000

28.556.000
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MULTIHANGER

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Blue

Yellow

Black

51.05x.000 - Boxed by 20 units mini - assorted colors

SNAP HOOKS & HOSE HOLDERS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION  MRSP
3 Hoses Black Holder

2 Hoses Black Holder

A SCUBAPRO-patented device to help you organize gear in a very 
compact space.
◊ Regulator slips into central U-hook.
◊ BC slips under shoulder hooks.
◊ Wetsuit hangs over central bar or shoulder hook.
◊ Booties are pinched by retainers.
◊ Extra tank-valve O-rings nest in indentation.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Drysuit hanger - The best method to dry and store your dry suit. Just slip 
the boots of your suit between the bars and hang it head down to ensure 
air circulation for inner and outer drying.

SH2 - Hanger - Gloves, Boots, Regulators

SH3 Hanger-Jacket Regulator

Wide Suithanger

HANGERS

SNAPPERS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION  MRSP
Standard size

XL

◊ Retractable clip ideal for camera or lights 
◊ Stainless steel core - two sizes
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840.257.000

840.255.100 25,80

840.255.150 25,80

840.255.200 25,80

840.255.250 25,80

840.255.300 25,80

840.255.400 25,80

840.255.500 25,80

840.255.600 25,80

19,00

24.311.000 

851.825.000 102,00

51.538.000 32,30

851.825.000

51.538.000

66,00

24.045.001
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DOC’S PROPLUGS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Mini kit - 12 pairs + fitting kit

Pair - T (tiny)

Pair - XS

Pair - S

Pair - MS

Pair - M

Pair - L

Pair - XL

Pair - XXL

◊ Perfect protection for divers ears 
◊ Also ideal for Swimmers and snorkellers

POCKET MASK 
Emergency mask to be used for reanimation - with strap, valve & box.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

ACOUSTIC SIGNAL DEVICES

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION  MRSP
DIVE ALERT PLUS, under water and 
surface emergency device (connector for 
Standard Inflator)

SHAKER with Magnet

NOSECLIP
◊ Essential nose clip for worry-free apnea diving PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION



KIDS
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21.222.010 289,00

21.571.000 30,00

821.590.200 25,00

821.590.300 25,00

821.095.000 38,00

185,00

6/5MM
63.872.200 S

63.872.300 M

63.872.400 L

63.872.500 XL

63.872.x00 63.874.x00

115,00

2.5MM
63.874.200 S

63.874.300 M

63.874.400 L

63.874.500 XL
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Specially designed for younger divers, the front-adjustable Rebel is built tough to last. Its 
wraparound bladder provides a stable and secure ride at depth, and the padded backpack 
and cummerbund offer a lot of additional comfort. Three dump valves and optional 
weight integration add to its ease-of-use. The one-size-fits all is aided by a choice of 
cummerbunds to help dial in a snug fit. 

◊ Constructed of 420 Denier nylon for lightweight durability.
◊ Optional gravity release weight pouches eliminate the need for a weight belt.
◊ Padded back pack provides extra cushion when strapped to a tank.
◊ Adaptable sternum strap and cummerbund allow for a comfortable fit.
◊ Standard web strap with lightweight buckle holds the tank securely.
◊ Balanced inflator and three dump valves allow for pinpoint buoyancy control.
◊ Two zippered cargo pockets and three plastic D-rings provide lots of opportunities for 

carrying extra gear.

REBEL KIDS WITH BPI

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
Rebel BC + 2 cummerbands

Weight Pocket for Rebel BCD (pair)

CUMMERBUND REBEL S

CUMMERBUND REBEL M

Corrugated Hose (33cm)

REBEL KID 
HOODLESS BACK ZIP 6/5 & 2.5MM

6/5MM & 2.5MM 
◊ Rebel is made with X-Foam, a non-toxic neoprene formula that complies with the very 

strict P.A.H. (Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons) test requirements.
◊ Plush interior is comfortable and contributes to overall thermal protection.
◊ Diagonal back zipper and long ankle zippers make the suit extremely easy to don and 

doff.
◊ Short zipper at the neck enhances comfort during surface intervals.
◊ Stretch neoprene side panels increase range of motion.
◊ Reinforced kneepads protect the legs of both suit and diver when kneeling on the 

bottom.

6/5MM
◊ This hoodless Rebel steamer is made for kids with two thicknesses of neoprene to 

deliver thermal protection in the body’s core area where it is needed most, and flexibility 
in the legs and arms where mobility is key. 

2.5MM
◊ This soft neoprene, well-cut steamer is offered in a 2.5mm thickness for maximum 

comfort and protection when diving in warm waters. 
◊ Thinner-skin neoprene on wrists can be rolled up or down depending on arm length.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE
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70,00

63.876.100 XS

63.876.200 S

63.876.300 M

63.876.400 L

63.876.500 XL

98,00

63.875.200 S

63.875.300 M

63.875.400 L

63.875.500 XL
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REBEL HOODED FRONT ZIP VEST 5MM

To increase a child’s thermal protection nothing beats this 5mm neoprene vest with 
attached hood and bicycle-style shorts. The diagonal front zipper makes it easy to 
climb in and out of the vest. Nylon 2 Sides lining on neoprene increases flexibility and 
comfort. 

REBEL SHORTY BACK ZIP 2MM

Kids will enjoy wearing this shorty with its cool, modern design, It provides comfort 
and warmth while underwater and good sun protection for snorkeling and surface 
swimming. The sophisticated cut creates a comfortable fit that leaves no pressure 
marks. The soft neoprene is made from X-Foam, a neoprene formulation that is non-
toxic and complies with the very strict P.A.H. (Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons) test 
requirements.

◊ Stretch binding at neck, arms and legs makes it comfortable to wear, helps keep 
water out and warmth in.

◊ Nylon 2 Sides construction for overall comfort. 
◊ Diagonal back zipper is comfortable and makes it easy to get in and out of the suit.

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP
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CM

XS 116 53-56 46-50 57-60

S 128 57-61 50-55 61-55

M 140 62-65 56-60 66-69

L 152 66-70 61-63 70-74

XL 164 71-74 63-66 74-76

REBEL
139-155

43-50

61-91

66.7/6.8

2.0

27,90

63.883.086 S (86 cm)

63.883.092 M (92 cm)

63.883.104 L (104 cm)

63.883.116 XL (116 cm)

63.891.086 S (86 cm)

63.891.092 M (92 cm)

63.891.104 L (104 cm)

63.881.116 XL (116 cm)

32,90

63.882.086 S (86 cm)

63.882.092 M (92 cm)

63.882.104 L (104 cm)

63.882.116 XL (116 cm)

63.893.086 S (86 cm)

63.893.092 M (92 cm)

63.893.104 L (104 cm)

63.893.116 XL (116 cm)

63.891.xxx63.883.xxx

63.882.xxx 63.893.xxx
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KIDS RASH GUARD & SHORT

On land the Wizard & Harmony rash guard sets deliver highly effective protection 
from the sun’s rays (SPF 80) and offer better wind protection than a conventional 
tee-shirt. In the water, they protect from jellyfish stings plus can provide additional 
environmental protection when worn underneath a wetsuit. Breathable, quick-drying 
and lightweight, these are comfortable garments for active kids having fun in the sun.

KIDS SUITS
HEIGHT CHEST WAIST HIP

BC
HEIGHT (CM)

WEIGHT (KG)

CUMMERBUND 
CIRCUMFERENCE (CM)

LIFT (N/KG)

WEIGHT (KG) WITH BPI

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

BOY WIZARD  SHORTS

GIRL HARMONY SHORTS

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

BOY WIZARD RASH GUARD 

GIRL HARMONY RASH  GUARD

KIDS’ SIZE CHART
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Solvent Free Glue

HYBRID  SOCK 2.5MM

41,00

67.110.200 S/M

67.110.400 L/XL

31,50

58.164.070 S/M  

58.164.090 L/XL      

D-FLEX 2.0

19,00

57.089.060 27/29     

57.089.070 30/32     

57.089.080 33/34     
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REBEL HOOD 5MM

This 5mm bibbed hood protects the head and neck from cold water. The bib section 
tucks nicely inside the wetsuit neckline to block water and increase warmth. The hood 
is made from super stretch neoprene for comfort and fit, and it and offers multiple 
Velcro®® closing points for easy donning and removal.

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

Delivering the perfect balance of warmth and protection for tropical diving, this 
quality entry-level glove offers a lot of stretch for maximum comfort and finger 
dexterity, plus its contoured shape provides a comfortable fit. The no-slip printed 
palm provides maximum gripping power. The inside plush lining is warm and dries 
fast.

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

Available December 2017

The new Hybrid sock is made of soft 2.5mm neoprene with a 
textured sole that provides light non-slip protection. Featuring 
a plush interior lining for warmth and comfort, you can wear the 
Hybrid sock inside your dive boot for added warmth, as a liner 
inside a full foot fin, or by itself to kick around on a chilly boat 
deck. Whichever you choose, your feet will love you for it. 

PART NUMBER SIZE

PRICES €

MRSP

Available December 2017
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7,90

26.006.200

26.006.030

34,00

24.301.700

24.301.230

24.301.030

39,90

25.002.300 S/M 28-31

25.002.400 L/XL 32-34

25.030.300 S/M 28-31

25.030.400 L/XL 32-34

24.002.030

26.006.200 26.006.030

24.301.700 24.301.230 24.301.030

25.002.x00 25.030.x00

26,00

24.002.200

24.002.030

24.002.200
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◊ Designed for snorkelers 4 years and older, the Child 2 is a standard kid-sized 
snorkel with small tube volume to make clearing easy and a comfortable silicone 
mouthpiece. Easy to use, it makes snorkeling just that much more fun.

CHILD 2 SNORKEL

SNORKEL PLUS FINS - KIDS
This versatile fin features an open heel design for snorkelers who like to wear neoprene 
boots. However, its foot pocket is so soft and supportive kids can just as easily use 
the fin barefoot. The Snorkel Plus is easy to don and doff, and it will keep a child’s feet 
protected and comfy during a day of snorkeling. 

SPIDER COMBO KIDS
This high-quality children’s snorkeling set comes with a single-lens mask complete 
with soft silicone skirt, and a comfortable snorkel with dry top and lower purge valve. 
A quick-clip for attaching the snorkel to mask is included, as is a convenient mesh 
storage bag. 

◊ The Child 2 is an ideal mask for children. It is perfectly shaped to fit almost all small 
faces, features an extra-soft non-allergic liquid silicone skirt for the ultimate in 
comfort, and its Ultra Clear lenses deliver a bright and wide view of the underwater 
world. Quick-release buckles make easy work of strap adjustment. It’s the mask of 
choice for kids from age 4.

CHILD 2 KIDS MASK

PART NUMBER COLOR

Blue

Green

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER COLOR

Pink

Turquoise

Green

PRICES €

MRSP

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

BLUE

GREEN

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

Blue - Clear

Green - Clear

PRICES €

MRSP



POINT OF SALE
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upgraded

18.00

50.523.200 S

50.523.300 M

50.523.400 L

50.523.500 XL

50.523.600 2XL

50.524.200 S

50.524.300 M

50.524.400 L

50.524.500 XL

50.524.600 2XL

30.00

50.972.200 S

50.972.300 M

50.972.400 L

50.972.500 XL

50.972.600 2XL

50.971.200 S

50.971.300 M

50.971.400 L

50.971.500 XL

50.523.x00

50.524.x00

162    POINT OF SALE

SCUBAPRO T-SHIRT
Improved quality 180gm 100% cotton T-shirts in unisex/men’s sizes.

POLO SHIRT
These updated fine 200gm polos are light weight for all weather comfort and 
wash well at 40°, keeping their form for long-term good looks.

• Embroidered heart logo in silver gray and white

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

BLACK

WHITE

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

MAN

WOMAN
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89.00

50.532.100 XS

50.532.200 S

50.532.300 M

50.532.400 L

50.532.500 XL

50.532.600 2XL

50.532.700 3XL

65.00

50.760.100 XS

50.760.200 S

50.760.300 M

50.760.400 L

50.760.500 XL

50.760.600 2XL

50.760.700 3XL

29.90

50.400.200 S

50.400.300 M

50.400.400 L

50.400.500 XL
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• Removable hood with zippered attachment and velcro ends, keeps hood 
firmly in place. 

• Soft gray interior polar lining
• Easily accessible zippered pocket on left forearm.
• Right side chest pocket
• Left & right side front pockets
• Velcro adjustable wrists
• Professional Diving SCUBAPRO logo in black/blue

SOFT SHELL HOODED JACKET

• Long sleeve navy blue t-shirt, 100% cotton
• SCUBAPRO logo on sleeve
• “Deep down you want the best” slogan on upper back

LONG SLEEVE SCUBAPRO T-SHIRT

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

• 100% Nylon
• Black with Professional Diving logo on front
• Removeable hood 
• Interieur & Exterieur pockets

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

WINDBREAKER
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-

50.527.200 S

50.527.300 M

50.527.400 L

50.527.500 XL

50.527.600 2XL

50.528.200 S

50.528.300 M

50.528.400 L

50.528.500 XL

-

50.979.200 S

50.979.300 M

50.979.400 L

50.979.500 XL

50.979.600 2XL

50.977.200 S

50.977.300 M

50.977.400 L

50.977.500 XL

50.527.x00

50.528.x00

50.977.x00

164    POINT OF SALE

RESERVED FOR S.E.A. DIVE CENTERS

POLO “SCUBAPRO DIVING CENTRE”

POLO “CENTRE DE PLONGÉE SCUBAPRO”

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

MAN - IN ENGLISH

WOMAN - IN ENGLISH

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

MAN - EN FRANÇAIS

WOMAN - EN FRANÇAIS
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15.00

50.974.100

26.00

50.582.000

50.792.000 12.00

50.794.000 9.00

50.792.000

50.794.000

50.529.x00

23.00

50.529.200 S

50.529.300 M

50.529.400 L

50.529.500 XL

50.529.600 2XL
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BASEBALL CAPS

WATCH CAP

• 100% acrylic
• Embroided Logo
• Available in black
• Minimum order: package of 12 hats

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

• Perfect for travel or anytime
• Super compact micro-fiber towel with anti-bacterial treatment
• 75 cm x 160 cm folded in zippered SCUBAPRO fabric net bag
• Packaged in clear plastic bag with hanger for easy display and dust 

protection in stores

MICROFIBER TOWEL

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION  MRSP
SCUBAPRO BASEBALL - High Quality real baseball cap styling, 
lightweight with water repellent fabric, YKK zipper adjustment. Min order 
12.

DIVER BASEBALL - 3D logos embrodered on the hat; minimum order 12.  

Personalised DIVER baseball hats 
available. Minimum order 200 pieces. 
Please consult your salesperson

Extra soft blend ‘retro’ style t-shirt.

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER SIZE

SCUBAPRO T-SHIRT
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 new

upgraded

4.00

47.980.000

4.00

47.100.000

47.110.000

47.106.003

47.106.004

1.90

47.105.400

47.100.000 47.110.000 47.106.003 47.106.004

29.00

50.910.260
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SHOPPING BAG
• The perfect alternative to plastic bags. Reusable for various shopping/

carrying needs
• Wide secure shoulder strap for easy wear and durability
• Minimum order: 20 pcs.

SCUBAPRO PEN

• Fin key ring, very souple and flexible
• Min. order x 10 by colour

• Soft touch body, Swiss-brand Prodir pen.
• Minimum order quantity: 20 pcs.

SEAWING NOVA KEY RINGS

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

BLACK

WHITE

PINK

YELLOW

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

SCUBAPRO UMBRELLA

• 92cm long Umbrella from handle to tip
• Special over the shoulder carrying strap
• Push button auto-open

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION
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0.35

47.000.101

47.000.102

47.000.109

47.000.104

-

47.000.100

-

47.000.081

47.000.101
47.000.102 47.000.109

47.000.104

-

47.000.082

-

45.010.010
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AUTHORIZED  STICKER
• 20 cm in diameter
• Not for public sale - only for authorized s

DIVER STICKER - 17CM

DIVER STICKER 1 M
• Famous SCUBAPRO diver sticker 1 meter high, available 

in black
• NEW MATERIAL, plastified and resistant to water and 

outdoor conditions

• Not for public sale - only for authorized s

Minimum order per color: 100. PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

Black

Blue

Pink

White

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

Black

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

SEA STICKER - 20CM
• Sticker for glasswindows (sticks to the inside) diameter 

30cm

Reserved for SEA dive centers! NOT FOR SALE

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICE LIST BINDER - 4 HOLES
• While stocks last
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upgraded

upgraded

-

47.080.065

-

47.100.001

47.073.102

47.073.101 S.E.A.

47.100.001

47.073.102

47.073.101

47.095.114

47.950.001

47.950.002

47.950.003

47.950.001
47.095.114

47.950.002
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SET 3 POSTERS SCUBAPRO

• W x H = 420mm × 594mm in 250g paper

SCUBAPRO BANNER

• 150cm x 45cm
• Not for public sale - only for authorized s

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

SCUBAPRO Logo

Lifestyle Banner

S.E.A DIVE BAPTISM A4 CERTIFICATES

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

English/French Diploma x 
200 -  Mixed set of 4

English/Spanish Diploma x 
100 - Mixed set of 4

Kids’ Diploma x 20 - Mixed 
set of 4

English/Italian Diploma x 
200 -  Mixed set of 4
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47.200.100 32.00

47.200.101 MK2 3.00

47.200.102 MK25 3.00

47.200.103 MK11 3.00

47.200.104 MK17 3.00

47.200.105 MK21 3.00

47.200.106 MK2 EVO 3.00

47.200.107 MK25 EVO 3.00

47.200.108 MK17 EVO 3.00

47.200.201 R095 3.00

47.200.203 S560 3.00

47.200.204 G260 3.00

47.200.205 R195 3.00

47.200.206 S600 3.00

47.200.207 A700 3.00

47.200.209 S360 3.00

47.200.210 C350 3.00

47.200.301 3.00

47.200.302 3.00

47.200.212 S620 XTi / S620 Ti 3.00

47.200.211 C370 3.00
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PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION  MRSP
Complete set

AIR 2 4TH GEN

AIR2 5TH GEN

• Complete set delivered in a reinforced tube
• Size : 70x50cm, 170g plastic coated paper
• Minimum order: 10 posters or a complete set

TECHNICAL POSTERS

NEWSLETTER SIGN-UP CARDS

For every 50 new addresses received, we will send you a wind breaker jacket

For more information, please consult your salesperson
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HYDROS PRO
51.700.001

51.700.002

51.700.003

51.700.004

51.700.005

GALILEO 2 (G2)

47.080.100

47.081.001 Français - Brochure G2

47.081.005 Nederlandse - G2 brochure

47.081.003 Italiana - Brochure G2

47.081.002 English - G2 Brochure

47.081.004 Español - Folleto G2

47.081.00x

47.080.100

51.700.00x
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PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

ENGLISH

FRENCH

SPANISH

ITALIAN

DUTCH

NOT FOR RESALE

Total size 158 cm x 55cm 

INSTORE (TWO SIDED)

Delivered flat packed in 
800mm x 600mm box 

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MRSP
In Box Counter Card Galileo 2 (G2) 
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DISPLAYS

51.200.015

51.200.019

51.200.020

51.200.021

51.200.022

47.999.920

51.006.000

51.018.000

51.025.300

51.200.023

51.200.01951.200.015 51.200.020

51.018.000 47.999.92051.025.300 51.006.000 51.200.023
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PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION
SCUBAPRO REG DISPLAY

SCUBAPRO FIN DISPLAY

SCUBAPRO MASK DISPLAY

SCUBAPRO GARMENT WATERFALL

SCUBAPRO TOWER

PLEXI DISPLAY - COMPUTER

PLEXI DISPLAY - MASK/SNORKEL

PLEXI DISPLAY - REGULATOR

PLEXI DISPLAY - FINS

PLEXI DISPLAY - TORCHES

- WHILE STOCKS LAST
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-

47.060.000 SEA

47.100.003 SCUBAPRO

47.100.004

47.100.006

47.100.005

47.100.007

51.091.000 15.00

51.091.050 15.00

51.091.100 15.00

51.091.200 15.00
51.091.000

51.091.050

51.091.100

51.091.200

47.060.00047.100.003

47.100.004/006 47.100.005/007
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PRICES €

MRSP

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

INDOOR/OUTDOOR SAILS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION  
SEA SAIL

SEA SAIL NO STRUCTURE

SCUBAPRO SAIL

SCUBAPRO SAIL NO STRUCTURE

• Brand flag for added indoor and outdoor signage
• 115g polyester resists in outdoor conditions
• Reinforced strap on left side and plastic D rings for pole hanging.

FLAG

• Super-resistant micro perforated polyester for long wear against the elements
• Black metal stand looks good both indoors and outside
• 2.8m height x 50cm width shows clear brand message, even without wind.

• Reserved for SEA dive centers or authorized s only! NOT FOR RESALE

SCUBAPRO SUNGLASSES

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION  MRSP
GREEN

PURPLE

BLACK

BLUE

• With 200UV protection (class 3). 
• The microfiber carrying pouch is also a soft 

cleaning cloth. 

Reserved for SEA dive centers! NOT FOR 
RESALE

Not for public sale - only for authorized s 
and SEA Dive Centers
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The illustrations in this catalog may not 
exactly represent the products described 
and are intended as a guide only. We 
reserve the right to alter product 
descriptions or specifications as 
necessary. 

© Copyright 2018 SCUBAPRO.  
Johnson Outdoors Diving. LLC.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS:  
PHOTOGRAPHER: Neil Andrea

Can't be in the water every day? Follow @
SCUBAPRO on social media for your daily 
dose of incredible underwater images.

For over 50 years, SCUBAPRO 
has been committed to protecting 
the oceans. From manufacturing 
processes & materials to 
reusable packaging to sponsoring 
conservation efforts of our 
Deep Elite ambassadors, we at 
SCUBAPRO believe we have a 
strong responsibility to the very 
environments we love to explore.

We encourage new and seasoned 
divers to not just dive in, but to 
experience, discover and protect 
the oceans. And we lead by 
example.

ENGLISH


